Abstract. With our growing reliance on computers, the total societal costs of their failures are hard to underestimate. Nowadays computers control critical systems from various domains such as aerospace, automotive, railway, business etc. Obviously, such systems must have a high degree of dependability – a degree of trust that can be justifiably placed on them. Although the currently operating systems do have an acceptable level of dependability, we believe that their development process is still rather immature and ad-hoc. The constantly growing system complexity poses an increasing challenge on the system developers and requires significant improvement on the existing developing practice. To address this problem, we investigated how to establish a set of refinement-based engineering methods that can provide the designers with a systematic methodology for development of complex systems.
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Executive summary

The seminar brought together academicians that are experts in the area of dependability and formal methods and industry practitioners that are working on developing dependable systems. The industry practitioners have described their experience and challenges posed by formal modeling and verification. The academicians tried to address these challenges while describing their research
work. We seminar proceeded in a highly interactive manner and provided us with an excellent opportunity to share experience.

One of the outcomes of that seminar was the identification of the following list of challenging issues faced by industrial users of formal methods:

- Team-based development
- Dealing with heavy model re-factoring
- Linking requirements engineering and FMs
- Abstraction is difficult
- Refinement strategies are difficult to develop
- Guidelines for method and tool selection
- Keeping models and code in sync
- Real-time modelling
- Supporting reuse and variants
- Proof automation
- Proof reuse
- Handling complex data structures
- Code generation
- Test case generation
- Handling assumptions about the environment

The seminar has encouraged knowledge transfer between several major initiatives in the area of formal engineering of computer-based systems. We have got a good understanding of the advances made within the EU-funded project Deploy "Industrial deployment of system engineering methods providing high dependability and productivity". The project aims at integration of formal engineering methods into the existing development practice in such areas as automotive industry, railways, space and business domains. The participants described advantages and problems of refinement-based development using Event-B and Rodin tool platform. The advances made within the Grand Challenge in Verified Software initiative have been described by the researchers working on the Mondex system and a verified file store. Several large-scale experiments on system development and software verification were presented by the various researchers working in the software industry.

Discussions of such topics as foundations of program refinement, verification, theorem proving, techniques for ensuring dependability, automatic tool support for system development and verification, modeling concurrency and many others resulted in several new joint research initiatives and collaborative works.

This document consists of two parts: the first is a collection of short abstracts of talks and the second is the collection of extended abstracts.
Part 1. Short Abstracts
Refinement of programs of distributed agents

Egon Boerger (University of Pisa, IT)

We present a notion of program refinement and refinement correctness that works for stepwise refining programs to be used in runs of distributed agents. As case study we investigate an implementation of synchronous message passing by semaphores together with its correctness proof.

This is ongoing joint work with Iain Craig (Birmingham) and part of a larger project to model and verify operating system kernels.

Security specification: completeness, feasibility, refinement

Eerke Boiten (University of Kent, GB)

The formal methods and refinement community should be able to contribute to the specification and verification of security protocols. This talk describes a few of the essential differences, or problems. First, security properties go beyond functional correctness, and are fundamentally different for different applications.

Moreover, tomorrow’s attacks may not be anticipated by yesterday’s security properties. Second, notions of security may not be absolute: it may be good enough if guessing our secret is merely hard rather than impossible – and in some cases that may be provably the best we can get. Where does that leave us in wanting to provide security protocols "correct by construction"?

An overview of the Rodin toolset

Michael Butler (University of Southampton, GB)

Rodin is a toolset for the Event-B language and refinement method. The core functionality includes support for for static checking of models, generation of consistency and refinement proof obligations, and automatic and interactive proof. A key design consideration is support for the interaction between modelling and proof. A further key design consideration is open architecture that enables extension to support additional modelling and analysis functionality. The toolset is implemented on Eclipse and is open source.

A roadmap for the Rodin toolset

Michael Butler (University of Southampton, GB)

Event-B is a formal method for system-level modelling and analysis. Key features of Event-B are the use of set theory as a modelling notation, the use of refinement to represent systems at different abstraction levels and the use of mathematical proof to verify consistency between refinement levels.
The Rodin Platform\textsuperscript{6} is an Eclipse-based toolset for Event-B that provides effective support for refinement and mathematical proof.

Keep aspects of the are support for abstract modelling in Event-B; support for refinement proof; extensibility; open source.

To support modelling and refinement proofs Rodin contains a modelling database surrounded by various plug-ins: a static checker, a proof obligation generator, automated and interactive provers.

The extensibility of the platform has allowed for the integration of various plug-ins such as a model-checker (ProB), animators, a UML-B transformer and a \LaTeX{} generator. The database approach provides great flexibility, allowing the tool to be extended and adapted easily. It also facilitates incremental development and analysis of models.

The platform is open source, contributes to the Eclipse framework and uses the Eclipse extension mechanisms to enable the integration of plug-ins.

Joint work of: Abrial, Jean-Raymond; Butler, Michael; Hallerstede, Stefan; Voisin, Laurent

**Challenges in Applying Formal Methods - SME view**

*Mathieu Clabaut (SYSTEREL Aix en Provence, FR)*

This paper outlines past and foreseen challenges in applying both classical B and Event B to design safety related systems in an SME.

**On Proving with Event-B that a Pipelined Processor Model Implements its ISA Specification**

*John Colley (University of Southampton, GB)*

Microprocessor pipelining is a well-established technique that improves performance and reduces power consumption by overlapping instruction execution. Verifying, however, that an implementation meets this ISA specification is complex and time-consuming.

One of the key verification issues that must be addressed is that of overlapping instruction execution. This can introduce hazards where, for instance, a new instruction reads the value from a register which will be written by an earlier instruction that has not yet completed.

Using Event-B’s support for refinement with automated proof, a method is explored where the abstract machine represents directly an instruction from the ISA that specifies the effect that the instruction has on the microprocessor register file. Refinement is then used systematically to derive a concrete, pipelined execution of that instruction.

\textsuperscript{6} Available from \url{www.event-b.org}
Microarchitectural considerations are raised to the specification level and
design choices can be verified much earlier in the flow.

The method proposed therefore has the potential to be integrated into an
existing high-level synthesis methodology, providing an automated design and
verification flow from high-level specification to hardware.

_Joint work of:_ Colley, John; Butler, Michael

**Mechanising a correctness proof for a lock-free stack**

*John Derrick (Sheffield University, GB)*

Concurrent objects are inherently complex to verify. In the late 80s and early
90s, Herlihy and Wing proposed linearizability as a correctness condition for
concurrent objects, which - once proven - allows to reason about concurrent
objects using pre- and postconditions only. A concurrent object is linearizable
if all of its operations appear to take effect instantaneously some time between
their invocation and return.

Here we discuss simulation-based proof conditions for linearizability and ap-
ply them to two a concurrent implementations of a lock-free stack. Similar to
other approaches, we employ a theorem prover (here, KIV) to mechanize our
proofs. Contrary to other approaches, we also use the prover to mechanically
check that our proof obligations actually guarantee linearizability. This check
employ the original ideas of Herlihy and Wing of verifying linearizability via
possibilities.

**Linearizability - deriving and mechanically verifying proof obligations**

*John Derrick (Sheffield University, GB)*

Concurrent objects are inherently complex to verify. In the late 80s and early
90s, Herlihy and Wing proposed linearizability as a correctness condition for
concurrent objects, which - once proven - allows to reason about concurrent
objects using pre- and postconditions only. A concurrent object is linearizable
if all of its operations appear to take effect instantaneously some time between
their invocation and return.

In this paper we propose simulation-based proof conditions for linearizability
which have been shown to be applicable to two concurrent implementations, a
lock-free stack and a set with lock-coupling. Similar to other approaches, we
employ a theorem prover (here, KIV) to mechanize our proofs. Contrary to
other approaches, we also use the prover to mechanically check that our proof
obligations actually guarantee linearizability. This check employs the original
ideas of Herlihy and Wing of verifying linearizability via possibilities.
Joint work of: Derrick, John; Schellhorn, Gerhard; Wehrheim, Heike

**Beetlz**

*Fintan Fairmichael (University College - Dublin, IE)*

When a change to a system under development is motivated from new-found constraints, realisations, or changes at the implementation level, should we treat the change differently to a modification of the requirements? Can we develop in such a way that is both rigorous and flexible in the face of such changes? We advocate that our processes should design for reversibility from the implementation level all the way through to the highest level of abstraction. We will take a brief look at our recently developed tool, Beetlz, for checking and maintaining the consistency between BON specifications and the corresponding implementation in JML-annotated Java.

**Formal modelling and refinement of OS kernels**

*Leo Freitas (University of York, GB)*

During the POSIX pilot project on verified flash file stores, we realised the need for an underlying formalised kernel. This motivated work on modelling a simple and a separation real-time kernel for embedded devices, which we will present.

The work is also related to other pilot projects in the grand challenge, such as the verification of the real-time operating systems (e.g., FreeRTOS). The key difference from FreeRTOS is that, instead of trying to verify such successful product’s code, we are modelling the kernel from the requirements down through to C code using Z and the refinement calculus. In this process, we found many interesting lemmas and general data structures that are useful for other domains and pilot projects. We will report here on the current state of this work and where is it going in the near future.

**Towards Reasoned Modelling: Turning Proof Obligations into Modelling Guidance**

*Gudmund Grov (University of Edinburgh, GB)*

The activities of formal modelling and reasoning are closely related.

But while the rigour of building formal models brings significant benefits, formal reasoning remains a major barrier to the wider acceptance of formalism within design. Here we propose reasoned modelling - a technique which aims to abstract away from the complexities of low-level proof obligations, and provide high-level modelling guidance to designers when proofs fail. Inspired by proof planning, the technique will combine modelling and reasoning patterns. We present the results of our initial investigations into reasoned modelling, and outline how we plan to realize our proposal.
An outline of a proposed system that learns from experts how to discharge proof obligations automatically

Gudmund Grov (University of Edinburgh, GB)

Most formal methods give rise to proof obligations (POs) which are putative lemmas that need proof.

Discharging these POs can become a bottleneck in the use of formal methods in practical applications.

It is our aim to increase the repertoire of techniques for reducing this bottleneck by tackling learning from proof attempts.

In many cases where a correct PO has not been discharged, an expert can easily see how to complete a proof.

We believe that it would be acceptable to rely on such expert intervention to do one proof if this would enable a system to kill off others “of the same form”.

Joint work of: Bundy, Alan; Grov, Gudmund; Jones, Cliff

A (small) improvement of Event-B?

Stefan Hallerstede (Universität Düsseldorf, DE)

Event-B and the Rodin tool use a number of simple techniques that make the modelling method around them effective in practical applications. We present two of these techniques, anticipation and witnesses. It is interesting how a couple of very simple techniques are so important for the method to work. Finally we propose a small enhancement of Event-B that would extend the use of witnesses.

Event-B Decomposition for Parallel Programs

Thai Son Hoang (ETH Zürich, CH)

We present here an approach for developing a parallel program combining refinement and decomposition techniques. This involves in the first step to abstractly specify the aim of the program, then subsequently introduce shared information between sub-processes via refinement. Afterwards, decomposition is applied to separate the resulting model into sub-models for different processes. These sub-models are later independently developed using refinement. Our approach aids the understanding of parallel programs and reduces the complexity in their proofs of correctness.

Joint work of: Hoang, Thai Son; Abrial, Jean-Raymond
Qualitative Reasoning for the Dining Philosophers

Thai Son Hoang (ETH Zürich, CH)

We continue our investigation of qualitative probabilistic reasoning in Event-B. In the past we have applied it protocol verification, in particular, the Firewire protocol. There is still some way to go to achieve a practical method for qualitative probabilistic reasoning. In this presentation we attempt the probabilistic solution to the dining philosophers problem to move further towards such a method.

Joint work of: Hallerstede Stefan; Hoang, Thai Son

Structuring Specifications with Modes

Alexei Iliasov (University of Newcastle, GB)

The two dependability means considered in this paper are rigorous design and fault tolerance. It can be complex to rigorously design some classes of systems, including fault tolerant ones, therefore appropriate abstractions are needed to better support system modelling and analysis. The abstraction proposed in this paper for this purpose is the notion of operation mode. Modes are formalised and their relation to a state-based formalism in a refinement approach is established. The use of modes for fault tolerant systems is then discussed and a case study presented. Using modes in state-based modelling allows us to improve system structuring, the elicitation of system assumptions and expected functionality, as well as requirement traceability.

Joint work of: Iliasov, Alexei; Alexander Romanovsky; Fernando Lufis Dotti

Launching Formal Methods into Space

Dubravka Ilic (Space Syst. Finland Ltd, FI)

This paper gives an overview of the experiences and so far known challenges in applying Event-B in the space domain.

Reasoned Modelling: Combining Proof and Modelling Patterns to Guide Systems Design

Andrew Ireland (Heriot-Watt-University Edinburgh, GB)

The activities of formal modelling and reasoning are closely related.
But while the rigour of building formal models brings significant benefits, formal reasoning remains a major barrier to the wider acceptance of formalism within design. Here we propose reasoned modelling - a technique which aims to abstract away from the complexities of low-level proof obligations, and provide high-level modelling guidance to designers when proofs fail. Inspired by proof planning, the technique will combine modelling and reasoning patterns. We present the results of our initial investigations into reasoned modelling, and outline how we plan to realize our proposal.

Joint work of: Ireland, Andrew; Grov, Gudmund

Refinement, Problems and Structures

Michael Jackson (The Open University - Milton Keynes, GB)

Refinement can be applied explicitly to the structure of the problem world, successive refinement steps taking account of problem domains in order of decreasing distance from the hardware/software machine. In this way system requirements can in principle be refined to software specifications.

The question immediately arises: Does the development deal with a single tree, or with a forest of refinements? For a realistic system only a forest is possible. Further questions then arise: How are the trees to be identified and separated? How are they to be recombined? What is the structure of the development process and its product? These are fundamental questions about problem analysis and solution.

Answers to these fundamental questions must recognise the importance of human understanding in software and system development. Formal tools are most effectively deployed within an intellectual framework based on principles of understanding.

Abstraction is all we’ve got

Clifford B. Jones (University of Newcastle, GB)

My talk was a condensed version of a submitted paper available as a report http://www.cs.ncl.ac.uk/publications/trs/papers/1166.pdf. It’s abstract follows:

This paper presents a formal development of a non-trivial parallel program: Simpson’s implementation of asynchronous communication mechanisms (ACMs). Although the correctness of this “4-slot algorithm” has been shown elsewhere, earlier proofs fail to offer much insight into the design.

The aims of this paper include both the presentation of an understandable (yet formal) design history of this one algorithm and teasing out of the techniques employed in the explanation for wider application. Among these techniques is using a “fiction of atomicity” as an aid to understanding the initial steps of development.
The rely-guarantee approach is, here, combined with notions of read/write frames and "phased" specifications; the atomicity assumptions implied by rely/guarantee conditions are realised by clever choices of data representation.

**Verifying Large Probabilistic Models by 3-Valued Abstraction**

*Joost-Pieter Katoen (RWTH Aachen, DE)*

Model checking of probabilistic models is used in many different areas such as performance and dependability evaluation, security protocols, randomized algorithms, and biological systems. Tools have been successfully applied to numerous case studies, but like in traditional model checking, the state explosion problem forms a serious limitation. Although many techniques from traditional model checking have been generalized towards probabilistic models such as BDDs and partial-order reduction, more aggressive reduction techniques are needed. In this talk, we introduce model checking of continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs), present a three-valued abstraction technique, and present several examples to show its effectiveness when applied to huge, and even infinite CTMCs.

**Verifying the Microsoft Hyper-V Hypervisor with VCC**

(with Thomas Santen)

*Dirk Leinenbach (DFKI Saarbrücken, DE)*

The European Microsoft Innovation Center (EMIC), the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI), and Saarland University cooperate in the Verisoft project on verifying the kernel of Hyper-V, Microsoft’s server virtualization software. The first part of the talk presents VCC, an industrial-strength verification suite for low-level concurrent C code developed jointly by EMIC and Microsoft Research. The second part concentrates on the specifics of applying VCC for the verification of Hyper-V, e.g., the formal models required to express (and verify) hypervisor correctness.

*Joint work of:* Leinenbach, Dirk; Santen, Thomas

**Developing Tools for Formal Methods: Lessons and Outlook**

*Michael Leuschel (Universität Düsseldorf, DE)*

We will present the ProB toolset for animation, model checking and refinement checking of B, Event-B, CSP and Z specifications.
We summarise recent developments surrounding the toolset, with successful application in the railway industry. We summarise our experience in developing tools for formal methods, and conclude with an overview of the major challenges for the future.

**Formal Methods in the Automotive Sector - Challenges for Deployment**

*Felix Loesch (Robert Bosch GmbH - Stuttgart, DE)*

The presentation will give a summary of the challenges for deployment of formal methods in the automotive sector.

**Can we reuse qualitative proofs for quantitative security analysis?**

*Larissa Meinicke (Macquarie University - Sydney, AU)*

One would ideally like Formal Methods for verifying and developing software applications that exhibit probabilistic behaviours and are subject to security requirements. One of the main goals of our current research is to integrate security, probability and modularity features into refinement-based Formal Methods.

A "first step" on this path was the introduction (Morgan 2006) of a "Shadow Model" that could be used to develop non-interference style protocols by refinement. Using this model it was shown how qualitative proofs could be performed using routine algebraic laws and calculations.

Since this model does not take probability into consideration, proofs of correctness using the Shadow Model may not be correct given the ability of an attacker to perform repeat-experiments or statistical analysis; correctness with respect to this more sophisticated form of attack need to be verified in more complex, probabilistic model extensions.

This leads us to wonder "under what circumstances do "Shadow proofs" guarantee correctness in such an extended model in which, say, hidden choices are replaced by uniform probabilistic choices"?

In this talk we explore the idea that "Shadow programs" -in which uncertainty is abstracted by nondeterministic choices- and "probabilistic Shadow programs" -in which uniform probabilistic choices take the place of purely nondeterministic choices- share many algebraic rules; and we show that this makes it possible to use qualitative proofs (like those already used in The Shadow to prove the correctness of a variety of security protocols) to verify security applications with respect to a notion of testing that allows statistical attacks.

**Refinement-based guidelines for constructing algorithms**

*Dominique Mery (LORIA - Nancy, FR)*
The correct-by-construction approach can be supported by a progressive and incremental process controlled by the refinement of models of programs. We explore the Event-B modelling language to illustrate the expression of our methodological proposal using proof-based patterns called guidelines. The main objective is to facilitate the correct-by-construction approach for designing classical sequential and distributed algorithms. We address the description of guidelines for the design of programs and algorithms and the integration of proof-based aspects using the RODIN platform. More precisely, we introduce several methodological steps identified during the development of case studies, and we propose auxiliary notions, such as refinement diagrams, for guiding users during problem analysis. A general structure characterizes the relationship between the contract, the Event B, and the developed algorithm using a specific application of Event B models and refinement. We simplify the translation of Event B models into algorithmic elements by promoting the use of recursive constructs. The resulting algorithm is proved to be sound with respect to the pre/post specification, namely, the contract.

Applications rely on a dynamic programming technique that illustrates the applicability of these patterns based on a call-as-event relationship. Each proof-based development is validated using the RODIN platform. Distributed algorithms are considered with respect to the local computation model based on a relabelling relation over graphs representing distributed systems. The VISIDIA toolbox provides facilities for simulating local computation models which can be easily modelled using Event B and the refinement.

Simple probabilistic proofs for simple probabilistic programs

C. Carroll Morgan (Univ. of New South Wales, AU)

While expectation transformers are fully general for proofs of programs with both demonic and probabilistic choice, in some cases an expectation invariant for a loop can be hard to find. This is particularly striking when the program has a simple intuitive justification, but the invariant is elusive, complex or unknown.

I'll propose a simplified reasoning technique, based on convex sets of distributions, which is appropriate only for purely probabilistic (ie deterministic, non-demonic) programs. Its justification will however be given in terms of expectation transformers. Thus simple- and complex arguments should be able to exist within the same system, each used where it is needed and appropriate.

With luck, some version of this should be amenable to event-B-style reasoning.
Formal Methods for Enterprise Applications - Challenges and Experiences

Andreas Roth (SAP Research - Darmstadt, DE)

We report on first experiences with applying formal specification and verification techniques in the development of enterprise applications - most of them within the context of the Deploy project. We highlight the challenges we see when applying refinement based methods in this area and our current approaches to address them.

Formal Methods in the Development of Business Software

Andreas Roth (SAP Research - Darmstadt, DE)

We discuss the suitability of Formal Methods for the development of business software as well as experiences and challenges in this area. Business software involves very different kinds of software: technical components, business applications, analytical applications. Our focus is on business applications which promise a good probability of a second use of Formal Methods. We investigate service choreography models, business object models, and business process models, as typical instances of models in this domain. Our approach is to take existing diagrammatic models and translate them to a formal language, e.g. Event-B. Though the approach works well, there are a number of challenges. These are especially the provision of good user feedback on prover or model checker results, the need for better automation, and a better usage of refinement.

The seed was spread out: An Overview of Formal Methods Application in Brazil

Aryldo G Russo Jr (AeS Group - Sao Paolo, BR)

The use of formal methods has constantly increased, although with basically two constraints: their use has been concentrated mostly in Europe, and they have been used only by big companies which are in charge of developing some safety critical applications and in some how are connected with academia projects. The aim of this talk is to present how formal methods have been applied in other parts of the world, mainly South America, by a small company headquartered in Brazil. It is splitted in three parts. First, an introduction about the AeS Group, a small company that is been trying to apply Formal Methods in its projects. Second, some real industrial applications are presented (with some reasoning about why the used tool was selected) and how the formal method culture can drastically help the development process. And finally, some of the ongoing work (industrial and academic) that is been developed by the author and gaps identified in industry that can be fulfilled by extending the features of the actual tools.
Formal Foundation to Systematic Development of Simulink/Stateflow Models

Manoranjan Satpathy (General Motors - TCI - Bangalore, IN)

The Simulink/Stateflow (SL/SF) environment from Mathworks is widely used in industry for the development of control applications, especially in the automotive and aerospace domains. Such models are constructed by control engineers directly from the requirements, and the models are usually validated by simulation. This process can have the following deficiencies: (a) there is a large semantic gap between the informal requirements and the SL/SF design models and hence errors are likely to creep in, and (b) simulation alone may not discover errors/ambiguities in the model. Our research focuses on correct construction of Simulink/Stateflow models. We follow the Event-B method for the construction of hybrid control systems, and after the requirements are sufficiently refined, our method generates SL/SF models from the refined Event-B models. The SL/SF models so generated would be correct with respect to the requirements. Many verification/validation (V/V) infrastructures like Hardware-in-loop (HIL) testing, Plant-in-loop (PIL) testing and FlexRay bench have been built around Mathwork’s SL/SF models. The SL/SF models that we generate out of the Event-B models can get the benefit of existing V/V infrastructure.

Joint work of: Satpathy, Manoranjan; Ramesh, S

Abstract Specification of the UBIFS File System for Flash Memory

Gerhard Schellhorn (Universität Augsburg, DE)

Flash memory is used in more and more applications (mp3 players, mass storage systems, automotive applications, space crafts) since it has certain advantages over magnetic disks like higher speed and resistance against kinetic shock.

However, to efficiently use flash memory, its specific characteristics demand the use of a specialized file system.

Development of a verified file system has been proposed as a case study in the context of the Grand Verification Challenge.

The talk describes a formal specification of the core data structures used in such a file system: an inoode-based store for the data, index structures for efficient access, and a journal to deal with intermediate crashes. The model was based on an analysis of the UBIFS filesystem which was recently integrated into the Linux kernel.

The model is intended as an intermediate level of a refinement tower that starts with a standard (POSIX) specification of file system operations and ends with hardware operations according to the ONFI standard. We plan to develop such a tower, and the talk gives some challenges for the refinements of this effort.
Abstract Specification of the UBIFS File System for Flash Memory

Gerhard Schellhorn (Universität Augsburg, DE)

Today we see an increasing demand for flash memory because it has certain advantages like resistance against kinetic shock. However, reliable data storage also requires a specialized file system that can handle the limitations of flash memory. This paper develops a formal, abstract model for the UBIFS flash file system. We develop formal specifications for the core components of the file system: the inode-based file store, the flash index, its cached copy in the RAM and the journal to save the differences. We give an abstract specification of the interface operations of UBIFS and prove some of the most important properties using the interactive verification system KIV.

Joint work of: Schellhorn, Gerhard; Schierl, Andreas; Haneberg, Dominik; Reif, Wolfgang

Pattern-based Refinement of Confidentiality Requirements

Holger Schmidt (Universität Duisburg-Essen, DE)

We present an approach to security requirements engineering, which makes use of special kinds of problem frames that serve to structure, characterize, analyze, and solve software development problems in the area of software and system security.

In this paper, we focus on confidentiality problems. We enhance previously published work by formal behavioral frame descriptions, which enable software engineers to formally specify security requirements. Consequently, software engineers can prove that the envisaged solutions provide functional correctness and that the solutions fulfill the specified security requirements.

Full Paper:
Modelling Finitary Fairness in Event B

Emil Sekerinski (McMaster University, CA)

In modelling concurrent systems, fair choice allows to abstract from scheduling policies of processes or from processor speeds. Refinement approaches like Event B support only the weaker notion of nondeterministic choice. We show how finitary weak fairness can be expressed in Event B. Compared to standard fairness, finitary fairness is a "more refined" model, that simplifies verification of liveness properties and is suitable for fault-tolerant distributed computing. A generic transformation of an Event B model with finitary fairness to a standard Event B model is suggested. The refinement process is illustrated with the development of the alternating bit protocol.

Joint work of: Sekerinski, Emil; Zhang, Tian

Ensuring Correctness of Network Applications with MIDAS

Kaisa Sere (Aabo Akademi University - Turku, FI)

Network applications and services are pervading our society in a unforeseen manner. On one hand, this creates an extraordinary market for innovative networked applications and information services. On the other hand, these applications and services tend to be more and more complex, while the human perception of the supporting network more acute, as we expect to be able to use networks anywhere and at any time. The framework that we propose in this paper sets out to alleviate the task of a network application developer in two directions. First, we employ modularity and stepwise development to address the inherent application complexity. Second, we employ a reasoning framework named MIDAS to ensure the correctness of the proposed modeling, both at the application and at the supporting network level.

Joint work of: Petre, Luigia; Sere, Kaisa; Waldén, Marina

Specifying Safety Requirements for a Railway Interlocking System (An example using refinement in UML-B)

Colin F. Snook (University of Southampton, GB)

We illustrate the use of UML-B to specify safety requirements in a railway interlocking system. Starting from a list of documented hazards, the example uses three refinement levels to concisely specify what is meant by a safe interlocking system. The refinements firstly introduce the basic domain concepts involved in an unsafe railway system, then document assumptions about the system that are
relied upon to mitigate hazards, and finally specify the safety requirements that the proposed system must meet in order to avoid hazards. Hence, the model is progressively constrained from an unsafe one to a safe one.

**Refinement-Based Specification and Verification**

*Maria Spichkova (TU München, DE)*

The main focus of this approach is on interactive real-time systems. The approach is based on the methodology "Focus on Isabelle" where specification and verification/validation methodologies are treated as a single, joined, methodology with the main focus on the specification part – using coupling of the formal specification framework Focus in the generic theorem prover Isabelle/HOL.

By considering the framework "Focus on Isabelle", which is result of the coupling, we can influence the complexity of proofs already during the specification phase.

The presentation introduces how the ideas of specification groups, refinement-based verification as well as decomposition and refinement layers can be used to optimize the verification process, and which influences they have on the specification process.

**Formal Development and Assessment of Dependable Control Systems**

*Elena Troubitsyna (Abo Akademi University - Turku, FI)*

Dependability is degree of reliance that can be justifiably placed on a computer-based system. It is a multi-facet system characteristic that encompasses safety, reliability, availability, maintainability and security. Dependability is impaired by faults that might propagate to a system level and result in a system failure. If a failure occurs then the system might cease to provide its services or provide them incorrectly. A set of techniques known as means for dependability aims at mitigating consequences of fault occurrence as well as avoiding and removing faults during the system design. Means for dependability include fault avoidance, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting. We argue that by interfacing refinement process with these techniques we would significantly enhance system development process. We present several examples to support our argument.

*Joint work of:* Troubitsyna, Elena; Laibinis, Linas; Tarasyk, Anton
Practical Experiences Constructing Working Virtual Machines

Stephen Wright (University of Bristol, GB)

The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of a computing machine is the definition of the binary instructions, registers, and memory space visible to an executing program. Despite there being many ISAs in existence, all share a set of core properties which have been tailored to their particular applications. An abstract model may capture these generic properties and be subsequently refined to a particular machine: this is a task to which the Event-B formal notation is well suited. The motivation for the work is the systematic specification of the ISA’s behavior for all possible instruction sequences loaded into the machine, whether part of a correct program or an erroneous one.

The constructed model consists of two parts: a generic description of properties common to most ISAs, and refinement to particular ISAs. The generic part is incrementally constructed from a very trivial initial model, and the second part constructs a particular ISA from this. The complete refinement process is demonstrated by the creation and testing of Virtual Machines automatically generated as C source code via a translation tool, which was developed as part of the project.

The technique is demonstrated by refinement to the MIDAS (Microprocessor Instruction and Data Abstraction System) ISA specification. MIDAS is a specification capable of executing binary images compiled from the C language. It is intended to be representative of typical microprocessor ISAs, but using a minimal number of defined instructions in order to make a complete refinement practical. There are two variants: a stack-based machine and a randomly accessible register array machine. The two variants employ the same instruction codes, the differences being limited to register file behavior. Compiler tool chains for each variant have been developed.

Some numbers: the MIDAS ISAs have thirty four instructions; their complete refinements consist of over thirty steps, expanding a single initial event to over one hundred for each variant. This process involves the discharging of nearly five thousand proof obligations. Automatic translation yields over four thousand lines of C source code for each variant.

This presentation will give an overview of the MIDAS project as an example of a model refinement of sufficient scale, depth and detail to be suitable for automatic translation into a usable executable. The place of Event-B model construction within a wider development process is described. Various scaling issues are discussed, including editing and manipulation of Event-B notation via the user interface, discharging of the vast number of proof obligations, and the practical limits of Rodin as an Eclipse/Java platform. The modeling techniques used to mitigate some of these scaling issues are described, and promising emerging or proposed Event-B features highlighted. Suggestions for possible future enhancements are made.
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Abstract. The formal methods and refinement community should be able to contribute to the specification and verification of cryptography based security protocols. This paper describes a few of the challenges that arise in this context. These include: security properties which differ from one application to another, and as a consequence issues of specification completeness; approximate rather than absolute notions of security, and underlying theories which do not provide obvious methods for “correctness by construction”.

1 Introduction: Commitment and Completeness

At a first glance, cryptographic protocols provide exactly the kind of problems that formal methods are most suitable for and perform best at: short programs (most fit on a single page), based on rich algebraic mathematics, whose correctness is highly critical. However, the mathematics and the notions of security (correctness) are very different from the usual formal methods repertoire.

As an example, consider the cryptographic primitive of bit commitment. This is an essential ingredient of many cryptographic applications, particularly to build up trust between different parties, e.g. in authentication, and for zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge. Commitment, informally, is like putting a value in a locked box. One party (the “committer”) chooses a message, and transforms it in a way which makes sure they cannot later claim it was a different message (it is “binding”), and the other party (the “receiver”) cannot see it (it is “hiding”), and passes the transformed message to the other party (it “commits”). After commitment has taken place, typically further interaction will follow. At some point the commitment may be opened, e.g. as a check for honesty. One then expects the original message to be retrieved (“correctness”). The three properties: hiding, binding, and correctness together constitute the specification of commitment. When the message is a single bit, it is called bit commitment.

Another method of specifying this functionality is in what is commonly called the “ideal model” [12], where parties can communicate securely with an incorruptable third party. In that model, the committer sends their message to the trusted intermediary, who then confirms to the receiver that some commitment is made. When the committer asks for the commitment to be opened, the intermediary sends the original message to the receiver. Security of an implementation
in this model means: any attack that succeeds against the implementation is as likely to succeed against the ideal model scenario. Although we have omitted the formal details here, it appears as if hiding, binding and correctness are indeed guaranteed in this specification. Conversely, it would be difficult to come up with a simpler “ideal model” specification that satisfies those three properties. We will come back to this in detail in Section 2.

To consider a rather more complicated example, protocols for electronic voting have been studied for many years, leading to an extensive list of desirable security properties [11]:

- fairness, eligibility, individual verifiability, universal verifiability, vote-privacy, coercion-resistance, receipt-freeness

with many of these varying depending on whether computers and election officials can be trusted or not. Even though the cited work provides a lot of structure by establishing relations between all these properties, it would still be hard to be certain that this set of properties or any future extension completely covers all possible attacks on an electronic voting protocol [9].

In general, when stated security properties closely match attacks that have been envisioned, clearly any verification is relative to the set of attacks considered, and completeness remains an issue. The cryptographic security community is undecided as to whether ideal model specification addresses this completeness problem [9, 10].

2 Commitment and Feasibility

We examine commitment and its security properties in more detail here. The context in which commitment schemes must be understood is as part of a protocol. A protocol involves at least two parties and is an algorithmic prescription for a number of causally related communications between the involved parties, aiming to achieve a particular objective. A protocol may succeed, or it may fail. It fails when the exchange of messages stops prematurely, for example after one party observes that another party is not adhering to the protocol. It succeeds if the protocol has completed and none of the parties has declared failure explicitly. Parties which act according to the protocol’s rules and aim to achieve the protocol objective are called “honest”. If the protocol succeeds although the objective has not been achieved, this indicates a breach of security. The protocol is expected to fail if some of the parties act dishonestly – thus, it is never in the interest of a dishonest party to perform an action that is guaranteed to lead to the protocol’s failing. A practically relevant expectation is that a cryptographic protocol has a fixed number of fixed size messages, where the numbers may depend on the sizes of any protocol parameters, or on a security parameter (such as a key size).

The bit commitment scheme consists of three phases: preparation, committed, and opened. In the preparation stage, no bit has been chosen yet; in the committed stage, the committer has chosen a bit $b$ that they cannot change
(binding), and that the receiver does not know (hiding); in the opened phase, the receiver knows that the committer originally committed to \( b \). The transitions between phases are achieved by messages from the committer to the receiver.

A first, obviously broken, attempt at a protocol is where the committer sends out a value \( \text{commit}(b) \) for a known function \( \text{commit} \), and later the value \( b \) as an opening. Correctness is guaranteed, but hiding normally is not: the receiver can check immediately by “exhaustive” search whether they received \( \text{commit}(0) \) or \( \text{commit}(1) \). However, if \( \text{commit}(0) = \text{commit}(1) \) then hiding is guaranteed, but binding is not.

The normal solution for this is randomisation. The traditional argument for the need for randomisation in cryptography is masking known distributions within plaintexts in encryption algorithms – this is another. There are two common views of probabilistic algorithms. One view is that they include explicit probabilistic choices “inside”. This model fits best when e.g. considering the combination of non-deterministic and probabilistic specification [13]. The other view is to consider “deterministic extensions” of probabilistic algorithms: these are deterministic algorithms which take an additional argument (sampled from a given distribution) representing the actual probabilistic choices made. In the context of commitment, we need the latter view. Thus we end up with a new specification, where \( \text{commit} \) takes an additional argument, which is also sent at opening time to allow the receiver to verify correctness. However, due to the assumption of bounded sized messages, this additional argument is bounded, and thus both sides can attempt to cheat. When the committer has sent out \( c = \text{commit}(0, r) \), he can search for \( r' \) such that \( \text{commit}(0, r) = \text{commit}(1, r') \) in order to defeat the binding property: he could claim to have committed to 1 and provide \( r' \) as the evidence. Thus, such \( r' \) should not exist. However, in order to defeat hiding, the receiver can search exhaustively for \( r \) such that \( c = \text{commit}(0, r) \) or \( c = \text{commit}(1, r) \). One of these is guaranteed to succeed, so the only case where hiding succeeds because the cheating receiver has no information is when \( c = \text{commit}(0, r) = \text{commit}(1, r') \) – exactly the case where binding fails. Thus, binding and hiding are contradictory properties, and a protocol of the suggested shape satisfying both cannot exist, despite the existence of an “ideal model” specification.

However, commitment is considered useful, even if practical schemes cannot live up to the ideal. The compromise of completely dropping one of the two crucial properties is clearly unacceptable – and we can do significantly better than that, by bringing in a computational notion of correctness. In summary: the ideal combination of “perfect” binding and hiding is not achievable; however, the literature shows that schemes exist which approximate both as closely as required, provided we assume (dishonest) parties to be constrained to bounded (polynomial) time. We will briefly describe approximate notions of correctness and refinement in Section 3.

A final aside about commitment relates to the notion of universal composability [7]. This is a formal methods inspired concept, of conditions which would allow compositional reasoning, in the sense that one could substitute the ideal
model specification of a scheme instead of an implementation when reasoning about protocols built using the scheme. For commitment, it has been proved that an implementation satisfying this strong compositional notion of correctness cannot exist [8, 10].

3 Computational Correctness

Notions of statistical and computational correctness ("provable security") in cryptography are built on the idea that breaking a system may only need to be hard and unlikely, rather than theoretically impossible. For commitment this is the best that can be achieved; for other applications it may be more realistic and efficient. Attack models then include explicit probabilism, reflecting situations like it always being possible to correctly guess an encryption key, though with a very small probability only. Informally, the computational version of the hiding property is as follows. Let the randomising argument to commit have length $n$ bits. Then, for any probabilistic algorithm with time complexity polynomial in $n$, the probability of it distinguishing outputs of commit for bit 0 with uniformly chosen randomising input, and similar for bit 1, is negligible (i.e., smaller in the limit than 1 divided by any positive polynomial). A similar definition exists for binding, and commitment schemes have been defined in the literature that achieve one security property in the absolute sense, and the other in the computational sense described here.

For more details of this and the reconstruction of the commitment primitive from a formal methods perspective, see the draft paper [4]. Clearly there is a connection between the notion of approximate correctness described here, and our notion of approximate refinement [6] – the draft paper also gives more details of that.

4 Towards Correctness by Construction

For a slightly more extensive discussion, see [5]. The state of the art for cryptographic protocols is that verification is done post-hoc only, with very little machine support. Proofs for provable security are hard: notations and theories such as probability theory and complexity theory do not have strong algebraic traditions or properties. In particular, proofs over "all probabilistic polynomial algorithms" have no induction principles to support them, so are typically carried out by contradiction and probabilistic reduction. ("If we had an efficient algorithm to break this cryptographic scheme, this could be used to solve a known difficult number-theoretic problem.") Promising approaches in this area include universal composability discussed above, and "game hopping" [2] supported by the CryptoVerif proving system [3].

On the formal methods side, recent developments in probabilistic refinement [13,16], action refinement [1], and secrecy-preserving refinement [15,14] contribute to solving the problem of finding refinement relations that will one day
allow us to derive cryptographic protocols from abstract specifications, providing correctness by construction.
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1 Event-B and the Rodin Platform

Event-B is a formal method for system-level modelling and analysis [?]. Key features of Event-B are the use of set theory as a modelling notation, the use of refinement to represent systems at different abstraction levels and the use of mathematical proof to verify consistency between refinement levels.

The Rodin Platform⁵ [2] is an Eclipse-based [3] toolset for Event-B that provides effective support for refinement and mathematical proof. Keep aspects of the are

- support for abstract modelling in Event-B
- support for refinement proof
- extensibility
- open source

To support modelling and refinement proofs Rodin contains a modelling database surrounded by various plug-ins: a static checker, a proof obligation generator, automated and interactive provers. The extensibility of the platform has allowed for the integration of various plug-ins such as a model-checker (ProB), animators, a UML-B transformer and a LATEX generator. The database approach provides great flexibility, allowing the tool to be extended and adapted easily. It also facilitates incremental development and analysis of models. The platform is open source, contributes to the Eclipse framework and uses the Eclipse extension mechanisms to enable the integration of plug-ins.

For a fuller description of the Rodin tool see [1].

2 Roadmap

In its present form, Rodin provides a powerful and effective toolset for Event-B development and it has been validated by means of numerous medium-sized case studies. Naturally further improvements and extensions are required in order to improve the productivity of users further and in order to scale the application of the toolset to large industrial-scale developments. We outline the main extensions to Rodin that we have planned for a four year time frame. The outline descriptions of these planned extensions are grouped into sections 2.1 to 2.5 as follows.

* The continued development of the Rodin toolset is funded by the EU research project ICT 214158 DEPLOY (Industrial deployment of system engineering methods providing high dependability and productivity) www.deploy-project.eu. The toolset was originally developed as part of the project IST 511599 RODIN (Rigorous Open Development Environment for Complex Systems).
⁵ Available from www.event-b.org
2.1 Model construction

Rodin provides a structured editor for constructing and modifying models stored in the database. As mentioned above, this facilitates easy extension as well as incremental development and analysis of models. Rodin needs further improvement to make it easier to perform standard editing tasks such as text search, copy/paste and undo/redo. Rodin will be extended to provide refactoring facilities, such as identifier renaming, that can be applied not just to models but to proof obligations, proofs and other forms of elements. Better support for browsing refinement links between models will be provided, for example, allowing the refinements and abstractions of events to be followed down or up a refinement chain.

2.2 Scaling

Event extension: In many Event-B developments it is common to perform superposition refinement where existing model features are maintained and additional features are added (e.g., additional variables, invariants, events and additional guards and actions for existing events). Currently events can be inherited as a whole but not extended. Rodin will support event extension (or superposition) where only the additional features are defined in a refined event and the existing features are inherited.

Composition and decomposition: Composition and decomposition of models is essential for scalability. There are plans to support two styles of composition for Event-B in Rodin:

- **Shared variable composition**: Sub-models interact via shared variables
- **Shared event composition**: Sub-models interact via synchronisation over events

Rodin will be extended to provide support for composing models as well as decomposing models according to these styles. The proof obligation generator will be extended to enable independent refinement of sub-models.

Team-based development: Support for composition and decomposition will go some way towards enabling team-based development. But there will still be situations where a team needs to access a common set of models. Rodin will be extended to support concurrent modification of developments by providing viewing of change conflicts and automated merge of changes. It will provide support for version control. Support to analyse the impact of multiple user modifications on proof will be investigated.

2.3 Extending the proof obligations and theory

Proof obligations: Event-B models will be extended to include external variables. The proof obligation for such variables is that they must be preserved via a functional gluing invariant between abstract and concrete external variables. Other forms of proof obligations will also be added to support different paradigms (concurrent, distributed, sequential systems). These include proof obligations for preservation of event enabledness and richer variant structures (such as pointwise ordering and lexicographic ordering) for convergence proof obligations.

Mathematical extensions: Rodin will be extended to support richer types such as record structures and user-defined data types including inductive data types. Appropriate automated and interactive proof support for richer types will be investigated and provided. Higher order provers should enable proof support for inductive datatypes. Users will be able to define operators of polymorphic type (but not use operator overloading) as well as parameterised predicate definitions. Support for disjointness constraints will be added.
2.4 Proof and model checking

Rodin provides an open architecture for proof in the form of a proof manager that can use a range of provers to discharge proofs and sub-proofs. The existing automated provers will be extended with more powerful decision procedures. The use of existing first order and higher order automated provers will be investigated. As mentioned already, higher order provers should enable proof support for inductive datatypes. The possibility of exploiting automated techniques such as SMT and SAT will be investigated. The facilities of the ProB model checker will be fully integrated into Rodin.

2.5 Animation

Prototype animation plug-ins already exist. The animation facilities will be extended to allow for greater automation of large animations to support regression testing of models. A clear API to the animation will be provided to allow for easy integration with graphical animation tools.

2.6 Process and productivity

Requirements Handling and Traceability: The interplay between informal requirements and formal modelling is crucial in system development and needs better tool support. Facilities for constructing structured requirements documents and for building links between informal and formal elements will be added to Rodin. These will support traceability between requirements and formal models. Support for recording validation of these links and for managing consistency under change to requirements and to formal models will be provided.

Document management: Currently, the B2LaTeX plug-in for Rodin generates a \LaTeX version of an Event-B model. The structure of the document follows the structure of the model. For proper document generation tool support will be provided whereby users dictate the order in which parts of the model are presented. They should be able to write a document, structured according to their needs that includes parts of an Event-B project and that is automatically kept in synchrony with the models.

Automated model generation: Automatic generation of refinements will be investigated and appropriate tool support provided. More general modelling and refinement patterns, enabling greater reuse of modelling and refinement idioms, will be investigated and tool support provided. Code generation from models will be investigated. An indirect route for achieving code generation will be to generated classical B and use the existing code generators for classical B.

3 Tool development procedures

We are promoting a rigorous approach to the development of Rodin. Key features of Rodin, e.g., the static checker and the proof obligation generator, were specified formally before being implemented. Test procedures are developed in tandem with implementing. We are setting up rigorous specification and code review procedures. The development of new features should also follow this approach.

Many of the extensions listed above will first be implement as separate Eclipse plug-ins. When their general value and quality is assured, they will be incorporated into the platform release.

The management of platform release versions will be coordinated amongst the platform and plug-in developers. Facilities for importing existing developments into newer versions of Rodin will be provided. Support documentation and tutorial material for tool users and plug-in developers will continue to be improved and updated.
4 Concluding

Many of the Rodin extensions outlined above will be implemented as part of the DEPLOY project. However, we welcome support from other researchers and tool developers in elaborating and realising the roadmap. Furthermore, we anticipate that researchers will investigate and implement Rodin extensions that are not identified in our roadmap.
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Abstract. This paper outlines past and foreseen challenges in applying both classical B and event B to design safety related systems in an SME.

1 Activities

Systerel is an SME doing mainly fixed-price activities in the domain of real-time systems and safety-critical software ranging from on-board train speed controller to track-side automatic train protection. Systerel uses formal methods for some of these developments, most of which have been done with classical B.

Nowadays, we are doing some analysis and design of safety-critical systems with the help of event B while still developing safety-critical real-time embedded software.

2 Past Challenges: Classical B

2.1 At the Beginning

The earlier challenges met when first using the classical B method were mainly the following ones:

Planning proof workload was impossible to estimate, which was not in favour of formal method, since the workload of tests used in classical methods was far more easy to estimate.

Monitoring progress was very difficult. How to estimate the proof progress when a single unprovable proof obligation may require a break down of the whole architecture of your software?

Customer evaluation of formal method contribution was not always positive, notably with respect to the development costs: Where is the return on investment?

2.2 Now

Planning and monitoring is a bit easier as we have gained experience and domain knowledge. We thus do know where to apply formal methods and where not to.
We are now able to precisely draw the limits of software responsibility with respect to safety and then narrow down the formal properties which are to be modelled with B.

We also have collated somewhat usable metrics and rules of thumbs, and while still having to work until there is no more proof obligations left, we have a better confidence on our modelling principles for a given domain.

We claim better model designs which allow for simpler proofs and better reuse. The fact that a model is designed to be proved is now the core of our process.

Customer evaluation is now backed by some years of experience and nowadays, most of our customers reckon quality gains (albeit still internally disputed for some others). For those who master the formal process, using classical B is less expensive than traditional safety-critical developments.

2.3 Process

Our classical B process is composed of:

- Software requirements document, written by small teams.
- Formal design and proof done within small teams.
- Formal coding and proof done within large teams.
- Translation and compilation (automated).
- Integration and functional testing done within large teams.

This process is suitable for big industrial software with large teams of developers.

3 Today and Future Challenges: Event B

Nowadays, we are going a step further with the use of formal methods, by using event B to help the design of safety-critical systems.

3.1 Process

The starting point of our process, backed by our classical B experience, is that the model has to be designed for proving it which also implies that event B may not be convincing for analysis of existing systems (so called retro-modelling)\(^1\) and may only show its usefulness for ab initio design, where one is allowed to tweak the design in order to reject complexity (with respect to safety proof).

The process in use today is made of the following steps:

- System requirement document (small team)
- Refinement plan (small team)

\(^1\) But still more flexible than classical B where architectural constraints make retro-design in B even more difficult.
- Modelling / proving (small team — basically, one person)
- Testing (To be defined...)

The scalability of such a process is poor. New tools and concepts will definitely be needed to manage complexity and to allow teamwork on big models.

It is to be noted that despite these difficulties, event B proves to be very useful in designing a safety system.

3.2 Project Management

Our main challenge with the use of event B and the companion tool Rodin are about project management and convey the fact that:

- the desired system design is not known at the beginning of the process,
- heavy model refactoring are thus common.

Planning and monitoring is then a difficult task. How one can estimate the design and proof effort? How can one devise measurement to monitor design and proof progress?

Relation with customers on such a base are also not easy: reporting is no convincing given the lack of monitoring capabilities. The customer evaluation is then done on a poor basis: "a model has been done, and then? ..."

The ROI justification of the modelling work is still difficult, even if we are utterly convinced of its usefulness.

4 What’s Needed

Roughly stated, the main needs are the following one:

1. Master the modelling process.
2. Reduce costs and delays.
3. Convince customers.

For this, we definitely need tools and methods for tackling model complexity (team based development, decomposition, mathematical extensions, patterns or automated refinements,...), for improving planning and monitoring and for improving customer evaluation and appreciation.

Some interest was also expressed by the space industry in being able to formalize requirements and the companion engineering process with the help of refinement-based formal methods. Maybe an issue to be tackled in the coming years?
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Abstract. Concurrent objects are inherently complex to verify. In the late 80s and early 90s, Herlihy and Wing proposed linearizability as a correctness condition for concurrent objects, which - once proven - allows to reason about concurrent objects using pre- and postconditions only. A concurrent object is linearizable if all of its operations appear to take effect instantaneously some time between their invocation and return. In this paper we propose simulation-based proof conditions for linearizability and apply them to two concurrent implementations, a lock-free stack and a set with lock-coupling. Similar to other approaches, we employ a theorem prover (here, KIV) to mechanize our proofs. Contrary to other approaches, we also use the prover to mechanically check that our proof obligations actually guarantee linearizability. This check employs the original ideas of Herlihy and Wing of verifying linearizability via possibilities.

Keywords: Z, refinement, concurrent access, linearizability, non-atomic refinement, theorem proving, KIV.

1 Introduction

In 1987, Herlihy and Wing \cite{10, 11} introduced the notion of linearizability as a correctness criterion for concurrent objects. Concurrent object are data structures (like sets, stacks, queues) shared by parallel processes. Implementations of concurrent objects usually apply fine-grained synchronisation schemes for access as to allow for a high degree of concurrency. Such synchronisation schemes might employ locking of single elements in the object (like a node in a linked list) but might as well completely dispose with locking. Such concurrent algorithms are intrinsically difficult to prove correct, and the down-side of the performance gain from permitting concurrency is the much harder verification problem: how can one verify that the implementation of a concurrent object is correct? Linearizability does not fix the “how” but defines “what” needs to be proven for correctness. Like serializability for database transactions, linearizability permits
one to view operations on concurrent objects as though they occur in some sequential order [11]:

Linearizability provides the illusion that each operation applied by concurrent processes takes effect instantaneously at some point between its invocation and its response.

Unlike serializability, linearizability is however a local property, the proof of it can be carried out on individual objects. Once linearizability of a concurrent object has been shown, reasoning about it can be done in terms of the pre- and postconditions of operations alone.

Recently, a number of distributed algorithms have been shown to be linearizable, these works including [9, 4, 1, 12, 15, 2, 3] as well as our own [7, 8]. In these works, a number of different techniques are employed ranging from shape analysis or separation logic over rely-guarantee reasoning to simulation-based methods. The simulation-based methods show that an abstraction (or simulation or refinement) relation exists between the abstract specification and the concurrent implementation. The proofs employed in the above range from manual over partly theorem prover supported (e.g., with PVS) to automatic ones. Apart from our own [8], all of these papers, however, only argue at an informal level that their proof technique actually implies the original linearizability criterion of [11]. In this paper our aim is to give a formal theory that relates refinement theory and linearizability, and which has furthermore been fully mechanized using the interactive theorem prover KIV [14]. Two cases studies have been used to validate the approach: a concurrent implementation of a set and of a stack. These two examples differ in that while the first algorithm (taken from [15]) employs locks (on a small-grained scale), the second one [13] is a lock-free, non-blocking algorithm.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Linearizability} & \uparrow \\
\text{Data Refinement} & \uparrow \\
\text{Forward Simulation using Possibilities} & \uparrow \\
\text{Local proof obligations} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

\textbf{Fig. 1.} The structure of the generic part of the proof of correctness

Our methodology of proving linearizability consists of two parts: A generic part which derives proof obligations, and an application specific part instantiating these to case studies.

The generic part of the methodology needs to show that our proof obligations guarantee linearizability. This is done in several steps as illustrated in Fig. 1. As a first step, we show that linearizability can be seen as a specialised instance of
Data refinement relates specifications on different levels of abstraction (abstract and concrete data types) with the aim of guaranteeing substitutability. It requires that any permitted observations of the concrete type are consistent with those that could be made of the abstract type. Normally these observations are the outputs of the data type, however, by extending the data types with histories (of operation executions) and adapting outputs to generate histories, we define a notion of data refinement which implies linearizability.

Data refinement is usually proven in a step-wise manner via forward or backward simulations [6]. To show that our proof obligations imply linearizability, we construct a forward simulation relation between the extended concrete and abstract data types out of our proof obligations. This turned out to be the hard part in the proof, and here we, in fact, re-used the original alternative proof technique for linearizability of Herlihy and Wing, that is of employing possibilities. This simulation relation then finally needs to be shown to indeed fulfill the conditions for forward simulations. All definitions and proof steps for the generic part have been formalised and mechanically verified using the theorem prover KIV.

In [1] the application of the methodology to specific algorithms is illustrated by considering two case studies. The first is an implementation of a stack via a linked list [13]. It implements atomic push and pop operations as instructions to read, write and update local variables as well as the stack contents. The only atomic operations are the reading and writing of variables and an atomic compare-and-swap (atomically comparing the values of two variables plus setting a variable). This provides for a non-blocking algorithm on the stack, requiring no locking scheme at all. The second example, taken from [15], is an implementation of a set, again as a linked list but this time employing a lock-coupling scheme on consecutive nodes in the list. Besides reading and writing of variables, here locking (i.e. testing and setting a lock) is an atomic step. We show that our proof obligations hold on both examples, and again all proofs have been mechanized within KIV.

The methodology we have derived is sufficiently rich to be applicable to a number of algorithms. There are, however, a range of algorithms that are outside its range, and the extension of the methodology to them forms the basis of our continuing programme of work.

The first extension involves the location of non-determinism in an algorithm, and how that can be resolved in any implementation. This is pertinent since although forward simulations can be used to verify the majority of naturally occurring algorithms, in cases where the non-determinism is postponed in an implementation, backward simulations need to be used (and, in general, both can be needed). There are known cases of lock-free algorithms that need backward simulations, and one direction for this work is to provide the extension to this case.

Harder still are algorithms were the location of the linearization points is not static. Specifically, the linearization point of one operation can only be determined by the current progression of other operations in the data type. At
present our formalisation of the status function cannot be used in such circumstances and we need to seek a tractable formalisation that can cope with all the generality.
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Abstract. During the POSIX pilot project on verified flash file stores, we realised the need for an underlying formalised kernel. This motivated work on modelling a separation real-time kernel for embedded devices. The work is also related to other pilot projects in the grand challenge, such as the verification of the real-time operating systems (e.g., FreeRTOS). The key difference from FreeRTOS is that, instead of trying to verify such successful product’s code, we are modelling the kernel from the requirements down through to C code using Z and the refinement calculus. In this process, we found many interesting lemmas and general data structures that are useful for other domains and pilot projects. We will summarise here on the current state of this work and where is it going in the near future.
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1 Introduction

Formal methods for software development allow the construction of an accurate characterisation of a problem domain that is firmly based on mathematics; by applying standard mathematical analyses, these methods can be used to prove the correctness of systems. The survey presented in [26] describes over 60 industrial projects, and discusses the effect formal methods have on time, cost, and quality. It shows that with tools backed by mature theory, formal methods are becoming cost effective, and their use is easier to justify, not as an academic or legal requirement, but as part of a business case. These recent advances in theory and tool support have inspired industrial and academic researchers to join up in an international Grand Challenge (GC) in Verified Software [12, 24]. Work has started with the creation of a Verified Software Repository (VSR) with two principal aims: (i) the construction of verified software components; and (ii) industrial-scale verification experiments to drive future research in the development of theory and tool support [2].

This extended abstract paper summarises an experiment undertaken as part of a pilot project on verifying operating system (OS) kernels within the GC. It explores the mechanisation of proofs of correctness of the formal specification and design of critical parts of operating systems kernels for real-time embedded systems constructed by Craig [5], such as its key data types [10]. This is not to be confused with another pilot project: the mechanisation of FreeRTOS [6], the real-time operating system. One key difference in Craig’s kernel is the use of refinement from an abstract specification down to code. We have already mechanised the abstract parts of the scheduler and its scheduling policy [27, 23]. Since these models are all in the Z notation [20], it naturally follows that we use a Z tool, and for us that is the Z/Eves theorem prover (v. 2.4) [19, 18]. The choice is based on its ease of use, long previous experience and, most importantly for involving students, its gentle learning curve.

Related work. In 2006, the first VSR pilot project was undertaken on the verification of the Mondex smart card [21] to ITSEC Level 6 (Common Criteria Level 7) [14]. The work is reported in [16], where a summary of Mondex and its original development and certification are described [16, p.5–19]. The experiment mechanised the
original manual proofs in Alloy [16, p.21–39], ASM [16, p.41–59], Event-B [16, p.61–77], OCL [16, p.79–100], \(\pi\)-calculus [15], Raise [16, p.101–116], and Z [16, p.117–139]. A second pilot project on POSIX compliant flash file stores followed [11]. A domain model with widely used terminology and well-understood requirements is needed, and we have based our mechanised domain model based on the formal refinement of OS kernel designs [5].

There are two other related GC pilot projects: FreeRTOS [6] and the Microsoft Hypervisor [4]. FreeRTOS is an open-source real-time embedded operating system written in pointer-rich C, and it does not have a specification, making it an attractive topic for research in formal analysis and top-down development. The extensive use of pointers offers two complementary challenges: (i) the annotation of the code with suitable assertions and the verification of the code against these assertions; and (ii) the top-down development of the code, starting from a suitable specification of its abstract behaviour. The goal of the Microsoft Hypervisor Verification Project is to develop an industrially viable verification methodology for low-level code, and to use this methodology to verify the functional correctness of the Microsoft Hypervisor [17]. The hypervisor is a 60kLoC C and assembler program that turns a multi-processor (MP) x64 machine into a number of virtual MP x64 machines.

2 Verified OS kernels pilot project

An OS kernel is a central component of most operating systems, providing an interface to the management of hardware and software resources, including memory, processors, and I/O devices. It offers this interface to application processes through inter-process communication mechanisms and system calls. Among its features, the most important are: low-level scheduling of processes; inter-process communication; process synchronisation; context switching; manipulation of process control blocks; hardware interrupt handling; process creation and destruction; etc. Kernel development has a reputation for being a very difficult and complex programming task for two prime reasons. First, every computing system requires the OS kernel to provide correct functionality and good performance. Second, because the kernel cannot make (direct) use of the abstractions it provides (e.g., processes, semaphores, etc.), which would make higher-level programming of embedded and real-time systems easier.

Our pilot project is inspired by Iain Craig’s book on the formal refinement of OS kernels [5]. The objectives are to demonstrate feasibility of top-down OS kernel development using formal specification and verification, with refinement down to a C implementation. Craig uses the Z notation [20, 25, 13] for specification and refinement, and recording correctness arguments in hand-written proofs. Our pilot project investigates the tractability of mechanising all the models in each kernel development, including formalising all proofs. A key principle is to retain these models as far as possible, making changes only for correctness, not for easing the task of mechanisation.

Part of this investigation involves constructing prototype tool chains for the development process from specification through design and down to code. For the specification and verification we use Z theorem provers like Z/Eves [19]. Data refinement [25] links the abstract specification to a concrete design that is closer to code, and we again use a Z theorem prover. After that, we use the Z refinement calculus (ZRC) [3] to go down to the guarded command language. The invariants and pre-/postconditions for each programming statement are then converted to a formal annotation language for C, such as Spec# [1]. Finally, tools like Boogie and the Microsoft Verified C Compiler can be used to perform static and partial correctness analysis. All results, including models, lemmas, papers, tools, etc. are being curated in the VSR.

The pilot project is currently in an exploratory phase, having mechanised the whole of the simple kernel [27], and various parts of a separation kernel [23]. We have found some interesting issues, including missing and hidden invariants. Although
Craig's models have great insight from an OS engineer in necessary underlying data types, a series of mistakes are introduced, both clerical and on more substantial design decisions. On the other hand, despite these errors, the work is carried out using the refinement calculus [3] and goes down to a real ANSI-C implementation running on embedded processors, like the Intel IA32 architecture. With this work, our attempt is to straight up all that effort more rigourously.

In the kernel, processes can synchronise using counting semaphores, FIFO queues, and so on. They are defined as separate mathematical data type, later refined to a chain of process identifiers [10]. Message passing enable processes to exchange messages, where the discipline that receivers wait and senders retry is observed. System calls can be used to: create or terminate processes; retrieve process identifiers; send or receive synchronous messages; allocate and release semaphores; put processes to wait or to sleep, as well as signal them; etc.

The aim is to gain a more intimate understanding of the invariants for the kernel's basic data structures that are relevant to scheduler design. We take a step back from OS kernel design and verify its basic data structures to see which invariants are fundamental, and which can be relaxed and proved as properties instead. We have reports related to this paper with all definitions and proofs that can be found in [7–9].

3 Interesting lessons

Mechanisation has led to a deeper understanding of the kernel's components. We attempted simplifications by weakening some of the invariants that could have been derived as properties, in order to make our proofs simpler, but without compromising the specification. The lack of mechanisation in [5] led to missing invariants and other errors at the most crucial data structure in the kernel scheduler: its priority ready queue. This exercise shows the importance of tools in formal modelling in general, and theorem proving in particular, when one wants to provide greater levels of assurance. In practice, kernels use a matrix of priorities per sequences of identifiers, hence many problems of having a flat sequence might be simplified. This could be a good candidate for data refinement of the priority ready queue.

In fairness to Craig's original model, despite the mistakes mentioned, the sheer effort undertaken was considerable and worthwhile. His expertise in operating systems implementation is clear through the book. Luckily, many of the mistakes were consistent and easy to spot, which makes correcting them a simple task. And that is despite its serious consequences at times, like loosing scheduled processes FIFO ordering when priorities are the same. Overall, the exercise has proved worthwhile in establishing a solid foundation upon which one can build the top-level kernel components.

Overall, we tried to strike a balance between reusing good parts of the models and remodelling from scratch based on the intended goals to capture the underlying requirements. The motivation for doing that is to save important invariants already discovered and modelled by a domain expert.

3.1 Going back to the scheduler design

Besides the scheduler and its data structures, other familiar OS components are modelled, such as a global semaphore table, a synchronous message passing system, a process sleeping mechanism, and so on.

4 Conclusions

The Grand Challenge's pilot projects help us to learn the best ways to model various application domains and how to verify those models. The intention is to make it easier for the next team who want to work in the application domain. In that direction, a
series of data types and useful lemmas are needed if one is to make progress in tackling the central problems with OS kernel scheduling.

The experiments that started with mechanising the refinement of simple OS kernel schedulers led to the mechanisation of a set of abstract data types useful for this kind of modelling in general. This in itself instigated thinking about general properties for injective functions, transitive closure, sequences, and started few reports [7–9] that are good candidates to become part of the VSR as reusable mathematical data types. In more detail: we already have most (95%) of [5, Ch. 3], which is discussed in [27, 10] and in here. Our model contains a series of declarations from Craig’s book, and mechanically verified theorems. The general theories contain well over 120 theorems about various mathematical data types [7]. As a result of this work, our library of general theorems grew by 20 theorems; for the declared types, we needed 34 automation lemmas. The three components have a total of 145 schemas, type, and axiomatic declarations, with 44 precondition proofs, and 16 lemmas about the data type’s properties. In total, these proofs were discharged with around 1540 proof commands, of which more than 2/3 were trivial, whereas the reminder 1/3 was divided in either creative steps involving quantifier’s witnesses, or knowledge on how the tool works.

We improved the specification of most data structures used in the simple kernel and in the Separation Kernel described in [5]. The work incurred mostly in identifying useful properties about these data types and their use, as well as calculating the preconditions for each operation, and later proving data refinement about them. This mechanisation enabled both a better understanding of the various data structures, and a clearer definition of the Separation Kernel’s scheduler specification use of it. As its use in [5] had modelling errors on data types, as well as the missing error cases uncovered here, we believe this to be an important contribution in building theories for formal modelling of OS kernels.

Future work We are currently writing up reports about the various parts of the simple kernel, and how they are woven together. We have one MSc student working on the modelling of the Separation Kernel, as well as the refinement of the core data structures presented here. Colleagues from another research group in Brazil are working on combining all the kernel’s components into a single top-level user-interface. With that in place, we will start to apply the refinement calculus to derive the kernel’s code. Another approach is to go bottom-up from the already available C-code up towards the refined specifications.
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1 Introduction

Many formal methods are “posit and prove” where a designer posits a specification, and then seeks to justify it. This justification is in the form of proof obligations (POs), putative lemmas that need proof. A large proportion of these can be discharged by automatic theorem provers, but there are still some that require user interaction (typically of the order of 5-20\%). Discharging these POs can become a bottleneck in the use of formal methods in practical applications, and there are two approaches to dealing with them:

- Follow a modelling strategy: change the model/abstraction to a strategy that simplifies the proofs, thus increasing the number of automatically discharged POs.
- Follow a proof strategy: accept the challenging POs, and define a strategy for discharging them. Such a strategy must be sufficiently abstract to be able to discharge “similar POs”. This is the approach we will take in our AI4FM project. Our aim here is to increase the repertoire of techniques for the proof-strategy approach by learning from proof attempts.

In many cases where a correct PO has not been discharged, an expert can easily see how to complete a proof. We believe that it would be acceptable to rely on such expert intervention to do one proof if this would enable a system to discharge others “of the same form”. Specifically, we hope to build a system that will learn enough from one proof attempt to improve the chances of proving “similar” results automatically. By “proof attempt” we include things like the order of the steps explored by the user (not just the chain of steps in the final proof). Thus it is central to our goal that we find high-level strategies capable of cutting down the search space in proofs. By separating information about data structures and approaches to different patterns of POs, a taxonomy begins to evolve. A proof (attempt) might be seen to use “generalise induction hypothesis” (e.g. adding an argument to accumulate values) in a specific proof about, say, sequences; a future use of the same PO might involve a more complicated tree data structure — but if it has an extended induction rule, the same strategy
might work. So our hypothesis is: *we believe that it is possible to devise a high-level strategy language for proofs and to extract strategies from successful proofs that will facilitate automatic proofs of related POs.*

We have previously outlined the strategy language in [1]. In this paper we attempt to show how the shape of proofs of one result helps in another proof — and also how a proof can be reused in another example. In AI4FM we are not restricting ourselves to one particular formal method, which is illustrated here by providing both VDM [2] and Event-B [3] examples. In §2 we will indicate what we would like to achieve; this is followed by an example of tool constraints §3; before we discuss our solution and conclude in §4.

## 2 Examples indicating scope

This section indicates what we would like to achieve. The examples (taken from the literature) are just sketched here but a technical report version of this short paper will have more detail in appendices.

### 2.1 A simple example

A trivial teaching example in [2] uses two disjoint sets to record “students who do exercises”; the state in VDM notation is:

\[
\text{Stud}x :: \ y : \text{Id-set} \\
\quad \ n : \text{Id-set}
\]

\[
\text{inv} \ (\text{mk-Stud}x(y, n)) \triangleq y \cap n = \{ \}
\]

A representation of Studx could be

\[
\text{Stud}x_1 = \text{Id} \rightarrow \{ \text{Y}, \text{N} \}
\]

VDM reification proofs require that one defines a retrieve function from the concrete to the abstract state. In this case:

\[
\text{retr-Stud}x : \text{Stud}x_1 \rightarrow \text{Stud}x
\]

\[
\text{retr-Stud}x(m) \triangleq \text{mk-Stud}x\{ n \mid n \in \text{dom} m \wedge m(n) = \text{Y} \}, \{ n \mid n \in \text{dom} m \wedge m(n) = \text{N} \}
\]

In order to prove the refinement correct, there are two POs on the types and retrieve function. The first is that the retrieve function must be total — this is trivial. Secondly, the “adequacy” PO has the form:

\[
\forall a \in A \cdot \exists r \in R : \text{retr}(r) = a
\]

This is not quite as simple because it depends on the invariant on Studx.

The proof obligations for each operation are (i) the domain rule:

\[
\forall r \in R : \text{pre-A(retr}(r)) \Rightarrow \text{pre-R}(r)
\]

and (ii) the result rule:

\[
\forall r, r' \in R : \text{pre-A(retr}(r)) \wedge \text{post-R}(r', r) \Rightarrow \text{post-A(retr}(r), \text{retr}(r))
\]

For such a simple example, we would expect all of these to be discharged automatically or with minimal hand intervention.
2.2 A partitioning reification

The example here is less trivial than that in Section 2.1; the interest is that the first reification step is remarkably similar to the earlier one and thus makes it possible to indicate what we hope to achieve in AI4FM.

This example is derived from Chapter 11 of [2]. The idea is that there is some equivalence relation over $X$ and elements are partitioned according to this relation. Here, the underlying state is a set of disjoint sets. Thus, the state is a partition and is represented by the following type:

$$\text{Part} = (X\text{-set})\text{-set}$$

inv $(p) \triangleq \{ \} \notin p \land \forall s, t \in p \cdot s = t \lor s \cap t = \{ \}$

If we choose to use a representation of:

$$\text{Keyed} = X \xrightarrow{m} \text{Key}$$

with the following retrieve function:

$$\text{retr-Part} : \text{Keyed} \rightarrow \text{Part}$$

$$\text{retr-Part}(m) \triangleq \{ \{ d \mid d \in \text{dom} \ m \land m(d) = k \} \mid k \in \text{rng} \ m \}$$

The first steps (adequacy etc.) of the reification proof are (not quite obvious) generalisations of what is done in Section 2.1. Our “ambition” is that the proofs from that section would provide a sufficient strategy to generalise to this case. So here we have an example of the reuse “pattern” of reification proofs being what we hope to achieve.

The actual Fisher/Galler representation can be thought of as a $\text{Forest}$:

$$\text{Forest} = X \xrightarrow{m} X$$

inv $(m) \triangleq \forall s \subseteq \text{dom} \ m \cdot s \neq \{ \} \Rightarrow \exists e \in s \cdot m(e) \notin s \lor m(e) = e$

This representation follows the Fisher/Galler inspiration that elements are equal iff they have the same root.\(^3\) In this representation a root is therefore a mapping to itself:

$$\text{roots} : (X \xrightarrow{m} X) \rightarrow X\text{-set}$$

$$\text{roots}(m) \triangleq \{ x \mid m(x) = x \}$$

The retrieve function is:

$$\text{retr-Keyed} : \text{Forest} \rightarrow \text{Keyed}$$

$$\text{retr-Keyed}(f) \triangleq \{ x \mapsto \text{root}(x,f) \mid x \in \text{dom} \ f \}$$

where

$$\text{root} : X \times \text{Forest} \rightarrow X$$

$$\text{root}(e,f) \triangleq \text{if } e \in \text{roots}(f) \text{ then } e \text{ else } \text{root}(f(e),f)$$

---

\(^3\) This representation deviates from [2] with respect to the representation of roots: the type in [2] is “total” ($\bigcup p = X$) and the roots are simply those elements $x \notin \text{dom} p$ where $p \in \text{Forest}$.
These POs are more difficult than the ones on the first reification because the inductive structure of Forest is not obvious. The “ambition” here is that the proofs of the first operation PO would provide a model for those that follow (including those on the operations). This is an example where the way an expert approaches the first operation should hopefully carry over to proofs about further operations.

Another exercise would be to look at the direct development from Part to Forest.

3 Example indicating tool constraints

This section illustrates current tool constraints. The example is developed within Event-B [3] and the Rodin toolset. It models door lock states (e.g. locked, locking, unlocking, unlocking) – and, similar to §2.1, disjoint sub-sets of door identifiers (type DOORS) are represented as a function doors, from the type of door identifier DOORS into a type DOORSTATE, which enumerates all possible states.

In Event-B, the correspondence between the description and actual representation is formalised by a gluing invariant (comparable to the retrieve function in VDM), and in this example the gluing invariant is a conjunction – where each conjunct has the “form” illustrated by “the door-locking state”:

\[ \text{doors\_locking} = \text{doors}^{-1}[\{\text{DoorLocking}\}] \]

Note that doors\_locking is a (abstract) set of door identifiers. We will focus on the event where a door enters this state, and the description/abstract (left) and representation/concrete (right) events (with all non-relevant parts stripped) becomes:

\[
\text{EVENT} \quad \text{lock\_door} \triangledown \\
\quad \text{ANY} \quad d, \cdots \\
\quad \text{WHERE} \\
\quad \quad d \in \text{doors\_locking}, \cdots \\
\quad \quad \text{THEN} \\
\quad \quad \text{doors\_locked} := \text{doors\_locked} \cup \{d\} \\
\quad \quad \text{doors\_locking} := \text{doors\_locking} \setminus \{d\} \\
\quad \cdots \\
\text{EVENT} \quad \text{lock\_door} \triangledown \\
\quad \text{REFINES} \quad \text{lock\_door} \triangledown \\
\quad \text{ANY} \quad d, \cdots \\
\quad \text{WHERE} \\
\quad \quad \text{doors}(d) = \text{DoorLocking}, \cdots \\
\quad \quad \text{THEN} \\
\quad \quad \text{doors}(d) := \text{DoorLocked} \\
\quad \cdots \\
\]

The gluing invariant must be preserved by all events, and the proof obligation expressing this for the invariant over lock\_door is not discharged automatically by the Rodin automatic provers:

\[
\Delta, \quad \text{doors\_locking} = \text{doors}^{-1}[\{\text{DoorLocking}\}] \vdash \\
\quad \text{doors\_locking} \setminus \{d\} = (\text{doors} \Leftarrow \{d \mapsto \text{DoorLocked}\})^{-1}[\{\text{DoorLocking}\}]
\]

\[\footnote{\text{see http://www.event-b.org.}}\]
The proof proceeds by first proving the following intermediate lemma (i.e. applying the cut rule):

\[(doors \land \{d \mapsto DoorLocked\})^{-1}[\{DoorLocking\}] = doors^{-1}[\{DoorLocking\}]\setminus\{d\}\]

Both the intermediate lemma and the main goal are then proved automatically by the Rodin predicate prover (PP).

Note that the intermediate lemma could have been avoided by substituting the \(doors\_locking\) term with \(doors^{-1}[\{DoorLocking\}]\) using the equality in the hypothesis (this technique is known as weak fertilization in rippling [4]). The new goal is then equal to the intermediate lemma (modulo reflexivity). However, the PP tactic was not able to prove this.

4 Discussion

The major challenge in being able to reuse proof strategies, as illustrated in §2 and §3 (the strategy described in §3 was used on all “similar” gluing invariant POs), is to design a sufficiently general-purpose and robust strategy language so that it can deal with unanticipated proof plans and patches that experts will devise. If we knew in advance what these plans and patches would be, we could include them in the theorem prover, so that the problematic POs would be discharged and would not require expert attention. For example, the strategy used in §2.1 is reused in §2.2.

The strategy language will combine a high-level proof strategy with a “vocabulary” of terms that might be instantiated in the separate theories of data structures stored in the system. The meta-language employed in our rippling/induction proof-planning work [4] provides an existence proof for such a strategy language. We refer to [1] for more details of how we envisage this strategy language.
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Abstract. Event-B and the Rodin tool use a number of simple techniques that make the modelling method around them effective in practical applications. We present two of these techniques, anticipation and witnesses. It is interesting how a couple of very simple techniques are so important for the method to work. Finally we propose a small enhancement of Event-B that would extend the use of witnesses.

1 Introduction

We believe that the main purpose of modelling is reasoning, finding out why something works or why it does not. Reasoning should be formal in order to achieve a high degree of certainty about the corresponding claims we make. In the Event-B modelling method [1] reasoning is supported by formal proof. With each formal model we create a number of proof obligations is associated that, once discharged, establish certain properties of the model. Reasoning is not confined to carrying out a formal proof though. Whenever we fail to discharge some proof obligations, we modify the model and try to discharge the proof obligations of the modified model, and so on (Figure 1). This method of reasoning is supported by the Event-B formalism that has been designed to achieve a close correspondence between models and proof obligations. Event-B is intended for the modelling of complex systems. The large number of details of a complex system to be considered is introduced piecemeal by formal refinement [9]. We use refinement more as a technique to structure complex proofs, focusing less on preserving correctness along a sequence of models.

During the evolution of Event-B [13,2,15] many decisions and developments have been made to make Event-B an effective practical modelling method. Many of those are as simple as effective. In this paper we discuss two of them, the use of anticipated events [5] and of refinement witnesses [12].

In Section 2 we briefly discuss anticipation of events and in Section 3 we discuss refinement witnesses and suggest a small improvement of Event-B: to use witnesses also for non-deterministic assignments.

1 We do not present an introduction to Event-B. Introductions to Event-B can be found in the references mentioned above.
2 Anticipation

Anticipated events are described in [5] as a technique to couple events introduced during refinement with their variant and decouple them from variables. The approach solves the technical problem of finding a good ordering for a chain of refinements by relaxing the constraints on that order thus increasing the number of good orderings. Anticipated events can be used to avoid using lexicographic variants altogether,

\[(m \mapsto n) < (m' \mapsto n') \Leftrightarrow m < m' \lor (m = m' \land n < n')\]

Say, \(m\) is the variant of a machine \(M\) and \(n\) the variant of some refinement \(N\) of \(M\). For an anticipated event \(f\) of \(M\) we would show that it does not increase \(m\), that is, \(m < m'\). Ultimately, event \(f\) has to be refined by a convergent event \(f\) in machine \(N\), say. In machine \(N\) we have to show that \(f\) decreases the variant \(n\), that is, \(n < n'\). Following this technique we implicitly construct a lexicographic variant \((m \mapsto n)\), similar to the one shown above.

Anticipated events have turned out to be a very useful concept for modelling beyond the original purpose. Below are three examples of their practical use.

**Counter abstraction: specification of an abstract timer.** An abstract model of timer needs only express that after an arbitrary finite amount of time it will raise an alarm. The counter by which it could be implemented is irrelevant.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{invariants} & \\
\text{alarm} \in \text{BOOL} \\
v \in 0..1 \\
v = 1 \Rightarrow \text{alarm} = \text{TRUE} \\
\text{event INITIALISATION} & \\
\text{alarm} : \in \text{BOOL} \\
v := 0
\end{align*}
\]

In some refinement the timer can be implemented by a counter or in some other way that provides convergence.

**Fewer variables: avoid introducing new variables.** In Event-B new events must refine skip. This means that usually variables manipulated in a loop can not be variables from an abstract machine. The gcd algorithm, for instance, computes its result in variable \(q\):

\[
\begin{align*}
q & \leftarrow \text{gcd}(x, y) \\
p, q := x, y; \\
\text{do} \ p < q & \rightarrow q := q - p \\
\text{□} \ q < p & \rightarrow p := p - q \\
\text{od}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{event getgcd} & \\
q := \text{gcd}(x, y) \\
\text{event loop2} & \\
q : \in \mathbb{N}_1
\end{align*}
\]

In the corresponding abstract Event-B machine we model the body of the loop by an anticipated event \(\text{loop2}\), specifying that in some refinement \(\text{loop2}\) is implemented by a convergent event that may modify variable \(q\).
Decomposition of a proof: partial correctness and termination. When introducing a loop in a development of a sequential program, we have to prove that the loop body preserves the invariant and decreases a variant. If we make the loop body an anticipated event, we can prove invariant preservation at one stage and termination at a later stage. This reduces the complexity at each stage and separates concerns of invariant preservation from termination.

3 Witnesses

Originally, witnesses have been introduced in Event-B in order to decompose proof obligations [11] but also the methodical benefits had been recognised [12]. The reasoning underlying the use of witnesses is very simple: Let $v$ be the abstract variables, $I(v)$ the abstract invariant, $w$ the concrete variables, $J(v, w)$ the gluing invariant, $p$ the abstract event parameters, $G(p, v)$ the abstract event guard, $S(p, v, v')$ the abstract event actions before-after predicate, $q$ be the concrete event parameter, $H(q, w)$ the concrete event guard, and $T(q, w, w')$ the concrete event actions before-after predicate. With

$$K(v, q, w, w') \equiv I(v) \land J(v, w) \land H(q, w) \land T(q, w, w')$$

$$L(p, v, w') \equiv G(p, v) \land S(p, v, v') \land J(v', w')$$

the refinement proof obligation for the refinement of the abstract by the concrete event is thus:

$$K(v, q, w, w') \Rightarrow \exists p, v' \cdot L(p, v, w') .$$  \hfill (1)

In the introduction we discussed the close correspondence between Event-B models and proof obligations. We see that the granularity of the correspondence could be improved greatly if (1) could be decomposed into three implications with conclusions $G(p, v)$, $S(p, v, v')$, and $J(v', w')$, for instance. Because of the existential quantification " $\exists p, v'$" this is not possible. In some step of the proof of (1) we would usually instantiate the bound identifiers $p$ and $v'$ by expressions $r$ and $u'$, subsequently, proving the conclusions $G(r, v)$, $S(r, v, u')$, and $J(u', w')$ separately. We can do this systematically for all refinements specifying witnesses $W(p, v, v', q, w, w')$ that serve to instantiate $p$ and $v'$. Of course, we have to verify that the witnesses exist.

$$K(v, q, w, w') \Rightarrow \exists p, v' \cdot W(p, v, v', q, w, w') .$$  \hfill (2)

Applying modus ponens in the premises of (1) and observing that $p$ and $v'$ do not occur free in (1) the following (3) implies (1)

$$K(v, q, w, w') \land W(p, v, v', q, w, w') \Rightarrow \exists p, v' \cdot L(p, v, w') .$$  \hfill (3)

Footnote: This proof obligation is usually a simple consequence of the invariant and easily discharged.
Finally, we can instantiate "\(p, v' := p, v''\)" in the conclusion so that (4) implies (3), hence, also (1):

\[
K(v, q, w, w') \land W(p, v, v', q, w, w') \Rightarrow L(p, v, w, w').
\] (4)

Implication (4) can now be decomposed and proved separately for each conjunct \(G(p, v), S(p, v, v'), \) and \(J(v', w')\) in the conclusion. As an example of the use of witnesses we refine the abstract timer from the preceding section where witnesses are specified in the with clauses of the events:

**invariants**

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{time} & \in \mathbb{N} \\
time = 0 & \Rightarrow \text{alarm} = \text{TRUE} \\
time > 0 & \Rightarrow \text{alarm} = \text{FALSE}
\end{aligned}
\]

**convergent event** \(\text{tick}\)

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{when} & \ time > 0 \\
& \ with \ alarm' = \text{bool}(\time' = 0) \\
& \ then \ time := \time - 1
\end{aligned}
\]

**event** \(\text{INITIALISATION}\)

\[
\begin{aligned}
& \text{with} \ alarm' = \text{FALSE} \\
& \ then \\
& \ \ \ time := \in \mathbb{N}_1 \\
& \ \ \ v := 0
\end{aligned}
\]

**event** \(\text{one}\)

\[
\begin{aligned}
& \text{when} \ time = 0 \\
& \ then \ v := 1
\end{aligned}
\]

More complicated examples of witnesses can be found, for instance, in [13]. Witnesses have turned out to be very valuable for explaining how refinement is achieved. They have also increased the potential of animation of Event-B models opening up an efficient possibility for refinement animation [14].

**A small improvement: witnesses for non-deterministic choices.** We have shown how witnesses are used to obtain proof obligations that are easier to handle than (1). In practice, we observe however, that the refinement condition \(K(v, q, w, w') \land W(p, v, v', q, w, w') \Rightarrow S(p, v, v')\) that we have obtained from the decomposition often has itself a form similar to (1).

In order to be able to use witnesses for non-deterministic assignments, too, in the absence of explicit support, non-deterministic assignments can be modelled by means of guards [10,14] and distinguished by a labelling convention; for instance, guards are labelled grd\(n\) and non-deterministic assignments chn. However, this complicates support for certain proof obligations, in particular, deadlock freedom. (Relying on a labelling convention for proof obligation generation does not appear reliable.) The best solution would seem to treat non-deterministic assignments the same way as guards. An additional benefit would be that the need for primed identifiers in Event-B models would disappear, too, simplifying further the existing concept of witnesses described above.

### Conclusion

The modelling method Event-B is effective in practice because of a number of simple techniques that have been incorporated into it. They usually originated as

---

3 Note, that we have not renamed any identifiers in the conclusion which would have obscured the correspondence with model.
a solution to some technical problem but then proved to be useful in a much wider context. We believe that it is important to take note of such developments. If we keep record of the small improvements, we can mark the methodical progress we make and we avoid losing the knowledge about why Event-B works.
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1 Overview

Our motivation here is construct a proof for the probabilistic solution for the Dining Philosophers problem. The proof from McIver and Morgan [5] uses both fairness assumption and probabilistic arguments. We attempt here to reason using only qualitative reasoning, hence the fairness assumption is replaced by a probabilistic reasoning. Moreover, we want to construct a practical method for reasoning about this kind of system which should be simple to use. We now give an overview of some important properties of the Event-B method that we are going to use, in particular about different technique for proving convergent of events.

1.1 The Event-B Modelling Method

A development in Event-B [2] is a set of formal models. The models are built from expressions in a mathematical language, which are stored in a repository. Event-B models are organised in terms of the two basic constructs: contexts and machines. Contexts specify the static part of a model whereas machines specify the dynamic part. Contexts may contain carrier sets, constants, axioms, and theorems. Machines specify behavioural properties of Event-B models. Machines may contain variables, invariants, theorems, events, and variants. Variables \(v\) define the state of a machine. They are constrained by invariants \(I(v)\). Possible state changes are described by events. Each event is composed of a guard \(G(t, v)\) (the conjunction of one or more predicates) and

\* Part of this research was carried out within the European Commission ICT project 214158 DEPLOY (http://www.deploy-project.eu/index.html).
an action $S(t, v)$, where $t$ are the parameters of the event. The guard states the necessary condition under which an event may occur, and the action describes how the state variables evolve when the event occurs. An event can be represented by the term “\texttt{any } t \texttt{ where } G(t, v) \texttt{ then } S(t, v) \texttt{ end}”. We use the short form “\texttt{when } G(v) \texttt{ then } S(v) \texttt{ end}” when the event does not have any parameters, and we write “\texttt{begin } S(v) \texttt{ end}” when, in addition, the event’s guard equals true. A dedicated event of the last form is used for initialisation.

The action of an event is composed of one or more assignments of the form

\begin{align*}
  x &:= E(t, v) \quad (1) \\
  x &\in E(t, v) \quad (2) \\
  x &| Q(t, v, x') \\
\end{align*}

where $x$ is a variable contained in $v$, $E(t, v)$ is an expression, and $Q(t, v, x')$ is a predicate. Assignments of the form (1) are deterministic, whereas the other two forms are nondeterministic. In (2), $x$ (which must be a single variable) is assigned an element of a set. In (3), $Q$ is a “before-after predicate”, which relates the values $x$ (before the action) and $x'$ (afterwards). (3) is the most general form of assignment and nondeterministically selects an after-state $x'$ satisfying $Q$ and assigns it to $x$. Variables other than $x$ are unchanged by the above assignments. There is also a side condition on the action of an event: the variables on the left-hand side of the assignments contained in the action must be disjoint.

Proof obligations serve to verify certain properties of machines. Formal definitions of all proof obligations are given in [1]. For a machine, we must prove invariant preservation and feasibility of events. Invariant preservation states that invariants hold whenever variables change their values. Feasibility state that the action of an event must be feasible whenever the event is enable.

Machine refinement provides a means to introduce details about the dynamic properties of a model [2]. For more details on the theory of refinement, we refer to the Action System formalism [3], which has inspired the development of Event-B.

A machine $CM$ can refine another machine $AM$. We call $AM$ the abstract machine and $CM$ the concrete machine. The state of the abstract machine is related to the state of the concrete machine by a gluing invariant $J(v, w)$, where $v$ are the variables of the abstract machine and $w$ are the variables of the concrete machine.

Each event $ea$ of the abstract machine is refined by one or more concrete events $ec$. Let the abstract event $ea$ and concrete event $ec$ be:

\begin{align*}
  ea &\equiv \texttt{any } t \texttt{ where } G(t, v) \texttt{ then } S(t, v) \texttt{ end} \quad (4) \\
  ec &\equiv \texttt{any } u \texttt{ where } H(u, w) \texttt{ then } T(u, w) \texttt{ end} \quad (5) \\
\end{align*}

Somewhat simplified, we say that $ec$ refines $ea$ if the guard of $ec$ is stronger than the guard of $ea$ (guard strengthening), and the gluing invariant $J(v, w)$ establishes a simulation of $ec$ by $ea$ (simulation). Proving guard strengthening just amounts to proving an implication. For simulation, under the assumption of the invariants and of the concrete guard $H(u, w)$ we must show that it is possible to choose a value for the abstract parameter $t$ such that the abstract guard holds and the gluing invariant $J(v, w)$ is re-established. The possible values for the abstract parameter are given as witness in $ec$ with the keyword \texttt{with}. In the course of refinement, new events are often introduced
into a model. New events must be proved to refine the implicit abstract event SKIP, which does nothing.

Moreover, it may be proved that events do not collectively diverge. In other words, the events cannot take control forever and hence one of the other events eventually occurs. To prove this, one gives a variant $V$, which maps a state $w$ to a finite set. One then proves that each new event strictly decreases $V$.

\[
\begin{array}{|l|}
\hline
\text{Given an event} & \text{ones has to prove} \\
\hline
\text{evt any } x \text{ where } G(x, v) \text{ then } v \vdash S(x, v, v') & \forall v' : S(x, v, v') \Rightarrow V'(v') \subset V(v) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

1.2 Qualitative Reasoning: Probabilistic Action

In our earlier work [4], we extend the Event-B with probabilistic action $v \oplus| S(v, v')$, and the notion of probabilistic (eventually) termination of events. This extension requires a slightly modification to the variant proof obligation: event might decrease the variant $V$.

\[
\begin{array}{|l|}
\hline
\text{Given an event} & \text{ones has to prove} \\
\hline
\text{evt any } x \text{ where } G(x, v) \text{ then } v \oplus| S(x, v, v') & \exists v' : S(x, v, v') \land V'(v') \subset V(v) \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

A great advantage of this approach is that the proof obligations still within first-order predicate logic hence we do not need to extend our proof system.

2 The Dining Philosophers

We summary the dining philosophers problem as follows:

- A number of philosophers sit at a round table.
- Between each adjacent pair of philosopher is a single fork.
- In order to eat, each philosopher need two forks on both sides.
- When hungry, a philosopher might want to pick up a fork, but this might already be taken by his neighbouring philosopher.
- There is a possibility of deadlock or livelock.

There are various solution for the problem, including some deterministic solutions, e.g. using a waiter to break symmetry. We consider here a symmetric probabilistic solution as described in [5]. The algorithm for each philosopher is summarised in Figure 1. The table describes possible state changes for a particular philosopher. The only probabilistic choice that the philosopher made is when deciding either to pick up the left fork first or the right fork first.

The proofs from [5] using the fairness assumption which prove the Pseudo loop on the left to terminate. By replacing the fairness assumption with a probabilistic one, we attempt to verify that the Pseudo loop on the right to terminate probabilistically.

Some philosophers are hungry; Some philosophers are hungry; 
\textbf{while }"\text{No philosopher is eating}"	extbf{ do} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{while }"\text{No philosopher is eating}"	extbf{ do} 
\hspace{1cm} Schedule one of the philosopher \textit{fairly} \hspace{1cm} Schedule one of the philosopher \textit{probabilistically} 
\hspace{1cm} \textbf{end} \hspace{1cm} \textbf{end}

Our initial model is as follows, where $h$, $t$ and $e$ represent the set of hungry, thinking and eating philosophers, respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Becomes hungry</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decides</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>l_0 \oplus t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picks first left fork (if left fork available)</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eats by pick up right (if right fork available)</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drops left fork (if right fork not available)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eats by pick up left (if left fork available)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drops right fork (if left fork not available)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinks</td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Actions of a philosophers

variables: $h, t, e$

invariants: $\text{partition}(P, h, t, e)$

init
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{begin} & \quad h, t : \text{partition}(P, h', t') \land h' \neq \varnothing \\
& \quad e := \varnothing \\
\text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

Our idea for developing the algorithm is as follows. Using refinement, we introduce the details of the approach with different set of philosophers, e.g. holding forks, picking forks. As a result, more events are introduced into the development. Our termination is established by the following arguments:

- Prove that events other than $\text{eats}$ are (probabilistic) convergent.
- System is deadlock-free.

We formalise the lexicographic variant as presented in [5] in our Event-B development. The decrement of the variant can be split into different phases depending on the state of the system, where phase $A$ is when no philosophers holding forks; phase $BL$ (resp. $BR$) is when there are some philosophers holding left forks (resp. right forks); and phase $C_i$ is when there are some philosophers holding left forks and some philosophers hold right forks. In particular, the convergent proof in phase $BL$ and $BR$ using probabilistic termination argument as mentioned earlier in Section 1.2.

We focus now on the probabilistic convergent argument in phases $C_i$. In particular, we have the events of the following forms:

**chooseLeft**
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{chooseLeft} & \quad \text{any } p \text{ where } p \in l \\
& \quad \text{then} \\
& \quad \text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

**dropLeft**
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dropLeft} & \quad \text{any } p \text{ where } p \in L \\
& \quad \text{then} \\
& \quad \text{end}
\end{align*}
\]
The difficulty here is that the probabilistic choice is associated with the parameter \( p \) for the philosophers. In particular, our reasoning must take into account all the actions that a philosopher can do. For our probabilistic termination argument, we have to prove the following: There exists a philosopher such that he can always act, and any action that he made decreases the variant. At the moment, our proof obligations cannot express the above condition, hence we need to extend the proof obligation rule.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for } & t \text{ where } G_i(t, v) \\
\text{then } & \forall v. | Q_i(t, v, v') \\
\text{end}
\end{align*}
\]

– Sketch of probabilistic termination witness for \( t \), say \( W(t, v) \).
– Sketch of the proof obligations.
  1. Existence of witness: \( I(v) \Rightarrow (\exists t. W(t, v)) \).
  2. Given the witness, at least one probabilistic event is enable.
     \( I(v) \land W(t, v) \Rightarrow G_1(t, v) \lor \ldots \lor G_n(t, v) \)
  3. For any probabilistic event \( \text{evt}_i \), it decreases the variant \( V \):
     \( I(v) \land W(t, v) \land G_i(t, v) \land Q_i(t, v, v') \Rightarrow V(v') \subset V(v) \)

3 Conclusions

We sketch here an extension to our qualitative reasoning for proving probabilistic termination of an algorithm for the dining philosophers problem. Our proposed extension includes a new interpretation for probabilistic choice between events’ parameters and new proof obligations which are practical for having tool support.

Moreover, for future work, because of the fact that refinement can reduce nondeterminism, qualitative termination is not necessary preserved through refinement in general. We need to have additional proof obligation(s) for preserving qualitative termination, however, any approach should be simple and usable.
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1 Introduction

There are a number of methods for proving the correctness of parallel programs [4]. Our main contribution is an approach applying the technique of refinement and decomposition in Event-B [1]. The approach contains four steps as follows.

1. Starts with an abstract specification in-one-shot giving the purpose of the program.
2. Refines this abstract specification by introducing details about the shared variables.
3. Decomposes the model in the previous step to split the model into several (abstract) sub-models for processes.
4. Refines each sub-model in the previous step independently.

In the last step, each sub-model can be seen as a new abstract specification, hence application of steps 2, 3 and 4 can be repeated again. The novelty of our approach is in step 2 where we specify shared information between processes. This information has dual purpose. Firstly, it contains the necessary guarantee condition from each process to establish the final result. Secondly, it also gives the condition for which each process can rely on in further development. This decision, i.e. to have this step early in our development, takes advantage of decomposition technique and results in simpler models and reduces the complexity of proving programs. This is the main advantage of our method over existing approaches. More information on related work is in Section 4.

* Part of this research was carried out within the European Commission ICT project 214158 DEPLOY (http://www.deploy-project.eu/index.html).
2 The Event-B Modelling Method

A development in Event-B [3] is a set of formal models. Event-B has a semantics based on transition systems and simulation between such systems, described in [2]. We will not describe in detail, just high-lights some important points for Event-B semantics.

Event-B models are organised in terms of the two basic constructs: contexts and machines. Contexts specify the static part of a model whereas machines specify the dynamic part. Contexts may contain carrier sets, constants, axioms, and theorems.

Machines specify behavioural properties of Event-B models. Machines may contain variables, invariants, theorems, events, and variants. Variables define the state of a machine. They are constrained by invariants \( I(v) \). Possible state changes are described by events. Each event is composed of a guard \( G(t, v) \) (the conjunction of one or more predicates) and an action \( S(t, v) \), where \( t \) are the parameters of the event. Proof obligations serve to verify certain properties of machines. Given a machine, we need to prove the following obligations:

- **Invariant preservation**: invariants hold whenever variables change their values.
- **Feasibility**: For an event the action is feasible whenever the guard is enable.

**Machine refinement** provides a means to introduce details about the dynamic properties of a model [3]. A machine \( CM \) can refine another machine \( AM \). We call \( AM \) the abstract machine and \( CM \) the concrete machine. The state of the abstract machine is related to the state of the concrete machine by a gluing invariant \( J(v, w) \), where \( v \) are the variables of the abstract machine and \( w \) are the variables of the concrete machine.

Each event \( ea \) of the abstract machine is refined by one or more concrete events \( ec \). Somewhat simplified, we say that \( ec \) refines \( ea \) if the guard of \( ec \) is stronger than the guard of \( ea \) (guard strengthening), and the gluing invariant \( J(v, w) \) establishes a simulation of \( ec \) by \( ea \) (simulation).

In the course of refinement, new events are often introduced into a model. New events must be proved to refine the implicit abstract event SKIP, which does nothing. Moreover, it may be proved that new events do not collectively diverge. In other words, the new events cannot take control forever and hence one of the old events can occur.

2.1 Shared Variable Decomposition

The idea of decomposition is to split a large model into smaller sub-models which can be handled more comfortably than the whole: one should be able to refine these sub-models independently. More precisely, if one starts from an initial (large) model, say \( M \), decomposition allows us to separate this model into several sub-models \( M_1 \cdots M_i \). These sub-models can then be refined independently yielding \( N_1 \cdots N_i \). The correctness of the decomposition technique guarantees that the model \( N \), obtained by re-composing \( N_1 \cdots N_i \), is a refinement of the original model \( M \). This process is illustrated in the following diagram:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decomposition</th>
<th>Refinement</th>
<th>Re-composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( M ) → { ( M_1, \ldots, M_i ) }</td>
<td>( N_1 ) ( N_i )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Generation of sub-models using shared variable decomposition

Given a certain model $M$ with events $e_1(a)$, $e_2(a,c)$, $e_3(b,c)$, $e_4(b)$, we would like to decompose $M$ into two separate models: $M_1$ dealing with events $e_1$ and $e_2$; and $M_2$ dealing with events $e_3$ and $e_4$. By giving the above event partition, we must also perform a certain variable distribution. This distribution can be derived directly from the information about the partitioning of events and the set of variables that they access.

Moreover, in each sub-model, we need to have a number of external events to simulate how shared variables are handled in the non-decomposed model. These events are abstract versions of the corresponding internal events and use only the shared variables.

In our example, $M_1$ will have an external event corresponding to $e_3$ (beside the internal events $e_1$ and $e_2$). Symmetrically, $M_2$ will have an external event corresponding to $e_2$. Similar to shared variables, external events cannot be further refined.

We also present a practical construction of the external event given its original event. This is illustrated below for an external event $(\text{ext}_2)$ in sub-model $M_2$. Intuitively, this event is the projection of the original event, i.e. $e_2$, on the state of the sub-model $M_2$.

$$\begin{align*}
\text{e}_2 & \text{ any } t \text{ where } G(t, a, c) \\
\text{then} & \\
(\text{ext}_2) & \text{ any } t, a \text{ where } G(t, a, c) \\
\text{then} & \\
& c : \exists a' \cdot Q(t, a, c, a', c')
\end{align*}$$

More detail on shared variable decomposition in Event-B can be found in [1].

3 Example. The FindP Program

Our running example is a standard problem in the literature for parallel programs. The purpose of the FindP program is to find the first index $k$ of an array $\text{ARRAY}$, if there is one, satisfies some property $P$. Otherwise, if this index does not exist, i.e. none of the array elements satisfy $P$, the program returns $M + 1$, where $M$ is the size of the array.

The pseudo-code for the main program is given below (on the left) and for each process (presented here $\text{process}_1$ on the right)

```plaintext
index1, index2 := min(PART1), min(PART2); publish1, publish2 := M + 1, M + 1; process1 || process2; result := min(publish1, publish2))
```

The machine-checked version of the development can be found on the web [5]. We summarise our strategy for developing this program as follows.

**Initial model** specifies the result of the algorithm directly. **First refinement** introduces the local indices of processes. **Decomposition step** splits the model into sub-models corresponding to different processes: main, $\text{process}_1$, $\text{process}_2$.

We continue with further refinement steps for $\text{process}_1$; $\text{process}_2$ should be developed in symmetrical fashion. Further development of the main process is straightforward and is not of our interest here.

**First sub-refinement** introduces the local index of the process. **Second sub-refinement** introduces the read value of the process. **Third sub-refinement** introduces the address counter for scheduling of events.

---

1 Note that the variables appeared in brackets denote those that are accessed by these events.
4 Related Work

The problem of verifying the FindP program has been tackled using different methods, e.g., Owicki/Gries’ interference-free [9] and Jones’ rely/guarantee approach [7].

The work of Owicki/Gries [9] extends Hoare’s deductive system for sequential programs [6] in order to prove the correctness of parallel programs. Their proofs of correctness for parallel statements centre around the notion of interference-free which is defined as follows. Given a proof of Hoare’s triple \( \{ P \} \ S \{ Q \} \) and a statement \( T \) with precondition \( \text{pre}(T) \), \( T \) does not interfere with \( \{ P \} \ S \{ Q \} \) if

\[
\text{InfFree1} \ \{ Q \land \text{pre}(T) \} \ T \{ Q \}, \text{i.e.} \ T \text{ maintains the post-condition } Q, \text{ and}
\]

\[
\text{InfFree2} \ \text{for any sub-statement } S' \text{ of } S, \ { \text{pre}(S') \land \text{pre}(T) } \ T \{ \text{pre}(S') \}.
\]

Within our approach, the above two conditions are verified during the development of the model at various refinement levels. At the abstract level before decomposing, \( S \) and \( T \) are some events of the models and the post-condition \( Q \) are just some invariants. For example, \( S \) are some events belonging to \textit{process}_1 and \( T \) are events belonging to \textit{process}_2. \( Q \) are the invariants that state the outcome of \textit{process}_1, e.g. inv1–inv1.5. We have to prove that these invariants are maintained by any events \( T \) and this corresponds to condition \text{InfFree1}. Furthermore, during the sub-refinement of a process, sub-statements \( S' \) of \( S \) are introduced. At the same time, new invariants are added and these invariants correspond to the preconditions \( \text{pre}(S') \) in the proof of \( \{ P \} \ S \{ Q \} \) using Hoare’s deductive system. Hence the condition \text{InfFree2} is verified by proving that events \( T \) (now becoming external events) maintain the new invariants.

This is somewhat not surprising, since in our approach, the role of external events is to keep the information about the possible changes on shared variables by different processes. During the refinement of a sub-process, we need to take into account the effect of these external events so that they do not “interfere” with the development of this sub-process. The main advantage of our approach over the work from Owicki/Gries is that these external events are at the abstract level rather than concrete statements as defined in the interference-free conditions. This reduces the complexity of the verification process.

Comparing to the Owicki/Gries approach, our method is closer to the rely/guarantee approach of Jones [7]. The approach extends the notion of Hoare’s triple \( \{ P \} \ S \{ Q \} \) to encode the rely condition \( R \) and guarantee condition \( G \). By definition, a condition \( \{ P, R \} \ S \{ G, Q \} \) is satisfied by \( S \) if: under the assumptions that \( S \) starts in state satisfies the precondition \( P \), and any external transition satisfies the rely condition \( R \); then \( S \) ensures that any internal transition of \( S \) satisfies the guarantee condition \( G \), and if \( S \) terminates then the final state satisfies postcondition \( Q \).

We focus on an example rule for parallel composition.

\[
\begin{align*}
R \lor G_1 & \Rightarrow R_1 \quad \text{(RG1)} \\
R \lor G_2 & \Rightarrow R_2 \quad \text{(RG2)} \\
G_1 \lor G_2 & \Rightarrow G \quad \text{(RG3)} \\
\{ P, R_1 \} & S_1 \{ G_1, Q_1 \} \quad \text{(RG4)} \\
\{ P, R_2 \} & S_2 \{ G_2, Q_2 \} \quad \text{(RG5)} \\
\{ P, R \} & S_1 \parallel S_2 \{ G, Q_1 \land Q_2 \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\text{PAR-1}

The rule is interpreted as follows. Statement \( S_1 \parallel S_2 \) satisfies \( \{ P, R \} \ S_1 \parallel S_2 \{ G, Q_1 \land Q_2 \} \) if the following conditions are met. Firstly, both “global” rely condition \( R \) and the guarantee condition of one statement ensure the rely condition of the other (RG1
and RG2). Secondly, both guarantee conditions of the two statements ensure the global guarantee condition G (RG3). Lastly, S1 and S2 independently satisfy their corresponding rely/guarantee condition (RG4 and RG5).

Note that both rely and guarantee conditions are relations over two states. They are indeed similar to events in Event-B which correspond to relations over pre-/post-states. Moreover, the implication between rely/guarantee conditions is the same as event refinement. Within our approach, a pair of internal/external events encodes rely/guarantee conditions where the rely condition corresponds to the external event and the guarantee condition corresponds to the internal event. The generation of external events guarantees that they are the abstractions of the corresponding internal events. In fact, our generation of sub-models as described in Section 2.1 guarantees that the resulting sub-models satisfy the parallel composition rule. This is the advantage of our approach over rely/guarantee method. In fact the external events are the strongest possible condition that the other process can rely on. In practise, the rely/guarantee conditions could be more abstract, e.g. requires that values of some variables decrease monotonically [8].

5 Conclusion

Our approach introduces the possible interaction between processes early in the development in order to take the advantage of decomposition. This is different from the approach where one develops processes according to the implementation of the process with possible cheating (e.g. one process directly looks into the value of the other process), and subsequently refines the model until there is no more cheating. This approach has been proposed in [2] and is used in many other examples. Applying this approach without using decomposition, the two processes are developed together, hence the development also has higher complexity comparing to our approach.

The key point in our development using decomposition lies in the model that is being decomposed, where we have to abstractly specify the effect of the two future processes on shared variables. We use the overall intended result of the program to help us to derive the requirement on the future processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Systems are dependable if they deliver service that can be justifiably trusted [1]. Building such systems is a challenging task, typically conducted by employing various dependability means. In this paper we are particularly interested in the means of two types: rigorous design and fault tolerance.

Rigorous design (or fault prevention) is often used to justify system trustworthiness by preventing introduction of faults into system. This can be done by employing formal modelling and analysis. The known problem with this approach is its scalability. A way to improve it is through the development of abstractions and formal techniques tailored to classes of systems.

System dependability cannot be achieved by only trying to build perfect systems, any critical system has to face abnormal situations (including malfunctioning devices, wearing hardware and software defects) and deal with them properly. This is achieved by integrating appropriate fault tolerance means into the system. Unfortunately the situation is not satisfactory here: as reported by F. Cristian [2], field experience with telephone switching systems showed that up to two thirds of system failures were due to design faults in exception handling or recovery algorithms. Other evidences of inadequate use or construction of fault-tolerance mechanisms are reported in [3].

Several authors have investigated fault-tolerance modelling using different specification formalisms and verification approaches (e.g. [4], [5]). However, the identification and support of suitable abstractions for formal design of fault tolerant systems is still an open issue. Such abstractions have to, at the one side, be amenable to representation using a formal specification language, and, on the other side, offer the way to model and reason about (i) states - the characterization of normal and erroneous states, and state manipulation to reach consistency are inherent to fault tolerant systems; (ii) structure - separation of normal and abnormal (fault tolerant) behaviour is to be supported, as well as the representation of control structures for different fault tolerance mechanisms; and (iii) system properties under changing conditions - the explicit statement of possible working conditions, addressing fault assumptions, and assured system properties under these conditions are also to be supported.

In this paper the known concept of 'operation mode' [6] is revisited - we use modes to structure system specification to facilitate rigorous design and to integrate fault tolerance. Due to the use of modes in different types of systems, such as real-time [6], avionic and space systems [7], [8], the approach is useful for building wide classes of dependable systems.

We use term mode in the same sense as [6]: both as partitions of the state space, representing different working conditions of the system, and as a way to define control information, imposing structure on the operation of the system. In Section II, modes are defined to allow the modeller to explicitly state the property that must be respected, called guarantee, in each working system condition, called assumption. In Section III, mode refinement is discussed, allowing determination of the mode system. The use of modes together with a state-based formal method is discussed in Section V. Mode refinement is performed hand in hand with the refinement of the respective formal model and offer a way for layered definition and reasoning about system properties. This helps to assure that the properties are easily traceable to requirements. Another advantage of a refinement approach is that it offers a strategy obtain a correct implementation from the formal model. Moreover, theorem proving strategies and tools sometimes offer an attractive option to model-checking as they avoid the state-space problem.

Section IV discusses the use of modes in the design of fault-tolerant systems. Using the model of a cruise control system, Section VI exemplifies both mode refinement and the use of modes to specify fault tolerant systems. Related work and conclusions are presented in Sections VII and VIII.
II. OPERATION MODES

Operation modes help to reason about system behaviour by focusing on the principal system properties observed under different situations. In this approach, a system is seen as a set of modes partitioning the system functionality over differing operating conditions. The term assumption is used to denote the different operating conditions and guarantee denotes the functionality ensured by the system under the corresponding assumption. A system may switch from one mode to another in a number of ways characterised by mode transition. A mode is a pair $A/G$ where:

- $A(v)$ is an assumption - a predicate over the current system state;
- $G(v, v')$ is the guarantee, a relation over the current and next states of the system; and

Vector $v$ is the set of variables, characterising a system state and constrained by an invariant $I(v)$. The purpose of an invariant $I(v)$ is to limit the possible states of $v$ by excluding undesirable or unsafe states. It also defines types for variables $v$. To limit the scope of discussion, it is assumed that a system is only in one mode at a time. Mode overlapping and interference bring a number of interesting challenges on model universe. This relation is denoted as $\subseteq$ and it

The assumption and guarantee of a mode must be non-contradictory. I.e. a mode should permit a concrete implementation:

$$\exists v, v' \cdot (I(v) \land A(v) \Rightarrow G(v, v')) \quad (3)$$

A system is characterised by a collection of modes and a vector of mode transitions:

$$A_1/G_1$$
$$\ldots$$
$$A_n/G_n$$

$$i \Rightarrow j$$
$$\ldots$$

The state of a system described using operation modes is a tuple $(m, v)$ where $m$ is the index of a current operation mode and $v$ is the current system state. Mode index helps to clarify how mode switching is done although it may be computed from $v$ alone due to condition 1. The evolution of a system like above is understood as follows. While it is in some mode $m$ the state of model variables evolves so that the next state is any state $v'$ satisfying both the corresponding guarantee $G(v, v')$ and the modes assumption $A(v')$:

- **internal**
  
  $\begin{align*}
  & A_{m}(v') \land G_{m}(v, v') \land A_{m}(v') \\
  & (m, v) \rightarrow (m, v')
  \end{align*}$

  If there is a mode transition originating from a current mode, the transition could be enabled to switch the system to a new mode.

- **switching**
  
  $\begin{align*}
  & m \rightarrow n \land A_{m}(v) \land A_{n}(v') \\
  & (m, v) \rightarrow (n, v')
  \end{align*}$

  These two activities compete with each other: at each step a non-deterministic choice is made between the two. An initiating transition is a special case: it must find an initial system state without being able to refer to any previous state:

  $\begin{align*}
  & \text{start} \Rightarrow k \land A_{k}(v) \\
  & (k, \text{undefined}) \Rightarrow (k, v)
  \end{align*}$

  where $\text{undefined}$ denotes a state system prior to the execution of an initiating transition. System termination is addressed by the switching rule above. Note that all of the three rules also assume that an invariant holds in current and new states: $I(v') \land I(v')$. This is a corollary of conditions 1 and 2.

III. MODE REFINEMENT

Refinement is formal technique for transitioning from an abstract model to a concrete one [9]. Terms abstract and concrete are relative here: a concrete model of one step is another’s step abstract model. There are a number of benefits in apply refinement in model construction: it combats complexity by splitting design process into a number of simple steps; it helps to organise the process of modelling by allowing a modeller to focus on one aspect of a model a time; it makes proofs easier as for each refinement one only has to prove the correctness of new behaviour².

At a very general level, refinement is a partial order relation on model universe. This relation is denoted as $\subseteq$ and it

$\text{not every system has to have this transition: a control system would be typically designed as never aborting.}$
is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. For the operation modes mechanism the refinement technique is used to gradually evolve a system description by adding or replacing modes and transitions. Such evolution is completely formal in a sense that a refined model may be used in place of its abstraction.

Refinement itself is a combination of a number of techniques: data refinement, when data types are changed and data structures are introduced; behavioural refinement, when system behaviour becomes more deterministic and also described in a finer level of details; and superposition refinement (or model elaboration), when new functionality is added without changing an existing model. All the three are applicable and discussed for modes in the following.

a) Data Refinement: With data refinement, the vector of model variables $v$ is changed to some new vector $u$ and model invariant $I(v)$ is replaced with new invariant $J(v, u)$, often called a gluing invariant. The mentioning of old variables $v$ in new invariant $J$ allows modeller to expresses a linking relation between the state of concrete and abstract models.

b) Behavioural Refinement: Behaviour refinement details the mode view on a system. One case is changing a mode assumption or guarantee or both. It is postulated mode assumption cannot be strengthened during refinement. This is based on understanding that an assumption is a requirement of a mode to its environment. As a system developer cannot assume control over the environment of a modelled system, a stronger requirement to an environment may not be realisable. On the other hand, a weaker requirement to an environment means that a system is more robust as it would remain operational in a wider range of environments. Symmetrically, a mode guarantee cannot be weakened as a mode guarantee is understood as a contract of a mode with the rest of a system and the environment. In other words, weakening a mode guarantee could violate expectations of another system part.

The following condition summarises this refinement rule:

$$A(v)/G(v, v') \subseteq A'(u)/G'(u, u'),$$

iff

$$I(v) \land J(v, u) \land A(v) \Rightarrow A'(u)$$

$$J(v, u) \land G'(u, u') \Rightarrow G(v, v')$$

Another case is when an abstract mode is a modelling abstraction for several concrete modes. Thus, a single mode in an abstract model evolves into a two or more concrete modes. The general rule for such refinement step is that the combination of new modes must be a refinement of an abstract mode. In more concrete terms, a disjunction of concrete mode assumptions must be not stronger than the abstract mode assumption and the disjunction of concrete guarantee must be not weaker than the abstract guarantee:

$$A(v)/G(v, v') \subseteq \bigcup A_i(u)/G_i(u, u'),$$

iff

$$I(v) \land J(v, u) \land A(v) \Rightarrow A_1(u) \lor \cdots \lor A_n(u)$$

$$I(v) \land J(v, u) \land G_1(u, u') \lor \cdots \lor G_n(u, u') \Rightarrow G(v, v')$$

c) Superposition Refinement: Sometimes it is needed to add new modes without having to split an abstract mode. This is accomplished using superposition refinement. With superposition refinement, a refined model contains additional modes. Assumptions and guarantees of these modes must be expressed on new variables (variables for $u$ that are not mapped onto abstract variables $v$). Formally, this is possible by refining an implicit skip mode $false/true$. This is the weakest form of a mode and it can be refined into any other mode.

d) Refinement of Transitions: A refinement of a mode or an introduction of a new mode requires changes to mode transitions. The general rule is that a transition present in an abstract model must have a corresponding transition in a refined model and no new transitions may appear. Changing mode assumptions and guarantees does not affect mode transitions. Splitting a mode into sub-modes, however, leads to the distribution of the mode transitions associated with the refined mode among the new modes. Thus, if a mode with a transition is split into two new modes, the transition can be associated with any one of the new modes or both.

e) Visual Notation: To assist in application of the operation modes approach, a simple visual notation is proposed. It is loosely based on modecharts [6]. A mode is represented by a box with mode name; a mode transition is an arrow connecting two modes. The direction of an arrow indicates the previous and next modes in a transition. Special modes $⊤$ and $⊥$ are omitted in a diagram so that initiating and terminating transitions appear to be connected with a single mode. This is also how they can be distinguished from other transitions. Refinement is expressed by nesting boxes. Figure 1(B) presents a mode $M1$ refined into modes $M1.1$ and $M1.2$. The mode transitions depicted are only one possibility. A refined diagram with an outgoing arrow from an abstract mode is equivalent to having outgoing arrows from each of the concrete modes (this feature is used in the case study).

![Mode Diagrams](image)

**Fig. 1. Mode Diagrams.**

### IV. MODES FOR FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEMS

The use of modes together with a refinement approach, as introduced in the previous sections, offers suitable abstractions to modelling and reasoning about fault tolerant systems, as discussed in the following.

Due to the use of a state-based approach, state representation, manipulation and reasoning becomes natural. The support provided by modes allows to partition the state space into normal and erroneous: mode assumptions allow this separation to be declared and erroneous states made explicit. Refinement allows further definition of erroneous states into more specific ones. Assumptions on normal and erroneous states can be suitably associated to modes in charge of performing normal system operation and fault tolerance measures, respectively.

Generally speaking, a recovery mode should be associated with a particular normal mode, which it recovers, and mode switching is in some sense reminiscent to calling an exception handler in programming languages. Error detection is
immediate, embedded in the erroneous state assumption of a recovery mode. As soon as a state transition leads to the characterization of an erroneous state, the recovery mode is enabled. A more concrete view is to consider the existence of a detection mechanism, which is active during normal operation. In such case the detection mechanism affects the state used in the assumptions of normal and recovery modes. By refinement one could start with the first and reach the second, more detailed model. Any of the possibilities allow switching to recovery mode from any normal mode state. For reasoning purposes, one can introduce the possibility of fault occurrences in parallel with the model. In an event based formalism this takes the form of an enabled event that affects the state to satisfy the erroneous state assumption.

The recovery mode has access to the state of the respective normal mode. Analogously to assumptions, guarantees associated to normal or recovery modes assist to define properties of the system in absence or presence of errors, respectively. Depending on the severity of the detected error, the recovery mode guarantees may assert that the recovery procedure: (i) successfully recovers the state and thus switches back to normal mode. Analogously to assumptions, guarantees associated to normal or recovery modes assist to define properties of the system in absence or presence of errors, respectively. Depending on the severity of the detected error, the recovery mode guarantees may assert that the recovery procedure: (i) successfully recovers the state and thus switches back to normal mode. (ii) provides degraded service in cases where full functionality is not recoverable (Figure 2(D)); (iii) fails to recover, in which case measures to stop safely may be taken (Figure 2(A) and part of (D)). Using the graphical notation introduced in the previous section, the following configurations exemplify some possible use of modes for fault tolerance.

V. OPERATION MODES FOR EVENT-B

The operation modes method is not intended to be used as a modelling method on its own as it lacks the facilities for expressing detailed design. The schematic nature of the approach makes it well suited to integration with an existing formalism. One such case is presented in this section. A well known formalism - Event-B - is extended with operation modes. The rules for deriving formal conditions for reasoning about a combination modes and Event-B models are presented.

Event-B is a state-based formalism closely related to Classical B [10] and Action Systems [11]. The step-wise refinement approach is the corner stone of the Event-B development method. The combination of model elaboration, atomicity refinement and data refinement helps to formally transition from high-level architectural models to very detailed, executable specifications ready for code generation.

An extensive tool support through the Rodin Platform makes Event-B especially attractive [12]. An integrated Eclipse-based development environment is actively developed, well-supported, and open to third-party extensions in the form of Eclipse plug-ins. The main verification technique is theorem proving supported by a collection of powerful theorem provers. The development environment is also equipped with model checking capabilities.

An Event-B model is defined by a tuple \((c, s, P, v, I, R_I, E)\) where \(c\) and \(s\) are constants and sets known in the model; \(v\) is a vector of model variables; \(P(c, s)\) is a collection of axioms constraining \(c\) and \(s\). \(I\) is a model invariant limiting the possible states of \(v\): \(I(c, s, v)\). The combination of \(P\) and \(I\) should characterise a non-empty collection of suitable constants, sets and model states: \(\exists c, s, v \cdot P(c, s) \land I(c, s, v)\). The purpose of an invariant is to express model safety properties (that is, unsafe states may not be reached). In Event-B an invariant is also used to deduce model variable types. \(R_I\) is an initialisation action computing initial values for the model variables; it is typically given in the form of a predicate constraining next values of model variables without, however, referring to previous values - \(R_I(c, s, v')\). Finally, \(E\) is a set of model events. An event is a guarded command:

\[
H(c, s, v) \rightarrow S(c, s, v, v')
\]

where \(H(c, s, v)\) is an event guard and \(S(c, s, v, v')\) is a before-after predicate. An event may fire as soon as the condition of its guard is satisfied and no other event executes at the same time. In case there is more than one enabled event at a certain state, the demonic choice semantics is applies. The result of an event execution is some new model state \(v'\). The semantics of an Event-B model is usually given in the form of proof semantics, based on Dijkstra's work on weakest precondition [13]. A collection of proof obligations is generated from the definition of the model and these must be discharged in order to demonstrate that the model is correct.

Putting it as a requirement that an enabled event produces a new state \(v'\) satisfying a model invariant, the following would define the model consistency condition: whenever an event on an initialisation action is attempted there exists a suitable new state \(v'\) such that a model invariant is maintained - \(I(v')\). This is usually stated as two separate proof obligations: a feasibility obligation requiring the existence of (any) new state \(v'\) and the invariant satisfaction obligation showing that any new state \(v'\) maintains an invariant. The invariant satisfaction obligation requires that a new state produced by an event must satisfies a model invariant:

\[
I(c, s, v) \land P(c, s) \land H(c, s, v) \land S(c, s, v, v') \Rightarrow I(c, s, v')
\]

An event must also be feasible, in a sense that an appropriate new state \(v'\) must exist for some given current state \(v\):

\[
I(c, s, v) \land P(c, s) \land H(c, s, v) \Rightarrow \exists v' \cdot S(c, s, v, v')
\]

Conceptually, operation modes and Event-B models are related by requiring that every mode and mode transition has a suitable implementation in an Event-B model. A mode is related to a non-empty subset of Event-B model events and mode transition is mapped into a single Event-B event:
\begin{align}
A_1/G_1 &\rightarrow E_1 \\
\vdots
A_n/G_n &\rightarrow E_n \\
(i \rightarrow j) &\rightarrow E_k
\end{align}

Event sets $E_1, \ldots, E_n$ may overlap but may not be identical. The latter is due to the fact that two modes $A_1/G_1 \rightarrow E$ and $A_j/G_j \rightarrow E$ are equivalent to a single mode $A_1 \lor A_j/G_1 \land G_j \rightarrow E$ and thus there is no advantage in allowing configurations where modes have identical event sets. The mapping between transitions and events is one-to-many: a transition is mapped into a non-empty set of events. Each event associated with a transition must properly implement the transition, that is, it must be proven it gets enabled in a stated assumed by a source mode and establishes a state corresponding to the assumption of a target mode. To establish mapping, for some transition $(i \rightarrow j) \rightarrow E_k$ it is required to demonstrate the following:

$$\forall e: (e \in E_k \land I(c, s, v) \land H_e(c, s, v) \land S_k(c, s, v, v') \Rightarrow A_i(v) \lor A_j(v'))$$

(11)

The composition of modes and Event-B clarifies how a system evolves when it is in a mode, how mode switching is done and the way system is initialised. The old internal rule is changed to reflect the way a new system state is computed: assuming that a system is mode $A_i/G_i \rightarrow E_i$ and the current state is valid ($I(v)$ holds) and satisfies the mode assumption ($A_i$ holds) the next state is some state $v'$ such that mode guarantee $G_i(v')$ holds along with before-after predicate $R_i(v, v')$ of one of enabled ($H_i(v)$) mode events ($e \in E_i$):

$$I(v) \land A_m(v) \land G_m(v, v') \land A_m(v')$$

$$\exists e: e \in E_i \land H_e(v) \land R_e(v, v')$$

$$(m, w) \rightarrow (m, w')$$

The above states that an execution cannot progress if none of the events establishes a mode guarantee or there is no enabled event. To ensure that in a given mode a system evolves correctly, it is required to show for every mode event that the event establishes mode guarantee and the event guard is compatible with the mode assumption. Rules switching, and start, are analogously obtained from rules switching and start in Section II. The rule above gives a rise to a number of conditions on Event-B. Firstly, all the events of a mode must satisfy the mode guarantee provided the mode assumption holds:

$$I(v) \land A(v) \land H(v) \land R(v, v') \Rightarrow G(v, v')$$

(12)

Also, the partitioning of the events into modes must be in an agreement with the event guards. When event is enabled then the assumption of its mode must hold. Since an event is potentially associated with multiple modes, the disjunction of all the relevant assumptions must hold:

$$H(v) \Rightarrow A_1(v) \lor \cdots \lor A_k(v)$$

$$A_{k+1}(v) \lor \cdots \lor A_n(v) \Rightarrow \neg H(v)$$

(13)

where $A_1, \ldots, A_k$ are the assumptions of the modes containing an event with guard $H(v)$ and $A_{k+1}, \ldots, A_n$ are those not containing the event.

It is required to show that a system is always able to progress once it is in a given mode. For this, it must be shown that there is always at least one enabled event among the events of the mode:

$$I(v) \land A(v) \Rightarrow H_1(v) \lor \cdots \lor H_n(v)$$

(14)

Provided the three conditions above are discharged, it is guaranteed that, once in a given mode, a system would unfailingly progress in accordance with the mode conditions for the system lifetime or until the system transitions into a different mode.

a) Operation Modes and Event-B Co-refinement: The cornerstone of the Event-B development method is a gradual, refinement-based, model detailing. To refine model $M$ one constructs a new model $M'$ such that at a certain level of observation new model is at least as good as the old one. Formally, this is demonstrated by constructing a refinement mapping between $M'$ and $M$ that would show that for any valid state of $M'$ there is a corresponding state in $M$. In Event-B, this is accomplished by discharging a number of refinement proof obligations formulated for each model event. As refinement in Event-B is monotonic, a model refinement could be constructed by changing only a part of a model and demonstrating the relevant conditions for just that part. Event-B refinement is a combination of data, superposition, behavioural and atomicity refinement. Atomicity refinement permits introduction of a finer level of atomic steps needed to realise a given functionality. What would appear as an atomic event in an abstract model may be refined into a complex of events with all the properties of the abstraction retained. The Event-B notion of data refinement follows the same generic style used for operation modes data refinement. Event-B behavioural refinement allows a modeller to replace an event guard and event before-after predicate. The rules linking abstract and concrete guards and before-after predicates are as follows. The guard of the concrete version of an event must be stronger than its abstract counterpart:

$$P(s, c) \land I(s, c, v) \land J(s, c, v, u) \land H(s, c, u) \Rightarrow G(s, c, v)$$

(15)

A new before-after predicate must be a stronger version of its abstraction:

$$P(s, c) \land I(s, c, v) \land J(s, c, v, u) \land H(s, c, u) \land S(s, c, u, u') \Rightarrow v' \cdot (R(s, c, v, v') \land J(s, c, v', u'))$$

(16)

An event may be split into two or more events. In this case, the refinement relation is proved for each new event in the same manner for as for on-to-one event refinement. New events may be introduced but may only update new variables. Standard consistency conditions apply.

A composition of operation modes and Event-B models has to be refined in such a manner that it obeys both operation mode refinement and Event-B refinement. For rule 5, it is required that a refined operation mode is made of events refining events from an abstract mode and also each event
from the abstract mode is present as a copy or a refined event in the refined mode.

\[
A(v)/G(v, v') \rightarrow E \subseteq A'(u)/G'(u, u') \rightarrow E',
\]

\[
I(v) \lor J(v, u) \land A(v) \Rightarrow A'(u) \land I(v) \lor J(v, u) \land G'(u, u') \Rightarrow G(v, v')
\]

\[
\forall e \in E' \Rightarrow \exists a \land a \in E \land e \subseteq a
\]

\[
\forall e \in E \Rightarrow \exists a \land a \in E \land e \subseteq a
\]

Rule 6 for refinement of modes into a collection of new modes is changed in a similar manner.

\[
A(v)/G(v, v') \rightarrow E \subseteq A_1(u)/G_1(u, u') \rightarrow E_1, A_2(u)/G_2(u, u') \rightarrow E_2,
\]

\[
I(v) \land J(v, u) \land A(v) \Rightarrow A_1(u) \lor A_2(u)
\]

\[
I(v) \land J(v, u) \land G_1(u, u') \lor G_2(u, u') \Rightarrow G(v, v')
\]

\[
\forall e \in E_1 \lor E_2 \Rightarrow \exists a \land a \in E \land e \subseteq a
\]

Conditions 17 and 18 state how mode refinement is related to Event-B model refinement. They are the basis for generating proof obligations that would determine the correspondence between an Event-B model and a modes model.

b) Tool Support for Modes Modelling: As already mentioned, the Rodin platform supports modelling and reasoning with Event-B models. Extensions to the Rodin platform can be integrated with: tool interface, modelling process and verification infrastructure. An extension providing the support for modelling with modes would let a designer to visually construct a modes model and would take care of generating the proof obligations required to demonstrate the correspondence between the modes model and the associated Event-B model (defined by relation (10)). Proof obligations are delegated to the proof infrastructure of the Platform that passes them on to one or of automated theorem provers and also an interactive prover should a theorem prover find a problem or fail to discharge a proof obligation.

VI. CRUISE CONTROL CASE STUDY

A simplified version of one of the DEPLOY case studies [14] developed in cooperation with industrial partners, the case study illustrates the application of the proposed technique to the development of a cruise control system.

The purpose of the system is to assist a driver in reaching and maintaining some predefined speed. Due to the nature of the system, a lot of attention is given to the interaction of a driver, cruise control and the controlled parts of a car. In the current modelling we assume an idealised car and idealised driving conditions such that the car always responds to the commands and the actual speed is updated according to the control system commands.

a) A Mode for the Ignition Cycle: At the most abstract level we introduce mode IGNITION_CYCLE to represent the activity from the instant the ignition is turned on to the instant it is turned off. The initial model includes: the state of ignition (on/off), modelled by a boolean flag \( i_g \); the current speed of the car (a modelling approximation of an actual car speed), stored in variable \( s_a \); a safe speed limit \( \text{speedLimit} \) above which the car should not be in any case; and a safe speed variation \( \text{maxSpeed} \cdot \text{variation} \). No memory is retained about the states in the previous ignition cycle. Initially, the current speed is zero and ignition is off: \( s_a \in 0 \land i_g \in \text{FALSE} \).

Independently of the operation of the car - by the driver or by the cruise control - the following has to be ensured during an ignition cycle (we present the intuition in the first line and a formal representation of the same assumptions and guarantees, based on the variables introduced, in the second line).

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{mode} & \text{assumption} & \text{guarantee} \\
\hline
\text{IGNITION\_CYCLE} & \text{ignition is on} & \text{keep speed under limit and (ac/de)celerate safely} \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 3(A) presents the diagram of the system. At this level of abstraction it is composed only by the IGNITION_CYCLE mode. An event happens in the system that establishes the assumption for that mode: \( \text{ignitionOn} \). While ignition is on, the corresponding guarantees have to be ensured. Another event may change the conditions of the system and the assumptions for this mode may become false: \( \text{ignitionOff} \).

Fig. 3. Mode refinement sequence for the Cruise Control System.

b) DRIVER and CRUISE\_CONTROL Modes: When the ignition is turned on, control is with the driver. While the ignition is on, control can be passed from the driver to the cruise control and back. It is assumed that a driver has two buttons on a control panel: the \( \text{on} \) button switches on the cruise control; the \( \text{off} \) button returns to the driving mode. A third input is available to set the target speed to be achieved by the cruise control. The system is naturally represented with two modes: DRIVER corresponding to the activity when cruise
control is off and CRUISE\_CONTROL when cruise control is active. The on/off buttons mentioned are mapped to transition events ccOn and ccOff. The diagram in Figure 3(B) depicts the two possible modes during an ignition cycle.

This refinement introduces: the state of cruise control (on/off), modelled by boolean flag cc; the target speed that a cruise control is to achieve and maintain, represented by variable st; an allowance interval isp that determines how much actual speed could deviate from a target speed when cruise control tries to maintain a target speed. Initially, the target speed is undefined and cruise control is off: st \in \mathbb{N} \land cc \in FALSE. The description of the modes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mode</th>
<th>assumption and guarantee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVER</td>
<td>ignition cycle guarantees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(sg = true \land cc = false) \land (sa &lt; speedLimit) \land (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUISE_CONTROL</td>
<td>ignition cycle guarantees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(sg = true \land cc = true) \land (sa &lt; speedLimit) \land (</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(c\) Refining the CRUISE\_CONTROL Mode: If the difference between current (sa) and target (st) speeds is within an acceptable error interval (isp), the cruise control works to MAINTAIN the current speed. Otherwise, it employs different procedures to APPROACH the target speed, characterizing two modes refining CRUISE\_CONTROL with assumptions and guarantees are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mode</th>
<th>assumption</th>
<th>guarantee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPROACH</td>
<td>cruise control assumptions and speed not close to target</td>
<td>cruise control guarantees and approach target speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(tg = true \land cc = true \land</td>
<td>sa′ - st</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINTAIN</td>
<td>cruise control assumptions and speed close to target</td>
<td>cruise control guarantees and maintain target speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(tg = true \land cc = true \land</td>
<td>sa′ - st</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3(C) depicts these modes. Switching from DRIVER to CRUISE\_CONTROL may either establish the assumptions of APPROACH or MAINTAIN, depending on the difference between st and sa. In either of these two modes the cruise control can be switched off and the control returned to the driver.

d) Error handling: at any time failures of the surrounding components (e.g. airbag activated, low energy in battery, etc.) may happen and affect the cruise control system. These faults are typically signaled to the cruise control system as erroneous conditions. The conditions can be either reversible or irreversible: the reversible errors results in the control to be returned to the driver and handling measures to be undertaken, so that the cruise control becomes available again; the irreversible ones are handled but the cruise control becomes unavailable during the ignition cycle.

When an error is detected it is registered in an error variable. We introduce a normal (DRIVE\_NORMAL), a degraded (DRIVE\_DEGRADED) and an error handling mode (ERROR\_HANDLING). If an error is signaled in any of the system modes, the system switches to ERROR\_HANDLING, where control is with the driver. Eventually error handling reestablishes DRIVE\_NORMAL, with full functionality available, or switches to DRIVE\_DEGRADED mode where the cruise control is not available. This exemplifies situations (C) and (D) of Figure 2. Figure 3(D) shows these modes. An eHand variable registers that error handling is taking place. The following table shows the assume/guarantee conditions for the modes introduced. Note that although these modes have same guarantees, they have different transition possibilities. After error handling, the system continues in degraded or normal mode. From error handling and degraded modes it is not possible to turn the cruise control on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mode</th>
<th>assumption</th>
<th>guarantee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE_NORMAL</td>
<td>driver assumptions and no error</td>
<td>(sa &lt; speedLimit) \land (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR_HANDLING</td>
<td>driver assumptions and error and handling not finished</td>
<td>(sa &lt; speedLimit) \land (</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE_DEGRADED</td>
<td>driver assumptions and error and handling finished</td>
<td>(sa &lt; speedLimit) \land (</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. RELATED WORK

Several applications, structured in modes, can be found in the literature. Papers [7] and [8] show how to formally model and analyse modal space and avionic systems. In [15] the extension of an Automated Highway System to tolerate several kinds of faults is discussed, and modes are used to characterize degraded operation. A classic case study showing the use of formal methods, the Steam Boiler Control [16], is based on the notion of operation modes. More recent examples
on the extensive use of modes for the specification of airspace, transportation and automotive systems can be found in [14]. Such contributions focus on specific applications and not on general means to model and reason using modes. In [17] the authors discuss characteristics of mode-driven distributed applications and a software architecture with extensions to mode-driven fault-tolerance. An infrastructure is proposed to support mode-driven fault tolerance in run time. In [18], the representation of degraded service outcomes and exceptional modes of operation using UML use cases, activity diagrams and state charts is discussed. Formal modelling and reasoning is not discussed in these contributions.

In [6] a specification language for real-time systems, called Modechart, is presented. In [19] the author discusses issues related to mode changes and scheduling for hard real-time systems. The general notion of modes in these papers is analogous to the one discussed here, however their focus is on the specification and analysis of timing properties of systems.

Functional properties are not discussed. In the context of refinement based methods, the most related work found is by Back and von Wright [20], where guarantees (of an action system) are introduced to reason about the parallel composition of action systems. Guarantees of composed action systems have to mutually respect the invariants. Since there is no notion of assumptions (they are embedded in the invariants), the flexibility of changing assumptions, allowing different modes and mode switching, is not offered.

Finally, Jones, Hayes and Jackson, in [21], address the problem of obtaining a starting specification for systems that interact with the physical world, like control systems. A method is discussed that leads the designer to explicitly state rely conditions (to be compared with assumptions) about the physical world before deriving a first specification of the system. The notion of ‘layer’ is briefly discussed. A layer is associated to a set of rely/guarantee predicates and could be compared to a mode. Different layers could be used to state the behaviour under distinct conditions. Fault tolerance is briefly mentioned, where one could have assumptions to characterise absence or presence of faults.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the notions of modes and mode refinement are formally defined and their representations in a state-base formalism (Event-B) are established. These notions allow explicit characterization of various system conditions, through expressing assumptions, and the properties of the system working under such conditions, through the use of guarantees. The complexity of design is reduced by structuring systems using modes and by detailing this design using refinement. This approach makes it easier for the developers to map requirements to models and to trace requirements. More specifically, the approach suits well for dealing with fault-tolerance requirements: assumptions allow the explicit mapping of the error coverage provided by the system, whereas guarantees and mode switching configurations allow the explicit mapping of requirements for different levels of fault-tolerance.

In addition to developing a tool support, in the near future we plan to investigate mode hierarchy (nesting), to express recursive structuring for fault tolerance [22], mode concurrency, where further work is needed to support concurrent modes acting on shared states, and state consistency during distributed execution of modes.
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Abstract. The paper presents an extension of the Event-B method with a viewpoint portraying control flow properties of a model. The novelty of the work is in relying solely on theorem proving to demonstrate the consistency of control flow and main Event-B specification. The focus is placed on the practicality of working with such an extension and also on achieving proof economy. A detailed formal treatment of the method is presented and illustrated with a case study. A proof of concept implementation for the RODIN platform is briefly discussed.

1 Introduction

Event-B [1–3] is a general-purpose specification language and is a close relative of the popular B-Method [4](or Classical B). Its distinctive feature is relying on the event-based specification paradigm. An Event-B model is a collection of events where the next event is selected non-deterministically among the currently enabled events. Event-B facilitates construction of models with a large number of rather simple events. Theorem proving is the primary verification technique and, crucially, almost all the correctness conditions (proof obligations) are formulated on per-event basis. This makes Event-B very friendly to automated theorem provers. High rate of verification automation is extremely important and it makes Event-B one of the few practical proof-based formalisms.

However, there are some downsides in following pure event-based paradigm. Not all systems are naturally expressed in this style. Often the information about event ordering has to be embedded into guards and event actions. This results in an entanglement of control flow and functional specification with an additional downside of extra model variables.

There are a number of reasons to consider an extension of Event-B with an event ordering mechanism:

– for some problems the information about event ordering is an essential part of requirements; it comes as a natural expectation to be able to adequately reproduce these in a model;
– explicit control flow may help to prove properties related to event ordering;
– sequential code generation requires some form of control flow information;
– since event ordering could restrict the non-determinism in event selection, model checking is likely to be more efficient for a composition of a machine with event ordering information;
– a potential for a visual presentation based on control flow information;
– bridging the gap between high-level workflow and architectural languages,
  and Event-B.

In this paper we discuss an extension of Event-B with a mechanism to reason about event ordering. The practical issues, like verification means, the integration with the Event-B development process and the tooling support are given the highest priority. Unlike much of the work on combining state-based and process-bases specification methods [5–8] our proposal is based on theorem proving rather than model checking. We demonstrate that the proposal is realistic and presents distinct practical advantages with a proof-of-concept tool realising the technique.

2 Flow Model

The Flow View extends Event-B with a facility for defining event ordering. A flow is an expression written in a special language resembling those used in process algebras, such CSP [10]. The basic element of the language is an event. Events in a flow are the same events as in an Event-B machine. Events are characterised by an event label and may have parameters (in flow analysis these are treated as an integral part of an event label). The following is the summary of the constructs forming the flow language:

\[
\begin{align*}
  e.a & \quad \text{event with label } e \text{ and arguments } a \\
  p; q & \quad \text{sequential composition} \\
  p\parallel E q & \quad \text{parallel composition synchronised on events from } E \\
  p \triangledown q & \quad \text{choice} \\
  *(p) & \quad \text{terminating loop} \\
  \text{'start}', \text{'stop}', \text{'skip} & \quad \text{initialisation, termination and stuttering events}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( p \) and \( q \) are flow expressions. Events starting with ‘ bear special meaning. ‘start’ is a shortcut for Event-B event INITIALISATION, ‘stop’ is an assumed termination event and ‘skip’ corresponds to an implicit Event-B skip event.

An essential part of the flow mechanism is the notion of a partial flow expression (or simply partial flow). There are situations when it is not necessary to mention all the machine events in a flow. For example, one may want to state flow for a part model corresponding to the current refinement step or simply focus on a part where flow reasoning is required. The notion of partial flow becomes clear if one thinks of a flow expression as a set of conditions formulated on a machine. A partial flow is then a more relaxed version of a complete flow.

There are some basic well-formedness requirements to a flow. Event ‘start’ corresponding to the initialisation event of a machine may not be composed with other events using choice and parallel composition. Also, it may only occur on the left-hand side of a sequential composition. This restriction is due to the fact that the initialisation event is a special case in Event-B. It has no
guard and is always a first event to run. Since flows may be partial, initialisation event may be omitted from a flow. The termination event ‘stop also needs special treatment. This event is not present explicitly in a machine and the following Event-B definition is implied if the event is present in a flow expression: ‘stop = when ¬(G1 ∨ ⋯ ∨ Gn) then skip end. Event ‘stop is enabled when all other events are disabled; it executes infinitely but keeps the state intact so that a machine cannot get into a state when anything else is enabled. Since this event diverges it is not possible to have any other event to follow ‘stop. Hence, ‘stop may not occur on the right-hand side of a sequential composition. For the same reason, a parallel composition with ‘stop is disallowed. It is possible, however, to have a choice between ‘stop and another event (including ‘start).

In a composition of a flow and machine, the flow loop construct *(p) would correspond to a loop on machine events. It is the responsibility of the Event-B part to demonstrate the convergence of a loop. This is a standard part of model analysis in the RODIN Event-B environment. Later we discuss how to improve the strategy of demonstrating convergence in Event-B by using the information contained in a flow attached to a machine.

In the context of Event-B models, the parallel composition may only be applied to certain kind of events. We require that for any set of parallel events (as defined in a flow expression) there exists a well-formed Event-B event that simulates all the possible interleavings of the parallel events. This condition results in a number of syntactic requirements to machine events.

Let rd(e) return the set of all variables read by event e. These are the model variables referenced in the event guard and the event actions. Likewise, wr(e) is a set of variables updated by event e. These are the variables found on the left-hand side of substitutions in an event body. Events that are potentially concurrent are called independent events.

**Definition 1.** Independent events. Events that do not have read/write and write/write conflict are independent. The conflicts are defined as follows:

- Read/write conflict. A pair of events have a read conflict if one updates the variables read by another. This is denoted as rdcfl(e1, e2) = rd(e1) ∩ wr(e2) ≠ ∅ ∨ rd(e2) ∩ wr(e1) ≠ ∅.

- Write/write conflict. Events updating the same variable have a write conflict: wrfl(e1, e2) = wr(e1) ∩ wr(e2) ≠ ∅.

Set E of events is independent, denoted as ind(E), if for every event pair (a, b) from E the following holds: a ≠ b =⇒ ¬rdcfl(a, b) ∧ ¬wrfl(a, b)

The condition ind(…) must be established for all possible event pairs composed with the parallel composition operator.

### 3 Semantics

This section discusses the semantics of the flow language and the way to integrate it with Event-B. In particular we show how to reason about flow and machine
consistency in the terms of machine properties rather than flow or machine
traces. But first we use the traces semantics to formally integrate flows with
Event-B. The following defines the traces of a flow expression.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{traces}('\text{skip}') &\triangleq \{\langle \rangle \} \\
\text{traces}('\text{start}') &\triangleq \{\langle '\text{start} \rangle \} \\
\text{traces}('\text{stop}') &\triangleq \{ s \mid n \in \mathbb{N} \land s \leq ('\text{stop})^n \} \\
\text{traces}(e_c, a) &\triangleq \{ \langle e_c, a \rangle \} \\
\text{traces}(p; q) &\triangleq \{ s^*z \mid s^*z \in \text{traces}(p) \land z = ('\text{stop})^n \} \\& \{ s^*t \mid s^*z \in \text{traces}(p) \land t \in \text{traces}(q) \land z \neq ('\text{stop})^n \} \\
\text{traces}(p*q) &\triangleq \text{traces}(p) \cup \text{traces}(q) \\
\text{traces}(\langle p \rangle) &\triangleq \text{traces}(p(p*\langle p \rangle)) \\
\text{traces}(p\parallel q) &\triangleq \bigcup_{s \in \text{traces}(p) \land t \in \text{traces}(q)} \langle s, G^t \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

Here \( s \leq t \) states that trace \( s \) is a prefix of trace \( t \); \( \alpha(x) \) is an alphabet of \( x \)
(set of all events occurring in \( x \)). The parallel composition operator is defined
as a collection of possible event interleavings:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \rangle \parallel_E \langle \rangle &\triangleq \{ \langle \rangle \} \\
\langle a \rangle \parallel_E \langle \rangle &\triangleq \{ a \} \\
\langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) &\triangleq \{ \langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) \} \\
\langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) &\triangleq \{ \langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) \} \\
\langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) &\triangleq \{ \langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) \} \\
\langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) &\triangleq \{ \langle a \rangle \parallel_E (b\parallel q) \}
\end{align*}
\]

\( p\parallel_E q \) constructs all the possible interleavings of \( p \) and \( q \) while respecting the
synchronisation on common events \( E \).

### 3.1 Event-B Trace Semantics

In this section we briefly present how traces of an Event-B model are constructed.
Much more detailed treatment of the subject is given in [11] and [12].

An elementary step of a machine interpretation is the computation of the
set of next states for some current event. For some event \( e \) the next states are
found by selecting a set of suitable values for the event parameters and using
them to characterise the possible next states \( v' \). An Event-B machine may be
understood as a relation \( T : \text{Event} \leftrightarrow S \leftrightarrow S : T \triangleq \exists p_n \cdot (G_n(p_n, v) \land S_n(p_n, v, v')) \). Here \( p_n, G_n, S_n \) are the event parameters, guard and before-after predicate. \( T \) is
a predicate characterising a relation on system states: it is a total function from
events to relations on states. A next event would start from a state produced by
a previous event. This is expressed with the sequential composition operator "\( ; \)";
\( e_1; e_2 = \forall v_1.T(e_1)[v_1/v'] \land T(e_2)[v_1/v] \). \( v_1 \) is a vector of fresh names used to record
the final state of \( e_1 \) and pass it on to \( e_2 \). The concept of sequential composition
can be generalised to a chain of events. Operator \( seq \) performs a sequential
composition over an event list: \( seq(\langle \rangle) = id(S) \) and \( seq((e)t) = T(e); seq(t) \).
From these definitions, the traces of a machine are formulated as all possible
traces reachable from the initial machine state \( Init \):

\[
\text{traces}(M) = \{ t \mid seq(t)[Init] \neq \emptyset \}
\]
In the next section we use the traces semantics of flows and Event-B to
define the consistency conditions for a model combining a flow expression and
an Event-B machine.

3.2 Flow/Machine Consistency

The minimal requirement to a given pair of a flow and machine is that the two
agree on deadlocks and divergences. To account for partial flows it is required to
consider a situation when only a part of a machine traces is specified by a flow.
A flow trace starting with 'start and eventually reaching stop would match a
complete machine trace if it matches any trace at all.

Definition 2. Flow consistency. A flow $f$ is consistent with a given machine $m$
if it is possible to find a machine trace that contains some flow trace: $\exists t, hd, tl \cdot t \in \text{traces}(f) \land hd \cdot t \cdot tl \in \text{traces}(m)$.

One important case of a flow and machine combination is when flow event
ordering and event guards together define a concrete, implementable event order-
ing. Individually, both flow expression and machine still may have non-deterministic
event choice. Such a property is essential for code generation and sometimes is a
desired property of a model. While choice related non-determinism must be re-
solved, non-deterministic event ordering may still be present due to the parallel
composition operator. To distinguish between these two cases we use the notion
of interleaving equivalence.

Two traces are said to be interleave equivalent if one can be obtained from an-
other by swapping events in a pair of independent events. This is formulated us-
ing the following relation on traces: $s \mathrel{Re} t \iff s = t \lor \exists a, b, hd, tl \cdot (hd \cdot \langle a, b \rangle \cdot tl \in t \land hd \cdot \langle b, a \rangle \cdot tl \in s \land \text{ind}(\{a, b\}))$. Traces $s$ and $t$ are said to be interleave equiv-
alent if $s \mathrel{Re^*} t$ where $Re^*$ is a transitive closure of $Re$.

Definition 3. Concrete flow. The traces contained in the intersection of a con-
crete flow and machine traces are interleave equivalent.

Having these definitions does not lead to practical means of establishing
flow properties especially since it is our intention is to use theorem proving to
reason about a combination of a flow and machine. In the rest of the section we
discuss how to transition from statements about traces of flows and machines
to equivalent conditions on machine variables, events guards and event actions.
First, some mathematical context is presented. This gives a basis for theorems
reformulating the definitions of consistent and concrete flows in terms of machine
properties. In its turn, this gives a foundation for deriving proof obligations.

In a general case, an event may be preceded by any configuration of choice
and parallel composition. Let us consider the following example: $((a||b)||(c||d)); z$.
Event $z$ gets enabled as soon as both $a$ and $b$ or $c$ and $d$ terminate. One has
to show that for any possible situation (that is, the first and the second branch
of the choice) it is possible to pass control to $z$. Even more complex case is
demonstrated by the following expression: $((a||b)||(c||d)); ((e||f)||(g||h)))$. For this,
one also has to consider a multitude of options on the right-hand side. The
notions of entry and exit points are introduced to reason about events actively
involved in passing control in a sequential composition. These are defined as
follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
EN(\text{e}) &= \{\{e\}\} & EX(\text{e}) &= \{\{e\}\} \\
EN(\text{\texttt{skip}}) &= \{\{\}\} & EX(\text{\texttt{skip}}) &= \{\{\}\} \\
EN(\text{\texttt{start}}) &= \{\{\text{\texttt{start}}\}\} & EX(\text{\texttt{start}}) &= \{\{\text{\texttt{start}}\}\} \\
EN(\text{\texttt{stop}}) &= \{\{\text{\texttt{stop}}\}\} & EX(\text{\texttt{stop}}) &= \{\{\text{\texttt{stop}}\}\} \\
EN(p, q) &= EN(p) \ p \neq \text{\texttt{skip}} & EX(p, q) &= EX(q) \ q \neq \text{\texttt{skip}} \\
EN(\text{\texttt{skip}}; q) &= EN(q) & EX(\text{\texttt{skip}}; q) &= EX(p) \\
EN(p; q) &= EN(p) \cup EN(q) & EX(p; q) &= EX(p) \cup EX(q) \\
EN(p|q) &= (EN(p) \cup EN(q)) & EX(p|q) &= (EX(p) \cup EX(q)) \\
EN(\ast(p)) &= EN(p) & EX(\ast(p)) &= EX(p)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( EN(x) \) is a set of entry points of a flow expression \( x \). Correspondingly,
\( EX(x) \) denotes the set of exit points. Note that entry and exits points are set of
sets. The reason is that a combination of parallel composition and choice results
in a set of event clusters. For example the set of entry points of \((a||b)|(c|d); z \) is
\( \{\{a, b\}, \{c, d\}\} \). This set contains two entry points \( \{a, b\} \) and \( \{c, d\} \) where each
entry points is set itself denoting a complex entry point of a parallel composition
construct.

Independent events may be merged into a single event\(^1\). Indeed, since indepen-
dent events are conflict free and can be executed in any order there is nothing
that prevents an existence of a single event that would have the same effect as
possible interleavings of the independent events. This is a purely abstract con-
struction. There is, of course, no need to actually introduce merged events in a
model.

**Definition 4.** Operator \( \text{merge}(a, b) \). The operator constructs a single event
from the definitions of events \( a \) and \( b \). It is well-defined only when \( a \) and \( b \)
are independent. For some events \( a \) and \( b \),

\[
\begin{align*}
a &= \text{any } p \text{ where } G(p, d) \text{ then } S(p, d, w') \text{ end} \\
b &= \text{any } q \text{ where } H(q, g) \text{ then } R(q, g, v') \text{ end}
\end{align*}
\]

a merged event takes the following general form:

\[
\begin{align*}
a &= \text{any } p, q \text{ where } G(p, v) \land H(q, v) \text{ then } S(p, v, v') \land R(q, v, v') \text{ end}
\end{align*}
\]

Constant \( c \) and set \( s \) are omitted but implied in guards and before-after pred-
icates.

Since only independent events may be merged, the resultant merged event
enjoys a number of properties. It is enabled when both its donor events are en-
abled and simulates the effect of interleaving the merged events. A merged event
is feasible as long as its individual donor events are feasible. It is straightforward
to see that the state observed after executing a merged event is the same state as
one would observe after executing both donor events in any order. Event merging
is a special case of event fusion [13].

\(^1\) Event-B uses event merging as a refinement technique. This has nothing to do with
our definition of merging.
Definition 5. Operator \( s \UpwardArrow\_m t \). This operator defines the consistency conditions for a sequential composition where control is passed from a collection of exit points \( s \) to a collection of entry points \( t \). The operator type is

\[ \UpwardArrow : M \times \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}(\text{Event})) \times \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}(\text{Event})) \rightarrow \text{BOOL} \]

where \( M \) is an Event-B model and \( \text{Event} \) is a set of model events; the second and the third parameters are some exit and entry points. The strategy is to construct an Event-B event implementing what is essentially a sequential composition of \( s \) and \( t \). The feasibility conditions for the event would demonstrate the well-formedness of a sequential composition.

Let us first consider a simple case of a composition of two events when \( s = \{\{e_1\}\} \) and \( t = \{\{e_2\}\} \). Events \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are defined as follows (these definitions come from an Event-B machine that is supplied as the first parameter to operator):

\[
e_1 = \text{any } p \text{ where } G(p, v) \text{ then } S(p, v, v') \text{ end}
\]
\[
e_2 = \text{any } q \text{ where } H(q, v) \text{ then } R(q, v, v') \text{ end}
\]

A composed event \( "e_1; e_2" \) is an event with the same guard as \( e_1 \) and the after state of \( e_2 \) when executed after executing \( e_1 \):

\[
"e_1; e_2" = \text{any } p \text{ where } G(p, v) \text{ then } S(p, v, v'); (\exists q \cdot H(q, v) \land R(q, v, v')) \text{ end}
\]

Here we introduce operator \( \UpwardArrow \) for the sequential composition of event actions\(^2\).

It can be reduced to a simple action using the following definition:

\[
S_0(p, v, v'); S_1(p, v, v') \Downarrow v_1 \cdot S_0(p, v, v_1) \land S_1(p, v_1, v')
\]

Now we are ready to define the meaning of \( \UpwardArrow\_m \) when, as a special case, it is applied to a pair of events: \( e_1 \UpwardArrow\_m e_2 = \text{FIS}("e_1; e_2") \), where \( \text{FIS}(e) \) is an Event-B event feasibility condition (see Section ?? and also [3]).

The next step is to reduce the general form of \( \UpwardArrow \) to the simple case above. For this we consider all the pairs from a Cartesian product of \( s \) and \( t \) while also reducing the multiple exit and entry points introduced by the parallel composition construct to a single event: \( s \UpwardArrow\_m t = \forall d, f \cdot (d, f) \in s \times t \Rightarrow \text{mergeall}(d) \UpwardArrow\_m \text{mergeall}(f) \), where \( \text{mergeall}(x) \) is a following generalisation of \( \text{merge} \):

\[
\text{mergeall}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\{c\} & x = \{c\} \\
\text{merge}(\text{hd}, \text{mergeall}(\text{tl})) & x = \{\text{hd}\} \cup \text{tl} \land \text{tl} = x \setminus \text{hd}
\end{cases}
\]

Finally, we are ready to approach the problem of checking flow/machine consistency. Using the \( \UpwardArrow \) operator, the problem is reduced to a number of conditions on Event-B machine events. Importantly, they all are expressed in first-order logic as they are essentially various instances of the Event-B feasibility proof obligation. The last remaining step is to lift \( \UpwardArrow \) to the level of a model composed of a machine and flow.

Definition 6. Predicate \( \text{cons} \). This predicate defines the consistency conditions for a combination of a flow and machine. Its type is \( \text{cons} : F \times M \rightarrow \text{BOOL} \) and the definition is as follows:

\(^2\) Classical B defines a similar operator to compose actions[4].
cons(ev, m) = true
cons(p; q, m) = cons(p, m) ∧ cons(q, m) ∧ (EX(p) ⊢_m EN(q))
cons(p|q, m) = cons(p, m) ∧ cons(q, m)
cons(p∥q, m) = cons(p, m)
cons(∗(p), m) = cons(p, m)

where ev is either a machine event one of the predefined events ('skip, 'start or 'stop).

Now we are able to state the flow consistency as a condition on machine elements.

**Theorem 1.** A flow f is consistent with a machine m provided cons(f, m) holds.

**Proof.** Firstly, either a flow or machine may diverge at different points without giving an option to continue with a non-divergent trace. For a flow this could only happen when there is a transition into 'stop event (flow loops always agree with machine event loops on divergences since a flow loop covers both terminating and non-terminating machine loops). In other words, there is an instance of sequential composition p; q such that {'stop} ∈ EN(q). For a machine, a divergence on traces happens when an event infinitely enables itself while keeping all other events disabled. The conditions introduced by cons guarantee that any sequential composition is consistent and thus a divergent event may not be found in the entry points of the right-hand side of a sequential composition. Then, assuming that flow and machine traces agree on deadlocks, such an event may only be 'stop. Hence, the satisfaction of cons(f, m) establishes the fact that traces of f and traces of m agree on divergences.

Secondly, there is a possibility that a combination of a flow and machine reveals deadlocks that were not present in either flow or machine alone. The only source of such deadlocks is a sequential composition that is not well-formed. However, cons(f, m) states that this may not be the case.

One interpretation of an Event-B machine is that of a loop made of machine events and preceded by the initialisation event. In the flow language this is expressed as 'start; ∗(e₁|...|eₖ). This expression gives rise to a consistency condition requiring that there is an enabled event after the initialisation event. It is straightforward to see that machines shown to be deadlock free or refining a deadlock free abstract machine are always consistent with this flow.

**Theorem 2.** A consistent flow f, containing 'start in its traces, is concrete with the respect to machine m if for every instance of the sequential composition p; q the following condition holds: ∀s, t · {s, t} ∈ EN(q) ∧ s ≠ t → ¬(EX(p) ⊢_m s ∧ EX(p) ⊢_m t)

**Proof.** Let us consider two traces of f: d and g, d ∈ traces(f), g ∈ traces(f) such that they are prefixes of some machine traces: ∃md, mg · d ≤ md ∧ g ≤ mg. d and g are necessarily prefixes since 'start is included in the flow expression f. Should it not be possible to find two machine traces then the theorem condition
is trivially satisfied. Let us assume that \( d \) and \( g \) are not interleave equivalent: \( \neg (d \text{ Re }^* g) \). Then it is possible to find two distinct, non-independent events \( a \) and \( b \), \( a \neq b \), \( \neg \text{ind}(a,b) \) where \( \exists \text{hd} \cdot \text{hd}^\sim(a) \leq d \land \text{hd}^\sim(b) \leq g \land \# \text{hd} > 0 \) and \( \# x \) denotes the length of trace \( x \). The two traces record the same event occurrences until a point when \( a \) is recorded in one and \( b \) is recorded in another. Since the theorem condition requires that \( f \) uses \('\text{start}'\) it is known that \('\text{start}'\) \leq \text{hd} and thus \text{hd} is not empty. Prefix \text{hd} corresponds to some flow expression \( fp \) such that \( \text{traces}(fp) = \text{hd} \) (it is not, however, necessarily a part of \( f \) as it might be just one possible trace of a parallel composition in \( f \)). The fact that \( d \) and \( g \) disagree on events \( a \) and \( b \) necessarily requires that \( pf \) is followed by a choice construct that among its entry points has \( a \) and \( b \). Thus, machine definition would have to satisfy the following condition: \( EX(fp)_m \{a\} \land EX(fp)_m \{b\} \). Let us consider the theorem condition where let \( p = fp \) and \( \{a,b\} \in EX(q) \). Then \( \neg (EX(fp)_m \{a\} \land EX(fp)_m \{b\}) \). The contradiction proves the theorem.

These two theorems show how to reason about flow and machine consistency in terms of conditions on machine elements. Next we show how derive conditions that could be used as proof obligations in the automated reasoning framework of Rodin Platform[14].

### 3.3 Proof Obligations

For a combination of a flow and machine we would like to be able to demonstrate that the flow is consistent or concrete (the latter requires the former). The general strategy is split an overall proof into a collection of simpler conditions.

For flow consistency, a suitable way to do this is to analyse each instance of sequential composition individually as suggested by the condition of Theorem 1 (see Definition 6 for operator \( cons \)). For an instance of a sequential composition, from Definition 5 we have the following feasibility condition for a composed event.

\[
I(v) \land G(p, v) \vdash \\
\exists v_1 \cdot (S(p, v, v_1) \land \exists q \cdot H(q, v, v_1))
\]

The condition is far too complex in the current form. A more compact one could be found. Let us first assume that the composed events are feasible on their own. This gives the following two axioms.

axm1: \( I(v) \land G(p, v) \vdash \exists v_1 \cdot S(p, v, v_1) \)

axm2: \( I(v) \land H(q, v) \vdash \exists v_1 \cdot R(q, v, v_1) \)

Applying axiom axm1, the feasibility condition for a composed event is simplified to the following:

\[
I(v) \land G(p, v) \land S(p, v, v_1) \vdash \exists q \cdot H(q, v_1) \land R(q, v_1, v)
\]

With the help of the second axiom we are able to remove \( R(q, v_1, v') \) clause from the goal:

\[
I(v) \land G(p, v) \land S(p, v, v_1) \vdash \exists q \cdot H(q, v_1)
\]

Finally, extending the above with the consideration of model constants and sets, the following proof obligation is formulated.

\[
P(c, s) \land I(c, s, v) \land G(c, s, p_c, v) \land S(c, s, p_c, v, v') \vdash H(c, s, q, v)
\]
Here $G$ and $S$ are the guard and before-after predicate (actions) of what is possibly a result of merging several model events. The proof obligation demonstrates that an event characterised by $G$ and $S$ is able to pass control to another (possibly merged) event with guard $H$ for any possible state permitted by $G$.

The axioms we have rely upon are sound since they are a part of model consistency proof obligations that are to be discharge for every Event-B model\[3\].

With a similar procedure we are able to find a practical form of a proof obligation for demonstrating that a flow is concrete. The following proof obligation requires that for a given instance $p; q$ of a sequential composition the choice branches in $q$, if there any, are mutually exclusive.

\[
P(c,s) \land I(c,s,v) \land G(c,s,p,v) \land S(c,s,p,v,v') \vdash \\
\bigwedge_{\{s\} \in \text{EN}(q) \land s \neq t} \neg (H_s(c,s,q_s,v') \land H_t(c,s,q_t,v'))
\]

Here $H_s$ and $H_t$ are the guards of possibly merged events. The goal in this proof obligation may become lengthy in some extreme case when there is a choice on a large number of events. However, since the goal is in conjunctive form is relatively straightforward for a prover to apply case analysis.

### 3.4 Example

In this section we consider a combination of a simple Event-B model and flow expression. An emphasis is made on using sequential event composition as it is the construct requiring the consistency proof obligations.

The example is a sluice with two doors connecting areas with dramatically different pressures. The pressure difference makes it unsafe to open a door unless the pressure is levelled between the areas connected by the door. The purpose of the system is to adjust the pressure in the sluice area and control the door locks to allow a user to get safely through the sluice.

The model has three variables: $d_1 \in DR$ and $d_2 \in DR$ are the door states; $pr \in PR$ is the current pressure in the sluice area. A door is either closed or open: $DR = \{OP, CL\}$ and pressure is low or high: $PR = \{HIGH, LOW\}$. Initially, the doors are shut and the pressure is set to low.

A model has a number of invariants expressing the safety properties of the system: a door may be opened only if the pressures in the locations it connects is equalised; at most one door is open at any moment; the pressure can only be switched on when the doors are closed. Model events control the doors and a device regulating the sluice pressure:

- $open1 = \text{when } d_1 = CL \land pr = LOW \text{ then } d_1 := OP \text{ end}$
- $close1 = \text{when } d_1 = OP \text{ then } d_1 := CL \text{ end}$
- $open2 = \text{when } d_2 = CL \land pr = HIGH \text{ then } d_2 := OP \text{ end}$
- $close2 = \text{when } d_2 = OP \text{ then } d_2 := CL \text{ end}$
- $pr\_low = \text{when } d_1 = CL \land d_2 = CL \land pr = LOW \text{ then } pr := LOW \text{ end}$
- $pr\_high = \text{when } d_1 = CL \land d_2 = CL \land pr = HIGH \text{ then } pr := HIGH \text{ end}$

Finally, the following flow expression is used. It describes a sequence of steps needed to let a user through the sluice starting from an area adjoining door 1 ($d_1$): $pr\_low; open1; close1; pr\_high; open2; close2$.

Let us see how we can check that this specification is consistent with the flow expression. For each instance of sequential composition ($pr\_low; open1,$
open1; close1 and so on) it is needed to show that condition (??) holds. For example, for \textit{pr\_low}; open1 it is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
    d_1 = \text{CL} \land d_2 = \text{CL} \\
    \text{pr}' = \text{LOW} \land d_1' = d_1 \land d_2' = d_2 \\
\end{cases} \\
\vdash d_1' = \text{CL} \land \text{pr}' = \text{LOW}
\end{align*}
\]

The condition is trivially true. Another proof obligation, generated from open1; close1, also trivially holds:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
    d_1 = \text{CL} \land \text{pr} = \text{LOW} \\
    d_1' = \text{OP} \land d_2' = d_2 \\
\end{cases} \\
\vdash d_1' = \text{OP}
\end{align*}
\]

The next case presents some difficulties. When trying to demonstrate that event close1 always enables \textit{pr\_high} we find that there is not enough information to discharge the proof obligation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{cases}
    d_1 = \text{OP} \land \text{pr}' = \text{pr} \\
    d_1' = \text{CL} \land d_2' = d_2 \\
\end{cases} \\
\vdash d_1' = \text{CL} \land d_2' = \text{CL} \land \text{pr}' = \text{LOW}
\end{align*}
\]

The problem here is that the guard of event close1, although strong enough to satisfy safety properties, is too weak for the flow. By strengthening the guard with the additional clauses \(d_2 = \text{CL} \land \text{pr} = \text{LOW}\) we are able to discharge the proof obligation.

### 3.5 Collecting Additional Hypothesis

There is a way to discharge proof obligations like in the example above without strengthening event guards. Indeed, by looking at the flow expression one should notice that close1 is always preceded by \textit{pr\_low} and thus may only be enabled when \(\text{pr} = \text{LOW}\). Likewise, since close1 always follows open1 and the second door is always closed in the after-states of open1 (due to the safety invariant of the model requiring that at most one door is open a time) it is known that the condition \(d_2 = \text{CL}\) is always true for states when close1 is enabled. Hence all the information that was introduced into proofs by strengthening event guards is already present in a model. To benefit from this information it must be collected and added in the form of hypothesis to flow proof obligations.

Let \(v_{i-1}\) be a model state preceding state \(v_i\) and state \(v_n\) be the most recent previous state preceding the current state \(v\). Also, let \(H_i(v_1, \ldots, v_n, v)\) be the current collection of hypothesis for some event \(a\). Then for an instance of sequential composition \(a;b\) the collection of hypothesis available in the after-state of \(b\) is computed as

\[
H_{i+1} = H_i(v_1, \ldots, v_n, v_{n+1}) \land G(v_{n+1}) \land S(v_{n+1}, v)
\]

where \(G\) and \(S\) are the guard and actions of \(b\). It is straightforward to generalise this basic procedure to the complete flow language. However, there an issue of filtering out irrelevant hypothesis as a large number of hypothesis slows down some provers.

### 3.6 Flow Refinement

We use the traces refinement notion [10] to define the refinement relation for flow expressions. To keep flow events in agreement with machine events, some renaming is applied before comparing flow traces:

\[
f_a \sqsubseteq f_c \iff \text{traces}(R^*(f_c \setminus E_a)) \subseteq \text{traces}(f_a)
\]
where \( x \setminus S \) removes all occurrences of events from \( S \) in traces of \( x \); \( E_n \) is a set of new events introduced in machine refinement (these events refine an implicit \textit{skip} event of an abstract machine); \( R^* \) is a function mapping concrete event labels into the labels of abstract events. Note that since a flow selects one of the possible traces of a machine, the combination of a consistent flow and a machine exhibits the failure-divergence refinement in respect to the pair of abstract flow and a machine. This is due to the fact that Event-B refinement is a case of the failure-divergence refinement [12].

### 3.7 Reasoning about Flows

A flow expression may be seen as a directed graph. Its vertices are model events and edges are the transitions connecting events in a flow expression. Computing the transitive closure of such graph, one is able to check statements like "after event a eventually event b" or "event x is reachable". Let \( F \) be a graph constructed from a flow expression: \( F : \text{Event} \leftrightarrow \text{Event} \). Then "after event a eventually event b" is understood as \( a F^* b \) and "event x is reachable" becomes \( '\text{start} F^* x \). One is also able to check that event x is always reachable by stating that it can be reached from any event that in its turn is reachable from the initialisation event: \( \forall e \cdot e \in F^*( '\text{start} ) \Rightarrow e F^* x \). With a similar technique it is possible to express liveness properties to check that something good keeps happening throughout a system lifetime (Figure 1).

Since flow properties are checked at the level of a flow and a flow may have more traces than a machine, not all flow properties automatically hold for a combination of a flow and machine. It this light, formulating flow properties may seem a vain exercise. However, flows give a considerable advantage in model checking by reducing a model state space. Since validating flow properties is computationally cheap and the user gets an instant feedback, it is more efficient to first constrain a flow expression and then apply model checking on combination of a flow and Event-B machine.

### 4 Conclusions

In our view, the ability to reason about event ordering is a useful addition to the Event-B method. It helps to construct models with rich control flow properties and it also makes such models more readable. Unlike the existing work in this area, it relies solely on theorem proving. It uses practical and scalable
proof obligations that are handled well by automated theorem provers. The approach benefits from the existing tool support with a proof-of-the-concept tool implemented for the RODIN platform [14].

We attempted to solve the problem of unmanageable proofs resulting from a sequential composition of actions. For instance, in Classical B, actions within operations and events may be composed using operator \( ; \), e.g., \( a := a + 1; b := a + 1 \). This is interpreted as applying the second action in the context of the first one. Unfortunately, the verification of sequential action composition is not compositional and all the composed actions must be analysed as a single logical statement. With flows, we make use of event guards to do localised reasoning where possible. In fact, in all the case studies attempted so far, it was possible to show flow consistency by strengthening event guards and adding new invariants with most of the proof obligations discharged automatically. This is despite the fact that in some example there were rather long chains of sequentially composed events (14 for the final refinement of the sluice control). The role of guards in analysing flow consistency is similar to the use of assertions in VDM [16] and refinement calculus [17]. Yet in our case, guards retain their primary role in the analysis of event feasibility, invariant preservation and refinement.

We have presented a three-step verification approach where one first establishes independently the well-formedness of a flow and consistency (and possibly refinement) of a machine and then checks the consistency of a machine and flow combination. In addition to the consistency condition, there is a possibility to generate proof obligations that would ensure that a flow is suitable for deriving an executable program. We are investigating some additional proof obligations.

The introduction of a flow is a step towards constructing runnable sequential code from Event-B models. The addition of a flow to a machine converts an event-triggered, data-driven Event-B model into a sequence of assignments and control structures, such as \texttt{if} and \texttt{while}. It is possible that flows could play the role of B0 intermediate language [4] of Classical B for the Event-B method.

The proposed mechanism has been implemented as an extension of RODIN platform [14]. The platform is an Eclipse-based integrated environment for constructing Event-B developments. It provides means for model manipulation (editing, pretty-printing, exporting, etc.) and verification. The platform is responsible for generating proof obligations demonstrating model consistency and also the refinement obligations if a model happens to be a refinement of another model. Proof obligations are handed over to a collection of theorem provers. Any unproved obligations has to be analysed in an integrated interactive prover. We considered it essential to make the flow extension a natural part of an Event-B development method. The flow editing is done within the Platform’s machine and thus appears a natural part of a model. Flow proof obligations are automatically generated from a flow expression attached to a machine. Syntactic checks and flow refinement checks are also done automatically in a background while a user works with a model. A number of case studies carried with the tool demonstrated that, on average, flows account for 10% to 25% of interactive proof obligations.
There is a substantial amount of work based on the Morgan’s [12] failure-divergence semantics for event-based systems discussing the integration of state-based and process-based formalisms [19–21, 8, 22]. Their main difference from our approach is that consistency analysis is carried out with a help of process algebraic reasoning.

Our flow language lacks many constructs found in notations like CSP and CCS. In particular there are no communication primitives. It would be hard to justify a message passing mechanism for a single machine but it becomes an interesting possibility should a flow be able to relate several machines. The combination of CSP and Classical B has been investigated in [20] while the CSP style message passing was used to compose Event-B machines [13].
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Abstract. This paper gives an overview of the experiences and so far known challenges in applying Event-B in the space domain.

1 Rational

Formal methods are traditionally used for reasoning about software correctness. However, they are still not widely accepted in engineering practice. One of the goals of Deploy (Industrial deployment of system engineering methods providing high dependability and productivity) project is deployment of formal engineering methods within the space industries. Development of safety critical software in the space sector aims at producing high quality software that ensures the safety of human lives, achieves mission objectives, and correctly operates valuable instruments.

Space Systems Finland (SSF) is a software engineering company specialized in high reliability embedded software. As the space industrial partner within Deploy, SSF investigates ways of advancing engineering methods for dependable systems by introducing formal modelling framework Event-B into an ongoing space project, while still maintaining compliance with the existing standards and regulations in the space sector.

2 Description of the conducted work

As an effort to promote the reuse of on-board and ground systems European Space Agency (ESA) developed a standard for packet telemetry (TM) and telecommand (TC) - PUS. It defines a set of standard service models with the corresponding structures of the associated telemetry and telecommand packets. Various missions then can choose to implement those standard PUS services that best conform to their specific requirements. The TC/TM handling software has been and will be an inevitable part of many space software projects. This is the reason why it has been given the main focus of Event-B modelling activities based on the ongoing MIXS/SIXS project of the BepiColombo satellite.

The MIXS/SIXS On-Board software (OBSW) consists of five different software components, as shown in Fig. 1: The Core Software (CSW) and four application software components controlling the specific instruments (SIXS and MIXS). CSW is a common interface software for the application SW. It works
as a TC/TM interface with the BepiColombo platform. The MIXS/SIXS instrument SW receives telecommands via a dedicated hardware link. Also, similarly as for TC reception, there is a TM delivery service.

Fig. 1. High-level architecture

Specifying the TC/TM handling. All relevant concepts of TC/TM processing are introduced in a number of refinement steps, where the initial focus is on modelling generated TC/TMs and their associated statuses (with respect to their validation and execution activities) and the ways TC validation and execution are conducted. Naturally, these descriptions are incorporated into the specifications step-by-step, building up the more detailed TC validation/TC execution and TM reporting chain, and leaving some other behavioural aspects underspecified. Upon specifying a very basic system behaviour regarding TC/TM handling, further models introduce different standard TC services and some special services responsible for commanding the instruments. This, in turn, resulted in refining already introduced TC validation/execution while taking into account the purpose and the functionality of a TC under validation/execution.

Described architectural division of the on-board software components becomes visible after introducing management of SW component modes. For every component, mode commands (telecommands) are executed according to specified transition diagrams. The central part in managing operating modes belongs to CSW. Its operating modes and mode transitions triggered by dedicated telecommands are governed by system level mode transition diagram, meaning that all mode transitions made on the level of other components have to be synchronized with this upper-level (system) modes, as shown in Fig. 2. The transition diagrams give an overall picture of system behaviour and are especially suited to be modelled in this framework. In addition, introducing mode management seems as a reasonable step since TC/TM processing is dependant on and, at the same time, affects the modes. In fact, TC execution is limited to certain modes and, moreover, it is TC execution that explicitly induces mode changes. Mode changes can also be induced by FDIR mechanisms, but that is currently not foreseen in the scope of this study.

Introducing mode management on the level of CSW and all the other four subcomponents requires significant attention when it comes to modelling their dependencies. Expressing them in a model and proving them is of vast importance. This way we can guarantee the synchronization between different system level modes and the instrument software modes.
3 Achieved results

Currently, the pilot models cover app. 18% of mainly functional requirements. Even though this is only a small percentage of the original requirements, the resulting models are quite complex. Despite this, our experience suggests that the required modelling efforts are not very alarming. The only really time-consuming activity in the pilot development is proofs - a considerable amount of time is needed for producing a proof, even when it is needed only to reuse an existing proof. Hence our interest has moved during the project from quantitative goals such as requirements coverage to qualitative goals such as better understanding of the Event-B proof methodology.

The resulting formal development consists of eight refinement steps, with altogether 1000 generated proof obligations (155 POs for axioms and theorems in the context), which have all been discharged either automatically or manually. The proof statistics is shown in Fig. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of events</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Auto.</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Undischarged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M001</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M001continued</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M002</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M003</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M004</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M005</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M006</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>obsw_M007</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Proof statistics

Work which has been carried out so far exposed several challenging tool and methodology needs, such as a need to support: team work, modularity - which would allow to easier manage model complexity, proof reusability. In addition, there is an ongoing initiative within the Deploy project to provide a support for
code generation, which, if guided according to the space standards, limits the choice of a programming language to C and Ada and imposes more stringent requirements such as: no recursion, no dynamic memory allocation, etc. These are still to be investigated in the frame of the future work.
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1 Introduction

The proliferation of embedded software systems brings significant economic and social benefits. But with these benefits comes risks, e.g. project over-runs and software vulnerabilities. In older engineering disciplines, such civil, mechanical and construction, these risks are mitigated by the use of \textit{scientific methods} – methods that support the rigorous analysis of design decisions before construction gets underway. Within software engineering, formal modelling and reasoning provide a basis for such rigorous analysis.

Tools that support formal modelling typically require expert practitioners that understand the close relationship that exists between proof and modelling. They use proof intuitions to inform their modelling decisions, and their intuitions as modellers to assist with reasoning. This reliance on expert practitioners, in particular the need for expertise in proof, is a major barrier to increasing the accessibility of formalism within design.

We believe this barrier can be significantly reduced by building tools that allow practitioners to focus more on modelling, and less on proof. Our aim is to contribute to the development of such tools. Here we propose \textit{reasoned modelling} - a technique which aims to abstract away from the complexities of low-level proof obligations, and provide high-level modelling guidance to designers. To illustrate, here are a couple of scenarios of what reasoned modelling is targeting:

– When verifying properties of a system model, the low-level analysis of failed-proof attempts may suggest the need for alternative system properties, while knowledge of a designer’s intentions may assist in ranking these alternatives – \textit{our aim is to automate such low-level analysis and rank alternative modelling suggestions}.

– During the evolution of a system model, an incorrect refinement will give rise to proof failures. Knowledge of common patterns of refinement combined with an expectation as to how proof should proceed can assist in overcoming such failures – \textit{our aim is to automate such assistance by combining common patterns of refinement with proof-failure analysis}.
As well as increasing the accessibility of formal modelling, we believe that providing automatic guidance will also lead to productivity gains. Note that our aim is to only provide guidance, leaving the decision making to the designer.

2 Reasoning patterns and proof planning

Our starting point is proof planning, an AI technique for automating the search for proofs through the use of high-level proof outlines, known as proof plans [3]. A proof plan is defined in terms of proof methods, where a method specifies the applicability of a general purpose proof tactic [5]. Proof planning uses methods to build a customized tactic for a given proof obligation (conjecture).

Central to proof planning is the proof critics mechanism. While methods represent common patterns of reasoning, critics define patchable exceptions [6]. Both methods and critics are heuristic in nature – where the heuristics are represented within a meta-language. Proof critics provide a degree of flexibility in the application of proof plans, and have been used successfully in automating inductive conjecture generalization and lemma discovery [4,7], as well as automatic loop invariant discovery [10,8]. Using abductive reasoning, proof critics have also been developed for patching faulty conjectures [11]. The basic architecture of a proof planning system is presented in Fig 1.

3 From proof planning to reasoned modelling

Our proposal builds directly upon the proof planning ideas. Specifically, we are extending the proof critics mechanism with a modelling dimension to give reasoned modelling critics. These new style critics will have access to models as well as proof obligations. Analogous to the meta-language used by methods and critics, we are developing a complementary meta-language for modelling. This will enable designers to annotate models with their “design intentions”, as hinted at in §1. Such “meta-data” is typically not directly supported by formal modelling notations. Currently we are investigating concepts of priority and flexibility within the context of design choices. In a forthcoming paper [9], we describe in
detail how our concept of priority can be used to rank modelling suggestions that arise from the analysis of failed system invariant proofs. Common patterns of refinement are also being explored through what we call reasoned modelling methods. In particular, we are investigating guidance based upon the use of common patterns of refinement, combined with proof-failure analysis.

With access to meta-level knowledge of design intentions and proof, our reasoned modelling critics and methods will generate the kind of guidance outlined in §1. Our architecture for reasoned modelling, as given in Fig 2, can be seen as a natural evolution of the basic proof planning architecture.

4 Future work and conclusions

While the proposal outlined above is generic, we are currently developing our ideas using Event-B, a formal framework for modelling discrete complex systems [1]. Event-B promotes an incremental style of formal modelling, where each step of a development is underpinned by formal reasoning. Specifically, we are working with the Rodin tool-set [2] which mechanizes Event-B. Our aim is to develop a reasoned modelling plug-in for Rodin.
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Introduction

Refinement is a powerful reasoning tool in software development. Success in its use for program construction encourages the hope of equal success in the construction of dependable computer-based systems, especially in safety-critical applications. These are systems in which the computer, with the software it executes, forms only one component of the whole system. The other components are other engineered artifacts and systems of many kinds, parts of the natural world, and human beings who are users or operators of the system or in any other way participate in its behaviour.

The criterion of dependability of such a system is not to be judged in the software alone, but rather in the behaviour of the whole system. This behaviour is constrained in two ways. First, it is constrained by the given properties, characteristics and behaviours of the relevant parts of the world. For example: in a lift control system the physical arrangement of the shaft prevents the lift car from travelling from the second floor to the fourth without passing the third; in the same system the electrical and mechanical equipment ensures that if the hoist motor is switched on, with upwards polarity, the lift car will rise in the shaft. Second, system behaviour is constrained by execution of the software, monitoring and controlling the relevant parts of world both through interfaces to parts directly connected to the computer, and through the interactions of those parts with remoter parts. The lift system is dependable if the whole system dependably satisfies its requirements: in response to users’ requests it carries them safely and efficiently from floor to floor.

Developing systems of this kind is different from developing programs. In program development the goal is to achieve a certain input-output behaviour of the computer by constructing a text in a programming language. Effectively, the programming language and the semantics of its execution are formally defined. The input-output behaviour to be achieved—the program specification—is also formal. In refinement-based development the program text is developed from the formal specification, each step justified by the known formal properties of the programming language.

In system development, by contrast, the requirement to be satisfied is a certain behaviour of the whole system: the computer’s input-output behaviour is merely an instrumental means to this end. Usually the requirement itself is not formally specified, so the root of the refinement tree is not well-defined. Further, the relevant parts of the system outside the computer—the problem world domains—are not themselves formal. Their given behaviours and properties can be formally described, but a formal description can never be more than an approximation: appeal to the formal description is therefore never fully reliable. Further yet, systems are
increasingly expected to embody a proliferation of functional features whose mutual interactions add another order of complexity.

**Contrivances and Operational Principles**

We shall regard systems of the kind we are concerned with as *contrivances*, in the sense explained by the physical chemist and philosopher Michael Polanyi. One broad class of contrivances comprises physical inventions such as clocks, telephones, locomotives and cameras. A contrivance is characterised by its *parts*, interacting according to the *operational principle* of the contrivance to achieve its *purpose*.

Figure 1 depicts the parts and purpose of the pendulum clock invented by Christiaan Huygens in 1656 and constructed by Salomon Coster in 1657. The rectangles represent the physical parts of the clock and the progression of time, the solid lines connecting them representing interactions among the parts. The dashed oval represents the purpose of the clock, which is to ensure that the positions of the hands on the clock face correspond to the passage of time (the arrowhead indicating that the purpose is to constrain the hands to match the time, not vice versa).

![Fig. 1. A pendulum clock](image)

The operational principle of the clock is readily explained. The falling weight drives the gear train, which drives the hands and the escapement. Rotation of the escapement shaft is constrained by the pendulum, each swing releasing one tooth of the escapement and receiving an impulse to maintain the pendulum’s momentum. Gear train rotation is therefore proportional to the number of swings. The swing period is roughly constant, so the hand positions correspond to elapsed time.

Polanyi points out that the operational principle is expressed in terms of what he calls the *logic of contrivance*, and that this is distinct from scientific knowledge. It explains “how its characteristic parts—its organs—fulfil their special function in combining to an overall operation which achieves the purpose of the machine. It describes how each organ acts on another organ within this context.” Scientific knowledge comes into play only within the given structure of the design of the contrivance and its known operational principle. Science can then explain the success or failure of a particular clock or a particular design, and calculate physical values that will allow the contrivance to fulfil its purpose. What is the swing period of the pendulum? Why do we expect it to be nearly constant? Are the gear ratios between the escapement and the hands correctly calculated? Does the escapement deliver an impulse large enough to counteract the slowing of the pendulum by friction and air resistance? Is the weight heavy enough to overcome the gear train friction? All these
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are questions of science, but they are posed only in reference to the contrivance and its operational principle. The operational principle tells us how the system is intended to work, and science tells us whether it will actually do so, and how well.

A contrivance is designed to achieve its purpose in a specific context, and is not expected to operate successfully outside that context. The pendulum clock must be stably positioned, in calm air and in a vertical orientation, on the earth’s surface; it cannot operate successfully in a moving carriage, or in a ship at sea. The constancy of the pendulum’s period depends also on a stable ambient temperature: in summer the clock ran slower as the pendulum period increased as its length expanded in the heat.

Systems As Contrivances and Problems

Systems of the kind we are considering can be similarly regarded as contrivances. Figure 2 shows the configuration of a system whose purpose is to ensure orderly and safe traffic of vehicles and pedestrians at a very complex road crossing.

Fig. 2. A traffic control system

Again the rectangles represent parts of the system and the oval represents the system’s purpose. The striped rectangle represents the computer and its software, directly connected to the light units, the pedestrian crossing buttons and the vehicle sensors embedded in the road.

Unlike the depiction of the pendulum clock in Figure 1, this representation depicts not only the system and its parts and purpose, but also a development problem. The problem is to discover, invent, or specify a Traffic Controller part whose external behaviour—by its interactions with the light units, crossing buttons and sensors—will ensure satisfaction of the system’s purpose. To solve this problem the developer must investigate and understand—and then respect and exploit—the given properties of the other parts of the system. How fast do the pedestrians make their way across the various crossings? How fast do the cars go? How do the various streams of traffic intersect? What is the protocol for operating the light units? How reliably do drivers stop at red lights? These given properties, like the properties of the clock parts, depend on the specific context assumed for the system. If the junction is near an old-age home some pedestrians may walk very slowly; if one of the feeder roads is a motorway many vehicles can be expected to be driving above the legal speed limit; if an industrial plant is nearby there will be an unusually high number of very large vehicles; and so on.

Simplistically, we can imagine that the Traffic Controller specification and code can be developed by a refinement progression that moves across the diagram from
right to left, from the requirement to the external behaviour of the machine. First the required (orderly and safe) behaviour of the pedestrians and the vehicles and drivers is refined. Relying on the given properties of pedestrians and vehicles, this behaviour is then refined into a required behaviour of the light units, crossing buttons and sensors. Relying on the properties of these devices, a final refinement produces a required external behaviour of the Traffic Controller machine. At each refinement step the problem is progressed [2,3] towards a software specification.

Problem Characteristics for Simplicity

For any particular system, feasibility of the simplistic view of a refinement process mentioned in the preceding section depends on several factors. The most important factor is the simplicity of the system, evidenced in a simple operational principle: the system must exhibit certain unities of purpose and structure. Some of these unities, with illustrative counterexamples of complexity, are:

- Unity of purpose: fails for an air traffic control system in which a certain horizontal and vertical separation is to be maintained, but if that proves impossible some other rule is to be applied.
- Unity of problem domain role: fails for a customer support system in which staff perform operational tasks and are also assigned as ‘personal assistants’ to changing groups of customers.
- Unity of problem domain properties: fails for a lift-control system in which the lift service function depends on faultless equipment behaviour and the safety function depends on diagnosis of equipment faults.
- Unity of system context: fails for a railway operations system in which train scheduling must assume fixed track configuration and availability and the track maintenance function must manage changes to track configuration.

A system exhibiting these and other unities has a simple operational principle. The intended working of the system can be explained in a simple traversal of the system configuration, saying at each step of the traversal how one part behaves and how it interacts with its neighbours. Scientific—or mathematical—knowledge and reasoning are invoked within this structure to validate the explanation in detail, both locally and end-to-end, and to calculate the behaviour that the machine part of the system must have if it is to ensure satisfaction of the requirement.

Decomposition and Recombination

We address complexity by decomposing a complex development problem into subproblems. A subproblem has the form of a problem, with its own machine, problem world, purpose and operational principle; being a problem in this sense, it can also be viewed as a system. A successful decomposition produces simple subproblems exhibiting the unities of the kind mentioned in the preceding section.

Subproblem decomposition produces projections of the problem. Projections may be chosen in many different dimensions. A projection in space may separate consideration of distinct problem domains: in the traffic control system, determining
the locations of vehicles from the sensors does not involve the pedestrian crossing buttons. A projection in time may separate distinct phases and modes of system operation: in an avionics system, control of an aircraft while it is taxiing is separated from control of take-off. A projection in context may separate control of the lift equipment into assumed-healthy and potentially-faulty.

In any decomposition the complexity of the resulting parts has two sources: the inherent complexity of the part itself, taken in isolation; and the complexity due to its interactions with other parts. Traditional approaches to decomposition conflate these two sources, often frustrating the goal of simplicity. For example, program decomposition into a procedure call hierarchy is embedded decomposition, in which the parts are embedded in the whole by precisely matched call interfaces. The structure of a relational database schema results from jigsaw decomposition, in which the whole consists only of its parts, which must fit together by matching key values.

For systems of the kind we are considering, a loose decomposition is preferable, in which the task of identifying the parts is clearly separated from the task of recombining them into a whole. This separation permits a productive oversimplification of subproblems, in which each can be analysed in a restricted context in which the unities are preserved. Only in the later stage of recombination are the subproblem interactions addressed, and solutions devised for any difficulties they may pose. For example, in the railway operations system the train scheduling and track maintenance subproblems are first considered separately, oversimplified by their respective contexts of constant track configuration and complete absence of trains. Only when these subproblems are well understood is their recombination addressed. In designing the recombination it may, of course, be necessary to modify either or both of the oversimplified subproblems; but the need for this modification and its design can be more reliably and confidently carried out at this later stage.

The development process can be seen to have a top-down decomposition facet, and a bottom-up recombination facet. Locally, decomposition must logically precede recombination, but globally the two facets may be interleaved. In this process, structure, and human comprehension of operational principles, provides the essential framework. Formal techniques can be effectively deployed within this framework, in analysing and designing individual subproblem structures and their recombination.
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1 Introduction

In the best cases, formal proofs of programs are just writing down a designer’s intuition in a notation that can be manipulated by a fixed set of rules. Recording the steps of development in a layered series of design decisions can provide real insight (to reader and writer) into why a program works and what can safely be changed in the future.

Concurrent programs present special challenges for either informal or formal justification/understanding. One approach that has had some success is to use rely/guarantee conditions. These have the property that they are “compositional” in the sense that one can reason about one step of development at a time and not risk having to redo the whole development later.

So called “auxiliary variables” (i) are often used in reasoning about concurrent programs; (ii) can be useful; but (iii) can also be undesirable in that they undermine the hard won property of compositionality. This short paper explores the issue of auxiliary variables and tries to set concerns about overuse in a wider context; it concludes with an attempt to recommend constraints on their use.

2 Abstractions

The point of departure is that writing (concurrent) programs is hard. This is the sense of the title “abstraction is all we’ve got”. Layers of abstraction can convey intuition; and subsequently help maintenance. The role of “formality” is to help check each step. In particular a “posit and prove” approach can significantly reduce the “scrap and rework” which robs program development of productivity.

This section reviews (mostly well known) abstraction ideas.

2.1 Procedural abstraction

Approaches like VDM [Jon90], B [Abr96] or Event-B [Abr10] use pre and post conditions to postpone giving details of “how” to compute some particular result. Some form of “operation decomposition rule” can then be used to introduce design decisions in a staged way. Such rules follow Hoare’s axiomatic approach
but it is worth noting that there are nuances especially concerning termination
and relational post conditions. For what follows, it is also pertinent to observe
that some sets of development rules deliberately forgo expressiveness to inculcate
a style of writing specifications.

2.2 Recording interference

The idea of procedural abstraction can be extended to shared variable concurrent
programs in a number of ways. Rely/guarantee conditions [Jon81,Jon96] offer
one way of preserving compositionality in the presence of interference. There is a
wide range of ways of presenting such rules and I prefer to refer to rely/guarantee
“thinking” to embrace different details. What is common is that there is likely
to be some expressive weakness in any particular form of rely/guarantee rules
and the connection of this with auxiliary variables is returned to in Section 4.

2.3 Data abstraction

The idea of using abstract objects to provide short and perspicuous specifications
of non-trivial systems is well known and I am proud of having given it prominence
in the first book on program development (as opposed to language description)
on VDM [Jon80] and have moved it ahead of procedural abstraction in later
VDM books.

The development method is also well known and is referred to as “data
reification” in VDM. There are actually two different rules used in [Jon90] but
this touches on auxiliary variables and the point is expanded in Section 4 below.

2.4 Link between rely/guarantee thinking and data reification

There is an interesting interplay between the successful use of rely/guarantee
thinking and data reification. Oddly, I did not spot this until after having done
a number of developments (it is first discussed in [Jon06]). Essentially, it is of-
ten possible to use an intermediate abstraction with rely/guarantee conditions
but for these to only be realisable in an efficient way by choosing a suitable
representation. The cited paper pinpoints how several examples employ guaran-
tee conditions which could be realised by “locking” but how a careful choice of
data representation can uncover a lock free algorithm. This point is reinforced
in Section 3.

2.5 Fiction of atomicity

Space does not permit a long explanation of this idea here but its connection
with two Dagstuhl workshops (in 2004 and 2006 — see [JLRW05,CJ07]) on
“Atomicity” justifies a brief mention. The idea of “splitting (software) atoms
safely” is discussed further in [Jon07].
3 Simpson’s “four slot” ACM implementation

Asynchronous communication mechanisms (ACMs) are non-blocking algorithms to cope with high speed data transfer. Hugo Simpson presented [Sim97] an extremely ingenious “four-slot” implementation. Several authors have attempted proofs of Simpson’s algorithm; our aim has been to give a rational reconstruction that provides insight into the design.

The first attempt is published as [JP08]; this includes the essential abstraction layers:

- $\Sigma^a$ initial abstraction: interfering sub-operations with a data abstraction of unbounded memory
- $\Sigma^i$ is a data reification to a finite collection of “slots” but which still uses a “fiction of (data) atomicity”
- $\Sigma^r$ is a representation in terms of which Simpson’s code can be understood — here the only atomicity assumption is that single bits can be changed atomically

Unfortunately, doing proofs in more detail showed up two flaws in [JP08]; we have now submitted a revision to a journal (available as [JP09]). Interestingly, I at first thought that I would have to use auxiliary variables to overcome the problems in the earlier development. I didn’t — and the “triumph of abstraction” is interesting.

In both the development steps from $\Sigma^a$ to $\Sigma^i$ and that from $\Sigma^i$ to $\Sigma^r$, there is a need to discuss all of the values of a shared variable that could occur during execution.\(^1\) In [JP09] a notation for “possible” values has been introduced and this is proving valuable elsewhere.

The other problem concerned mutual exclusion — but of an interesting flavour. Classically, the term “mutual exclusion” refers to making sure that multiple threads can’t be in particular regions at the same time. In Simpson’s implementation, there is no locking or constraint on progress and one needs to establish that when the two threads are in the same region they are accessing different slots. We call this “mutual data exclusion”. My co-author Ken Pierce and I have taken different paths to reason about this: in [Pie09], he uses auxiliary variables; in [JP09], I have shown how the issue of mutual data exclusion can be handled in the $\Sigma^i$ abstraction and inheritted into the final code. Thus the abstraction can be made to clarify what is going on with a key concept. This leads to one of the key observations in Section 4.

4 Auxiliary variables

I’d always prefer a neat abstraction to coding something in auxiliary variables. My aversion to coding probably dates all the way back to the earlier of my two

\(^1\) The flaw in [JP08] was to cover only initial and final values where in fact there could be more than one change.
spells at the IBM Lab in Vienna. Peter Lucas had come up with a “twin machine” proof of the equivalence of two formulations of the block concept of ALGOL-like languages: his idea was all about “ghost variables”. My contribution was to observe that a homomorphic “retrieve function” led to clearer arguments providing a suitable abstract specification could be found.3

In 1977, I proposed a specific test for “implementation bias” (see [Jon90, §9]). It is also true that there are specifications where one is forced to use what might be considered to be “bias” once some non-determinism has been decided. The important point is that one can nearly always find a better abstraction to avoid bias.

Given the bias in my views against ghost variables, it should be clear why I prefer the abstract argument about mutual data exclusion in [JP09] over the use of an argument with auxiliary variables. There is, however, a deeper point here. John Reynolds observed verbally at MFPS in 2005 that separation logic was for showing the avoidance of races and rely/guarantee conditions were for reasoning about race conditions. This appeared to be a very neat characterisation. In Section 3 it has been shown that rely/guarantee conditions used on an abstract level facilitate showing that data races are avoided. Clearly, there is scope for further research here! (In general, a number of researchers are looking at the links between separation logic and rely/guarantee thinking — a useful entry point to this discussion is [Vaf07].)

It is worth reverting to the comment in Section 2 that rely/guarantee conditions are expressively weak: the use of a single relation limits what one can say. For a while, I wondered if this is what was forcing us to consider auxiliary variables. Closer investigation has shown that the problem is already present in the Owicki/Gries approach (see [Jon09]).

My current position on auxiliary variables is that their use is sometimes justified to distinguish where in execution an assertion is true (i.e. permits $s_l$ to make assertions specific to phases of $s_r$) but that they should be used carefully (lest compositionality is compromised).
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2 To save space, see [Jon01] for the history and citations.
3 The observation that early (VDL) operational semantic descriptions of languages over used auxiliary data is much more general than this specific example.
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Abstract. VCC is an industrial-strength verification suite for the formal verification of concurrent, low-level C code. It is being developed by Microsoft Research, Redmond, and the European Microsoft Innovation Center, Aachen. The development is driven by two applications from the Verisoft XT\textsuperscript{1} project: the Microsoft Hyper-V Hypervisor and SYSGO's PikeOS micro kernel [1]. This paper outlines the Hypervisor verification project. It gives a brief overview on the Hypervisor focusing on verification related challenges this kind of low-level software poses. It discusses how the design of VCC addresses these challenges, and highlights some specific issues of the Hypervisor verification and how they can be solved with VCC.
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1 The Microsoft Hypervisor

The Hypervisor verification project aims at developing an industrially viable software verification tool for concurrent, low-level C code – VCC [2] – and using it for the functional verification of Microsoft’s Hyper-V Hypervisor. This effort is an ongoing collaborative research project between the European Microsoft Innovation Center (EMIC), the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence (DFKI), Microsoft Research, and Saarland University in the Verisoft XT project [3].

The Hypervisor is a relatively thin layer of software (100 KLOC of C, 5 KLOC of assembly) that runs directly on x64 hardware. It turns a single real multi-processor x64 machine with virtualization extensions into a number of virtual multi-processor x64 machines without virtualization extensions but with additional machine instructions (hypcalls) to create and manage other virtual machines. The Hypervisor is divided into two strata. The lower stratum forms a small multi-processor operating system, complete with hardware abstraction layer, kernel, memory manager, and scheduler (but no device drivers). The higher stratum runs in each thread an “application” that simulates an x64 machine; the observable effect of a machine instruction executed by a guest operating system on the virtualized machine basically is the same as on the real machine.

For the most part, a virtual machine is simulated by simply running the real hardware. However, the virtual machines run under an additional level of memory address

\textsuperscript{1} Work partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) in the framework of the Verisoft XT project under grant 01 IS 07 008.
translation so that each of them can see its own zero-based, contiguous physical memory. This extra level of virtual address translation is accomplished by using shadow page tables which combine the two levels of address translation. The shadow page tables, along with the hardware translation lookaside buffers (TLBs), implement virtual TLBs. TLB simulation is the most important factor in system performance. Thus, the Hypervisor uses a very complex and highly optimized shadow page table algorithm which leverages the degrees of freedom given by the hardware TLB semantics. The correctness of the concurrent shadow page table algorithm is extremely subtle because translations in the TLB are not automatically flushed in response to edits to page tables stored in memory and translations are gathered asynchronously and non-atomically (requiring multiple reads and writes to traverse the page tables), creating races with guest (system) code that operates on the page tables.

The verification of a piece of software like the Hypervisor – which was not written with formal verification in mind – poses a number of challenges to a verification tool:

1. In an industrial process, developers and testers must drive the verification process such that the annotations evolve with the code. Thus, verification should be primarily driven by assertions stated at the level of code itself, rather than by guidance provided to interactive theorem provers. Even if special verification engineers add the annotations initially, they should eventually be maintainable by suitably trained developers.
2. The Hypervisor is written in C, which has only a weak, easily circumvented type system and explicit memory (de)allocation, so memory safety has to be explicitly verified.
3. The Hypervisor is a concurrent piece of software and makes heavy use of lock-free synchronization. Still, support for the verification of lock-free code should not add a burden to the verification of lock-protected or thread-local code.
4. The Hypervisor explicitly manages its own virtual memory. The verification methodology needs a way to argue about the correct setup and maintenance of page tables and TLBs at the lower layers of the Hypervisor whilst abstracting from these properties at the higher layers.
5. A typical way to prove properties of a concurrent data type is to show that it simulates some simpler type. To keep annotations tightly integrated with the code, a way of proving concurrent simulation in the code itself is needed.
6. Part of the Hypervisor is written in assembly code. An integrated verification of C and assembly code is needed, which addresses the subtle interactions between the two and the implications on hardware resources.
7. The code base of the Hypervisor is fixed and cannot be changed just to make verification simple.

2 VCC

VCC – a comprehensive overview can be found in [2] – is geared towards sound, functional verification of concurrent, low-level C code. Specifications and annotations are embedded into the C code itself; so, they can evolve with the code – ideally maintained
by developers – and serve as a formal documentation of the implementation. Using conditional compilation, the annotations are hidden from standard C compilers.

VCC performs static modular analysis, in which each function is verified in isolation. VCC translates annotated C programs into the Boogie language [4]. Then, the Boogie tool generates verification conditions and passes them to the first order theorem prover Z3 [5]. If Z3 is not able to verify the verification conditions, several diagnostic tools are available for convenient debugging of the program and the annotations [2]. In the last resort it is possible to prove verification conditions interactively in the theorem prover Isabelle / HOL [6].

Although C is not typesafe, most code in a well-written C system adheres to a strict type discipline. Taking advantage of this fact, VCC implements a Spec#-style object and ownership model [7]: in particular, the VCC memory model [8] tracks where the “valid” typed memory objects are. Objects may coincide with (pointers to) C structures, but also with sub-structures and arrays. On each memory reference and pointer dereference, there is an implicit assertion that resulting object is valid. System invariants guarantee that valid objects of the same type with different addresses do not overlap, so they behave like objects in a modern (typesafe) object oriented system. Type definitions can be annotated with invariants, which are one- or two-state predicates on data, describing the properties of “valid” instances of the type, and how they can evolve from one system state to the next. Objects can be closed or open; initially, new objects are open, and VCC checks the invariant of an object at the transition from open to closed. Thus, it can ensure the system invariant that in each state all closed objects fulfill their invariants.

In addition to function contracts and invariants, VCC allows augmenting the operational code of a program with ghost (specification) code and data. Ghost code is seen only by the static verifier, not the regular compiler; ghost code must not affect the control flow of the real code. One application of ghost code is maintaining abstractions of operational data, e.g., representing a list as a set. If the ghost data is marked volatile this allows for atomic update of the ghost, even if the underlying data structure is not updated atomically. Ghost code also establishes and maintains the closedness and ownership relations of objects and provides existential witnesses to the first order prover.

As in some other concurrency methodologies (e.g., [9]), the ownership model of VCC allows a thread to perform sequential writes only to data that it owns, and sequential reads only to data that it owns or can prove is not changing. VCC accommodates concurrent access to data that is marked as volatile even if the data is not owned by the current thread (using operations guaranteed to be atomic on the given platform), leveraging the observation that a correct concurrent program typically can only race on volatile data. Updates of volatile data are required to preserve invariants but are otherwise unconstrained.

Concurrent programs implicitly deal with chunks of knowledge about the shared state. For example, a program attempting to acquire a spin lock via an access to a volatile state variable must “know” that the spin lock is still allocated and fulfills its invariant (i.e., is closed) [10]. But such knowledge is ephemeral – it could be broken concurrently by other threads – so passing knowledge to a function in the form of a precondition is too weak. Instead, VCC provides a special kind of ghost objects called claims. A claim is associated with a number of objects: it guarantees (via references counters) that those
objects stay allocated and closed as long as claims to them exist. Claims can guarantee additional properties of the claimed objects, given that these properties are fulfilled at creation time of the claim and are stable with respect to the objects’ invariants.

3 Verifying the Hypervisor

Implementation correctness of concurrent systems is usually verified by proving a simulation theorem between the implementation and an abstract model. Often, such theorems are formalized by adding an (external) universally quantified state variable which is updated whenever the implementation state changes. This is adequate when proving simulation theorems about abstract programs, e.g., a transition system. In our case, implementation updates are scattered throughout the code base and we want to keep annotations close to the code. Thus, our abstract model is implemented as C ghost code, keeping code and annotations closely together and allowing us to establish the simulation theorem within VCC without the need of external tools. The coupling relation between the implementation and the abstract model is formalized as a single state invariant between the implementation and the ghost data of the top-level model. Explicit updates of the ghost state provide existential witnesses to the prover where necessary.

For each guest (also called partition), the (volatile) ghost state for the top-level specification contains, among others, general information about the partition (privileges, IPC state), a set of x64 processor states, and the memory content. The formal C specification of the x64 architecture and the top-level model are being developed at Saarland University. In addition to the top-level simulation proof, the x64 model is also used for the low-level correctness proofs of the Hypervisor implementation, in particular for the verification of assembly code [11].

A model of the x64 architecture cannot be specified completely with (deterministic) C functions because components outside the processor core can change their state non-deterministically: the TLB is allowed to cache new translations on its own initiative, the memory might be changed by other processor cores in the same x64 multi-processor machine, or the state of the APIC might change due to interrupt requests from devices or other processor cores. We model such non-deterministic behavior by two-state invariants which restrict the legal transitions of the model. Most of the time, these invariants correspond to the two-state invariants of the x64 model. Additional invariants specify the execution of Hyper-V specific instructions and hypercalls.

Eventually, verifying the coupling invariant between implementation and top-level model in VCC will ensure that the implementation transitions are covered by corresponding admissible transitions of the top-level model, i.e., that the Hypervisor implementation correctly simulates the top-level model.

As of July 2009, the Hypervisor verification is still ongoing. Data structure invariants are in place and the larger part of public interfaces is specified. Several hundred functions have been verified with VCC. We are confident that VCC is powerful enough to successfully verify all functions. The specifications provide a detailed documentation that is provably in sync with the code, which is an added value of the exercise in itself. The Hypervisor is part of a released product with very low defect density. Therefore, we did not expect to find many bugs in the code, and indeed less than a handful have
been found during the verification process. All of them are very unlikely to let the Hypervisor fail in practical operation. Applying the now available technology early in the process of a product development could help to prevent defects and reduce the effort to meet high quality bars.
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1 Introduction

The *correct-by-construction* approach can be supported by a progressive and incremental process controlled by the refinement of models of programs. We explore the Event B modelling language to illustrate the expression of our methodological proposal using proof-based patterns called guidelines. The main objective is to facilitate the correct-by-construction approach for designing classical sequential and distributed algorithms [1–7]. We address the description of guidelines for the design of programs and algorithms and the integration of proof-based aspects using the RODIN platform [8]. More precisely, we introduce several methodological steps identified during the development of case studies, and we propose auxiliary notions, such as refinement diagrams, for guiding users during problem analysis. A general structure characterizes the relationship between the contract, the Event B, and the developed algorithm using a specific application of Event B models and refinement. We simplify the translation of Event B models into algorithmic elements by promoting the use of recursive constructs. The resulting algorithm is proved to be sound with respect to the pre/post specification, namely, the contract. Applications rely on a dynamic programming technique that illustrates the applicability of these patterns based on a call-as-event relationship. Each proof-based development is validated using the RODIN platform. Distributed algorithms are considered with respect to the local computation model [9] based on a relabelling relation over graphs representing distributed systems. The VISIDIA toolbox [10] provides facilities for simulating local computation models which can be easily modelled using Event B and the refinement.

2 The call-as-event principle for sequential algorithms

We combine concepts of the Event B method and programming paradigms by defining a proof-based pattern based on the call-as-event principle [3]. Proof-
based development constitutes a very powerful framework for constructing procedures, programs, and systems, but it requires the use of formal techniques and formal languages. Consequently, the introduction of patterns or general structures for helping users to obtain correct systems with minimal effort is a very important direction. We have proposed a pattern as a means to structure refinement-based development. We suggest the definition of the pattern as a structure to fill with models or with actions to perform. We consider that it is like a design calculus [11], being based on validation through logical actions. However, the issue is to provide the basic concepts of pattern design and pattern use.

Our main goal is to facilitate the use of the Event B modelling language by proposing techniques and tools. Proofs were improved, even though RODIN has unexpected features. The general structure states the link between programming objects and modelling objects and provides a way to map an Event B model to a sequential program. Refinement is the step that introduces control points and guarantees the correctness of the resulting algorithm. We have formalized, generalized, and illustrated the technique introduced by Cansell and Méry in [12], and unspecified details in their paper have been made more precise [3]. The technique of development is a top-down approach, which is clearly well known from the earlier works of Dijkstra[13, 14] and uses refinement to control the correctness of the resulting algorithm. It relies on a more fundamental issue related to the notion of the problem to solve. A specific diagram is used to organize the refinement, and we call it a refinement diagram [3]. It is very similar to a proof lattice and provides a way of deriving the total correctness of the resulting algorithm. The translation of Event B models into sequential programs has already been proposed by Abrial, but our models correspond to acyclic refinement diagrams, as opposed to those implicitly used by Abrial. We have an automatic transformation of the refinement model into an algorithm. The call-as-event guideline is summarized by the following diagram:

- CALL is the call of the PROCEDURE.
- PREPOST is the machine containing the events stating the pre- and post-conditions of CALL and PROCEDURE, and M is the refinement machine of PREPOST, with events including control points defined in CM.
- The call-as-event transformation produces a model PREPOST and a context PB from CALL.
- The mapping transformation allows us to derive an algorithmic procedure that can be mechanized.
- PROCEDURE is a node corresponding to a procedure derived from the refinement model M. CALL is an instantiation of PROCEDURE using parameters x and y.
M is a refinement model of PREPOST, which is transformed into Procedure by applying structuring rules. It may contain events corresponding to calls of other procedures.

We have used the technique in the teaching [7] of the design of algorithms. Surprisingly, students discovered invariants using the theorem prover of the RODIN platform. In fact, we think that it is the recursive nature of the development that made the discovery of invariants easier. Proof obligations were not very difficult because we inherit the recursiveness of the structure of the problem. Floyd’s algorithm is not a trivial algorithm, but proof obligations were not difficult to prove.

3 The local computation model for deriving correct-by-construction distributed algorithms

ViSiDiA [10] is a tool for implementing, simulating, testing and visualizing distributed algorithms. It is based on the use of graph relabelling systems to encode distributed algorithms and to prove their correctness. A distributed algorithm in the local computation model [15, 16] is simply given by some (possibly infinite but always recursive) set of rules like for instance, the leader election:

\[
\begin{align*}
&d \rightarrow d-1 \\
&0 \rightarrow E
\end{align*}
\]

A run of the algorithm consists in applying the relabelling rules specified by the algorithm until no rule is applicable, which terminates the execution. The relabelling rules are applied asynchronously and nondeterministically, which means that given the initial labelling usually many different runs are possible. The distributed aspect comes from the fact that two consecutive non-overlapping steps may be applied in any order and in particular in parallel. The local computation model is easily expressed in the Event B framework. The methodology leads to fill the following diagram from the problem analysis:

- The context C states properties of graphs.
– The machine $M_0$ expresses the problem to solve by events stating a relation between the initial states and the final states, for instance, the election of a leader.
– The refinement of $M_0$ into $M_1$ expresses that the machine $M_1$ expresses the inductive property allowing to express the computation in the local computation model.
– The next refinement of $M_1$ is a refinement for producing a set of events corresponding to the set of relabelling rules.
– $V$ is derived from $VM_1$: mapping checks that $VM_1$ can be translated into VISIDIA [10].

We have obtained an extension of the call-as-event guideline by integrating the local computation model into the Event B modelling language.

4 Concluding Remarks

The development of programs is carried out either using bottom-up techniques, or top-down techniques and our main goal is to develop correct programs from specifications using refinement and proofs. More precisely, we explore the use of proof-based patterns for aiding and assisting programmers ready to use formal techniques in the development of programs. The development is supported by Event B models related by semantical relationship which guarantee correctness properties. Modeling is a very challenging task and its complexity increase when dealing with proof obligations checking development steps or refinement steps. Proof-based patterns intend to make easier the programmer's life. According to Christopher Alexander [17] dealing with architectural problems, each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice. Gamma et all [18] introduces design patterns, which systematically name, motivate, and explain a general design that addresses a recurring design problem in object-oriented systems. A design pattern describes the problem, the solution, when to apply the solution, and gives implementation hints and examples.

Considering our general problem of correct-by-construction programs (or systems), we limit our scope to problems solved by sequential and distributed algorithms based on paradigms. Discovering patterns is based on practical case studies. However, we are not defining patterns in an object-oriented framework but only reusing the idea of adding values to Event B by proof-based patterns. Finally, our paper intends to list methodological guidelines for developing Event B models and for producing programs. The current paper has summarized two main tasks: the development of sequential algorithm using the call-as-event guideline and the development of distributed algorithm expressed in the VISIDIA environment. Further work will integrate the development of distributed algorithms by listing new patterns for the design of correct-by-construction distributed algorithms, especially by integrating VISIDIA and Event B.
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Formal Methods in the Development of Business Software
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SAP Research CEC Darmstadt, Germany

Abstract. We discuss the suitability of Formal Methods for the development of business software as well as experiences and challenges in this area. Business software involves very different kinds of software: technical components, business applications, analytical applications. Our focus is on business applications which promise a good probability of a second use of Formal Methods. We investigate service choreography models, business object models, and business process models, as typical instances of models in this domain. Our approach is to take existing diagrammatic models and translate them to a formal language, e.g. Event-B. Though the approach works well, there are a number of challenges. These are especially the provision of good user feedback on prover or model checker results, the need for better automation, and a better usage of refinement.

Business software is any software which helps companies improve their business. In contrast to typical areas of application of Formal Methods, this area has little, e.g. safety critical, aspects which have been significant incentives to make the use of formal methods attractive, as e.g. in the transportation industry. On the other hand business software is often highly mission critical and customers expect high qualitative software which is efficiently developed — goals Formal Methods could be helpful to achieve. Nevertheless Formal Methods are (to our knowledge) not used routinely in the development of business software.

In this short paper we highlight the potential usage of Formal Methods in this area, the special challenges, and our experiences with applying Formal Methods in the context of the Deploy project.

1 Business Software

Business software is a wide field, covering

- technical components (e.g. process integration, master data management, etc.)
- business applications (e.g. Enterprise Resource Management (ERP), Customer Relations Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), etc.)
- industry solutions (adaptations of business applications for e.g. Banking, Automotive, Chemicals, Retail, Public Sector, etc.)
analytical applications (tools for collecting, integrating, analysing, interpreting and presenting business data)

Formal Methods could play a role in all of these areas, but business application development is a—though so far widely ignored—promising domain of Formal Method application. The main reason is that business application development incorporates the routine development of hundreds of structurally similar components. This allows us to focus on domain-specific requirements and helps to come from one application of Formal Methods to the next one because the method can be adapted to these specifics. There is thus a high potential of “second usage” of Formal Methods in that area. Moreover, business applications incorporate interesting “business logic” of processes without dealing (in general) with complex algorithms. The reasoning on a “model-level”, without the need to go formally down to source code, is already a welcome support to further increase development efficiency. Applying Formal Methods in this area seems thus to be relevant, sustainable, and feasible.

Finally, a good tradition of (informal) model-based development exists [1] which can be built on. Especially model content which is very expensive to collect is often already present and can be re-used via generating formal models from existing ones. The re-use and integration of such already existing methods seems to us a key factor to achieve deployment of Formal Methods in the presence of successful and established development processes.

2 Applying Formal Methods to Business Applications

We are conducting\(^1\) a number of deployment studies with the help of which we investigate the use of Formal Methods for Business Applications.

2.1 Choreography Models

The allowed ordering of messages exchanged between independent service components is described in (diagrammatic) message choreography models [2]. These models are similar to extended finite state machines and consist of a global model defining the messages exchanged from a global perspective and a local model which describes the send- and receive events of the involved components.

We have formalised these models by providing an automatic translation from them to Event-B [3]. We have implemented the following analyses of the Event-B model:

- Checking the local enforceability by proving a refinement relation between the global and a (general) local model.
- Checking for the absence of inconsumable messages [4], i.e. messages which cannot be received at all times when they are being transmitted.
- Checking the local models against consistency with component models (business object models, see below).

\(^1\) in the context of the EC-funded Deploy project, www.deploy-project.eu
- Interactively simulating the choreography model by stepping through the diagram.
- Deriving test cases with a certain model coverage (model-based integration testing) which can then be executed on an implementation of the model [5].

These analyses have been efficiently implemented based on the in-house Eclipse plugin of the choreography model editor and the open Rodin platform [6]. We made use of the Rodin provers and the ProB model checker [7].

2.2 Business Object Models

Business objects (e.g. a purchase order, a sales order, an invoice, a delivery, a project) are at the core of business applications. Typically these objects are structured as a tree (e.g. a purchase order consists of a root node and a number of (ordered) item nodes). Each of the nodes has a lifecycle where user actions (e.g. create, approve, release) lead a path through a set of status (created, approved, released) of the business object nodes.

We are conducting experiments with modelling business objects as Event-B models and started to automatically translate models in a proprietary in-house notation to Event-B. Our goals are to (1) prove properties about the models such as “if an invoice is posted all items of the invoice are released” and to (2) prove (via refinement) that the business object conforms to a given message choreography.

2.3 Business Process Models

Business process models are usually the starting point when designing business applications. They model the (cross-organisational) processes which should be supported by business applications. There are a number of notations for modeling business processes, e.g. BPMN [8], which are mostly not backed by a formal semantics.

We are experimenting with modelling business processes in Event-B with the goal to (1) automatically translate from an established process modelling language into Event-B and (2) prove properties such as timed data consistency (i.e. consistency among distributed components that is achieved not immediately but after a certain time span) which go beyond classical properties in the verification of business processes.

3 Experiences and Challenges

In all experiments mentioned above it was possible to model the given problem with the help of the chosen formal modelling language Event-B. It was also possible to analyse the model.

The analysis was based on proving the proof obligations generated by the Event-B modelling platform Rodin with the help of the provers provided there.
Though techniques like automatically generating invariants through templates [9] helped in closing a considerable amount of proofs automatically, the degree of proof automation is currently not so high that Formal Methods unexperienced users could do the verification work. We investigate whether pattern-based approaches [10] can further increase proof automation.

Analyses with the help of the model checker ProB were very helpful during the creation of the models, especially the interactive simulation. We got most positive feedback about the possibility to derive test suites from the models, achieved from using ProB. Using this approach would require least overhead in adapting quality assurance processes in the company because testing is an established QA technique.

A major drawback of our approach to generate a formal model from existing models is that users expect that the feedback from the analysis tools are incorporated in the source model. With the help of the open Rodin platform we could create plugins which extract model checking results, animation snapshots, or even proof results, and mark-up the original diagrammatic model for specific typical cases. However to deal with this in general is a notorious difficult endeavour which requires further investigations.

A further issue is that the central concept of refinement intrinsic to approaches like Event-B is not present in the original diagrammatic models. Therefore our generated Event-B models were initially flat (consisting of one or two layers of refinement). The power of refinement-based approaches to introduce complexity (of proofs) incrementally might thus not be fully exploited yet. Our strategy will be to make use of modelling features (like sub-processes in BPMN) to derive a suitable refinement structure or to introduce these into the modelling language (like done in UML-B [11]). An important aspect to this is that Event-B users need stronger guidelines and documentation from the Event-B community on how to obtain a good refinement hierarchy and what the main rules are to change a refinement hierarchy during a development – this will be a necessary precondition to find good generic refinement strategies for our domain-specific problems.

4 Summary

We have given a classification of Enterprise Software and investigated the usability of formal development methods for enterprise applications. Our experiments on choreography modelling, business object modelling, and business process modelling use Event-B as formal specification language being the result of an automatic model transformation from diagrammatic in-house languages. Experiments were largely positive, but major challenges remain. These are: providing adequate user feedback on prover or model checker results, increasing automation, and better exploiting refinement.
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Abstract. The use of formal methods has constantly increased, although with basically two constraints: their use has been concentrated mostly in Europe, and they have been used only by big companies which are in charge of developing some safety critical applications and in some how are connected with academia projects. The aim of this talk is to present how formal methods have been applied in other parts of the world, mainly South America, and the Far East. It’s split in four parts. First, an introduction about the AeS Group, a small company that’s been trying to apply Formal Methods in its projects. Second, a personal comparison of some formal method tools, namely: Atelier B[1], RODIN[2], and SCADE[3]. The comparison methodology is based on three different points of view: capability, that is, how these tools can satisfy project constraints, usability, which is basically the difficulty the user faces when trying to use the tool, and adequacy to the current development process. Third, some real industrial applications and how the formal method culture can drastically help the development process. And finally, some of the ongoing work that it’s been developed by the author and gaps identified in industry that can be fulfilled by extending the features of the actual tools.

1 Introduction

The primary objective of this paper is to present the current State of Practice of Formal Methods in countries outside Europe, namely, Brazil and Korea. The general utilization of formal methods is presented focusing in how the principles that guide the formal methods usage can help in the software development process and not specifically the use of a particular method.

Initially, a background information about the reason to start working with Formal Methods, and the involvement of AeS group with academia is given. Then, in section 2 a general scenario of how these methods are being used nowadays in Brazil and Korea and particularly some industrial areas where formal methods are currently applied are shown. A brief description of the methods that support each of these tools is also presented.

In section 3 a comparison of three tools, namely, AtelierB[1], RODIN[2] and SCADE[3] is presented. This comparison is based on three aspects, tool capability, usability and fitting to current development process. Some real application
of these tools are also shown in section \[1\] as well as the work that was performed to change the way that industry was used to think about software development, even in safety critical areas.

At the end, in section \[3\], the author presents some gaps that, from his personal point of view, can be fulfilled with some new or in phase of development, plugins and language extensions.

1.1 The AeS Group

The AeS Group has developed railway sub-systems since 1998. Among the systems developed by the group, the door system became one of the most important in the railway market due mainly to the architecture used (modular, and with distributed processing) and, since this kind of system deals with human lives, the strong concern of the group with reliability and safety.

During the development process, four versions of the main controller (called CGP) were created and, at each iteration, additional safety features were incorporated, using different techniques, such as hardware redundancy where different sources are employed to activate an output (for example, some safety outputs have to be activated both from a software command and from an external solicitation). Safety and reliability studies were performed, and all the identified potential weak points revealed were mitigated to prevent, or at least minimize, the hazard effects. In the current version of the equipment, even after applying all these hardware techniques, safety issues, as well as the software (firmware) correctness, robustness and failure avoidance remain to be fulfilled.

Due to the advances in technology, many safety functions that were handled by hardware are now responsibility of the embedded software. This fact triggered motivation to use formal methods in standards relevant to software safety \[4\]. Some standards can be followed to increase the equipment safety level. One of them is the IEC 61508 \[5\]. This standard presents four levels of safety, the so called Safety Integrity Levels - SIL, and above level 2, the use of formal method is required or suggested to achieve a certain level of completeness, robustness, and safety, that grows as the level grows. The goal of using formal methods is to produce an unambiguous and consistent specification that is as complete, error-free and with less contradictions as possible, however simple to verify.

To address the group concern with safety, the AeS group decided to identify a formal method that would best fit the current CGP SIL 3-level requirements and railway industry standard practices and standards (as is the case of CENELEC EN 50128\[6\]).

Based on these previous information, and the constraints such as, the size of the company (at that date, AeS counted only with 15 employees, and most of them working on administrative tasks) and the lack of deep knowledge of the method itself, the AeS group decided, first, to study and use the B method\[7\] and, second, to look for assistance from academia, which was obtained from two Brazilian Universities (Universidade de S˜ ao Paulo and Universidade do Rio Grande do Norte).
From that time, and after facing several pitfalls, AeS Group has acquired a reputation as a company that has the needed know-how to develop safety critical applications, and, nowadays, it is in charge of several training courses around the world teaching software development process for safety critical applications based on a formal method mind.

Nowadays, AeS Group has also the support of DEPLOY project and some universities like University of Southampton, and University of York, besides companies like ClearSy and Esterel.

1.2 Technological Research Institute of the State of São Paulo (IPT)

Anchored by previously performed studies, but with some reluctance, the author decided to finally initiate a "formal" dedication in the Formal Methods field, and choose the Technological Research Institute of State of São Paulo (IPT) as starting point. During the last years, some articles were developed at IPT but the relationship with other research and academic centers was the main incentive to study the application of these methods in real world systems.

In the mean time, the author joined the Software Requirements Specification Laboratory (SoftREL). The main goal of SoftREL is to create, deploy and disseminate a research environment for post-graduate IPT students and other researchers, helping them to develop academic research and artifacts related to software requirements engineering. The laboratory intends to create academic and industrial partnerships aiming at the development of engineering techniques and tools required to deliver more reliable computer systems.

1.3 General scenario

Some information about the current software engineering process applied to safety-related developments is given below in order to picture out the differences in formal method applications outside Europe.

Basically, the software development process presented an recomended by IEC 61508[5] (The IEC 61508 has 7 parts, and the part 3 is related to the software development. The chapter of this part that present the software development process, shows that the recomended process is based on the "V model" like the one shown in figure [1] is well known in South American companies, but since the time to market is, usually, extremely short, those recommendations are frequently put aside, and the "craft" process is followed.

This "craft" process consists basically in receiving the primary specification, performing the coding phase relying on the personal expertise, and making as few tests as possible. This is a good scenario to try to better the process through the use of formal methods without changing the manual tasks.

Those processes (presented in the standard) are barely known at the Far East, meaning Korea[6]. As presented in [8], the adoption of the recommendations

---

1 this assumption is based on the author experience and based on a population of 4 big korean companies engaged in railway field
referenced in the software development process is in its infancy phase, meaning that even the standard understanding is not clear enough.

Based on the "V model" reference presented in figure[1], it is possible to point out:

- Companies in South America
  - They are aware of the whole process
  - They usually rely on tests to guarantee the expected behavior
  - The transition takes place directly from NL specification to the code phases, sometimes, through an intermediate phase, based usually in UML specifications.
  - Apparently, there is no traceability methodology

- Companies in the Far East - South Korea
  - The coding phase starts right after receiving the specification
  - Quality is the main concern, but no defined process is used to ensure that
  - They rely on experienced professionals to reach the desired quality level
  - Clearly, there are only three phases: specification, coding and integration tests

Based on this view, it becomes clear that formal methods cannot be applied straightforward. Before, it is necessary to create a better culture on software development process.

In order to create such culture, the advantages of using formal methods should be shown, and the the formal thinking must be integrated in the normal development process in small doses. In this way companies will be led to

\[1\] those points are based on author’s feelings
accept that the development process can be speed up, and the costs of software
development can be less than in normal process, mainly based on tests, where
problems or errors are discovered only at the end of development.

2 Where formal methods (could be) are used

Many different industrial areas, where safety and reliability issues are highly
important characteristics, have used, or at least have tried formal methods in
order to increase their confidence that those requirements are met. Those in-
dustries are, mainly, Nuclear, Medical devices, Avionics, Aerospatial and transpor-
tation. Some examples are the emergency contention measures in nuclear power plants, health support devices in medical applications, automatic
pilot on avionics, positioning systems in aerospatial and signaling systems in
transportation just to cite a few.

This means that there is plenty of space for the adoption of supporting tools
that could help either the development process (either system or software) in the
sense of automatizing some parts of it, and also, in some cases, for speeding up
those development tasks that are difficult to perform, while the developer uses
his efforts in other more conceptual phases.

Unfortunately, even if the referenced industrial areas exist all around the
world, the application of formal methods is not the true reality in South America
and Far East (Korean) companies that work on those fields. It is something not
easy to explain, as, in theory, the standards that should be followed by all those
companies are the same, as for example IEC 61508 (related to general func-
tional safety, then, not field specific), DO-178b for avionics and EN50128 for
railways. All of these standards highly recommend the use of formal methods
either in the specification phase or in the design phase in order to achieve high
levels of the so called Safety Integrity Levels.

In order to change this scenario, the distance between mathematical notation
and the normal procedures used so far has to be shortened, and for that some
highly desired characteristics should be included in the current tools in order to
reflect the activities that are normally performed in those industries.

Fortunately, it might not be so difficult as, at least, the development model
that has been adopted in those industries (V model, in figure 1) is not different
from the model used in a formal model development.

The focus of this paper is in the railway field, the author’s area of application.
The B formal method is the most frequently used in this field as mentioned in
several works like and Recently, the Esterel formal method began
to be used as well, and the support tool for this method, SCADE was certified
as capable to produce safety code up to SIL4.

In any field of application, formal methods, and their related tools, can help
in the development process replacing the human interaction of the phases (see
figure 1): Detailed design, coding and unit testing, by an automated process,
and consequently, can help to speed up the development process and to better
the ”quality” of the final product.
Moreover, with some effort, formal methods could help even during the very early phases as a support tool to verify the specification and to guarantee the transition consistency to the later phases.

2.1 Formal methods

A brief description of the formal methods mentioned before is given in this section.

**B method** The B method for software development [7] is based on the Abstract Machine Notation (AMN) and the use of formally proved refinements up to a specification sufficiently concrete that programming code can automatically be generated from it. Its mathematical basis consists of first-order logic, integer arithmetic and set theory. Industrial tools for the development of B based projects have been available for a while now.

**Event B Method** Event B is a formal method used to model discrete systems. It is based on the B method [7] and has adopted some ideas from Action Systems. As in B, the semantic of this method is also based on proof obligations, though, the principles presented in the section 2.1 are valid in this case (with only some small differences). More about Event B language and method can be found in [16].

**Esterel Language** Esterel Language is a kind of synchronous language for reactive systems, as other languages as Lustre [17], and Statecharts [18]. Esterel originated from a joint INRIA-ENSMP project on the semantics of parallelism. As a result of the formal approach applied in Esterel Language, is it possible to generate efficient code from the models developed. More information about Esterel language can be found in [19].

3 Tool comparison

In order to verify how the current tools can be modified to reflect the industrial needs, a brief comparison of some existent tools is presented. This comparison is restricted to some tools that have already been used in the author’s application field, that is, railways application. Those tools are, Atelier B, RODIN and SCADE.

3.1 Methodology

The tools are classified according the author’s personal feelings based on comments obtained in trainings, and several other applications like revalidations and system development based on B (EventB method) during the last 3 years.
It is prudent to establish the difference in maturity of these tools. While SCADE and AtelierB have been in the market for a long time, RODIN is about to be released in its first official version (version 1.0). Thus, the manufacturers of the first two have already received many feedbacks from their industrial users helping them to change the directions when the users were not satisfied (as occurred with AtelierB case, where after a lot of complaints about the user interface, its GUI was completely changed), while the last one has not have time yet to receive or to implement completely such feedbacks.

The comparison methodology was based on three aspects, as follows:

- **capability**: the verification of how these tools can satisfy project constraints, like, for example, parallel behaviors, time treatment, etc...
- **usability**: basically, which is the difficulty the user faces when trying to use the tool
- **adequacy to the current development process**: how the tool can better fit in the process without causing too many changes in the way it was performed so far

To make a classification of these aspects the author used a simple ranking method, as follows:

- **Very difficult** - It was not possible to achieve any intended task, meaning that a strong knowledge of the tool or of the method is needed
- **Medium** - Some task could be achieved, with or without difficulties. A basic knowledge is needed.
- **Easy** - It was easy to achieve any task. No previous knowledge of the tool or method is needed.

The results are presented in table 1. It’s important to cite that some points used in the justification are related to the method supported by the tool and not to the tool itself, meaning that there is also space for a language extension as well.

### 3.2 Chart comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>capability</th>
<th>usability</th>
<th>adaptation</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AtelierB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODIN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCADE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Comparison table

Those results were obtained considering the points below:

- AtelierB
• the capability to solve the project constraints is not so bad, but it is necessary to know a lot of the formal language and constructs to be able to have easy proof obligations. Moreover, the time dependency needs to be discretized in order to model it.
• although, the version 4 of AtelierB supplies a real better usability, all comments received so far are based on the previous version where the lack of a good User Interface makes its usage painful.
• since it allows to go from the specification to the code it can be considered as a good tool for that purpose, but as the interactions during the middle phases (refinements) are some times, painful, it can not receive the higher grade.

– RODIN
• since it is not so different from AtelierB, similar results are shown, i.e. the capability to solve the project constraints is not so bad, but it is necessary to know a lot of the formal language and constructs to be able to have easy proof obligations. Some extentions are being developed to treat time constraints, but it was not incorporated in the language yet, so the same problems about time in AtelierB should be considered here also.
• the way that RODIN was constructed is quite helpful for a non experienced person, as it is only necessary to fill down some fields to have a basic specification, but the lack of text editor that could help more experienced person and speed up the specification process lowers its classification.
• the lack of possibilities of decomposition at the moment of the evaluation and the ability to help only in the system specification phase, make of RODIN a difficult tool to be used in the current process.

– SCADE
• even based on a different concept, where formal methods are behind the scene, it has a great capability to deal with project constraints, but some formal background is still needed to construct correct models.
• as it was built from the very beginning to be an industrial tool; its usability is its strongest point, with a good interface and a lot of fancy features that captivate the user. A lot of things can be done based on templates and patterns, what helps a lot as well.
• Besides the capability to go from the specification to the code, it has also some other complementary tools which help in important auxiliary tasks in the project such as requirement management, traceability, etc..

4 Experiences

With experience in formal methods both as a practitioner and as a researcher the author has tried during the last 3 years to introduce formal methods in the projects he has worked on. He concluded that even if formal methods can not fulfill all industrial needs they can help a lot to better model the development process and the resultant product (or software).
Three different projects that the author has been working on recently and the achievements so far are summarized below:

4.1 Signaling system

European companies that develop signaling systems for railway applications are known as some of a few that use formal methods during the development process. It is also true that, not all of their branches around the world follow the same concept. During 2008 the author participated in a revalidation process of a signaling system using B method and its associate tool, AtelierB.

As, for this kind of system, there is always a start point, i.e., the new project is, usually, based on a previous one, the task consisted in implementing new functions and then revalidating all the system (the standard IEC 61508, for systems classified as SIL4, requires that at the moment any function is, changed, the whole system has to be revalidated).

As the system was previously developed in B, this kind of task became a trivial one, not only because the B method was used but also because the related tools (AtelierB in this case) are powerful enough to keep track of the changes and reprove only what is really needed. Basically, the changes were applied in the abstract model, and after that they were reflected in the refinements and implementation. New proof obligations were generated and the affected older ones were reapplied. Even though the project was big enough for a real world comparison, where more than 4000 proof obligations were generated, but around 95% were proved automatically.

As a result of the complete process no failures were detected after the deployment of the system. The associated costs in this development were less than in a traditional process as there were no needs of maintenance changes and the necessary time dedicated to testing was really short. But again, this job was performed in a company that has been using formal methods for a long time.

4.2 Door system

In order to verify the consistency of a door system specification, RODIN was used as a proof of concept, and it was possible to show the benefits of this approach to the final customer. This job was developed based on a small portion of the natural language specification, but at least 3 contradictions or inconsistencies on it could be verified. The objective was to help the door system manufacturer to rewrite the specification based on the result of the verification of the formal model.

The natural language specification is more than 100 pages long, and the needed information is spread out over all this specification. The following two statements of the specification show one of the contradictions that were found:

– The train is not allowed to move while at least one door is open;
– If the emergency button is pressed, the respective door must open when the train speed is under 6 km/h.
In this example it is easy to notice the contradiction, moreover because both sentences were placed together, but those statements were spread out in the specification, so the direct comparison was not so clear.

In the example, the contradiction refers to the behavior of the door, which should not open until the train is completely stopped, but which also should open in an emergency situation when the speed of the train is under 6 km/h.

The machine in figure 4.2 represents this specification, and the PO in figure 2 represent the contradiction.

MACHINE Open_contradiction

VARIABLES

train_stoped boolean. when the train is stoped it’s value is TRUE
train_low_speed boolean. when the train speed is below 6km/h it value is TRUE
door_authorization boolean. when the train is allowed to open doors it’s value is TRUE
emergency_button boolean. if the buttom is pressed, it’s value is TRUE

open_command boolean. if true, command the opening
train_speed NAT. real speed

INVARIANTS

inv1: train_stoped ∈ BOOL
inv2: door_authorization ∈ BOOL
inv3: train_low_speed ∈ BOOL
inv4: emergency_button ∈ BOOL
inv5: train_stoped = TRUE ⇒ door_authorization = TRUE
inv6: train_stoped = FALSE ⇒ door_authorization = FALSE
inv7: train_stoped = TRUE ⇒ train_low_speed = TRUE
inv9: open_command ∈ BOOL
inv10: train_speed ∈ N
inv11: door_authorization = FALSE ⇒ open_command = FALSE

EVENTS

Initialisation

begin
  act1: door_authorization := TRUE
  act2: train_stoped := TRUE
  act3: train_low_speed := TRUE
  act4: emergency_button := FALSE
  act5: open_command := FALSE
  act6: train_speed := 0
end

Event EMERGENCY_OPEN

when
  grd1: train_low_speed = TRUE
  grd3: emergency_button = TRUE
then
It’s clear that to discharge this PO, (figure 2) it is not a question of correcting the model, but the natural language specification must be changed to avoid this kind of ambiguities or contradictions.

In this case three different approaches or options were proposed, as follows:

1. The train is not allowed to move when at least one door is open, unless in a emergency situation;

2. The train is not allowed to move over 6 km/h when at least one door is open;

3. If the emergency button is pressed, the respective door must open when the train stops.
The first option was chosen by the customer, and the specification and model were changed to reflect this new constraint.

This simple example helped to present the formal method benefits, stating the impossibility to introduce ambiguities and contradictions.

The objective now is to try to represent the complete specification of one train sub-system (probably the door system) in Event-B\[^{21}\], and reformulate the natural language specification in a better representation. At least, pointing out the items that need to be revised to create a more consistent specification.

### 4.3 Platform screen doors

Platform Screen Doors, aka PSD, is a door system that is installed in the platform stations to avoid people to fall down to the track. The safety related issues are even higher than for the train door system as, people get used with it, and a dangerous situation can lead to severe accidents\[^{11}\]. For example, if the train departs with doors in PSD open, the train can easily hit someone.

This kind of system is being installed in Metro São Paulo, Brazil, and a company from Korea was hired to develop and install the system. The same standards must be applied in order to guarantee that the desired safety level (in this case SIL 3\[^{22}\]) will be met.

Besides the safety constraints (that by themselves are a huge problem) there is no room to rework as the whole system has to be in operation at the end of 2009. As the first phases of the "V model", take a lot of time, while in a formal process, there will be no time for many tests at the end. The IEC 62279\[^{23}\] can be
used as support standard to guide on the necessary documentation that should be generated to prove that the needed care was taken during the development process. The documentation that needs to be generated is the following:

1. System Requirements Specification
2. System Safety Requirements Specification
3. System Architecture Description
4. System Safety Plan
5. Sw Configuration Management Plan
6. Sw Verification Plan
7. Sw Integration Test Plan
8. Sw/Hw Integration Test Plan
9. Sw Requirements Specification
10. Sw Requirements Verification Report
11. Sw Architecture Specification
12. Sw Design Specification
13. Sw Arch. and Design Verification Report
14. Sw Module Design Specification
15. Sw Module Test Specification
16. Sw Module Verification Report
17. Sw Source Code Verification Report
18. Sw Module Test Report
19. Sw Integration Test Report
20. Sw/Hw Integration Test Report
21. Sw Validation Report

Moreover, it is requested that a formal method should be used from the detailed specification to the unit tests, as mentioned in section 2.

Another problem that was faced is the lack of knowledge on formal methods and development process by the team in charge of the project. In Korea there is no culture of a structured process.

Based on all of these considerations, SCADE tool was selected to help on these tasks. As mentioned in section 3, SCADE seems to be the best choice for non-formal method people.

Items 10 to 19 from the list presented before can be performed, either automatically or with the support of SCADE tool. All the formalism is performed behind the scenes, so the user can feel comfortable in developing what is really needed from his point of view.

Even with this simplistic view, it was possible to verify that the formalism, and moreover, the capability to model checking and theorem proving, helped to better the quality and consistency of the generated documentation and to verify missing points and inconsistencies. On the other hand, for more complex systems, or systems where the number of variables grows exponentially, or a lot

3 to not be a so strong argument, this is a fact based on the author experience and could be noted at those 4 companies where the author has been work during the last year.
of arrays and matrix are used, it’s possible to note some bottle necks in it's usage, like poor performance from the generated code, for example.

As an example, two functions that should be modeled, based on the first requirement specification of one of the PSD system equipments are shown.

The equipment is called, PCM, and it is in charge of control the door open and close functions while in manual mode, what means, while PCM is enabled.

The two extractions from the Software Requirement Specification are as follows:

- **open command**  If PCM is enabled, and the OPEN button is pressed longer than 1 second, the OPEN command has to be generated.
- **close command**  If PCM is enabled, and the CLOSE button is pressed longer than 1 second, the CLOSE command has to be generated.

Using SCADE, it was modeled like figure 3.

![Fig. 3. SCADE model](image)

Again, it is easy to realize that there are a lot of missing information and contradictions. For example, it is not possible to say, based only in the specification whether it is correct or not, to generate a close command while the open command is present, and vice versa. There is no information to determine when the command (doesn’t matter open or close) should be turned off. One can figure out a lot of different needs, this is not the objective.

The main objective here was to present that a simple way to formalize the development process, whether or not, with heavy formal methods, helps a lot to find this kind of problems.
It’s an ongoing project, and the author hopes to present some strong evidences to support these assumptions.

4.4 considerations

Some other points should be enhanced. Despite all odds, and as pointed in [24], it was not necessary to have someone with strong knowledge in mathematics, although the basic concepts were needed. Moreover, it was not necessary a big team in none of the described projects in order to successfully carry on the project. In the second project cited before, just one person did all the work.

In all of these projects, the most difficult task, and the one that took more time was the requirement elicitation and analysis. Even if it is not directly related to formal methods, the process adopted is important and the goal to build a formal model helps during the classification and elaboration of each requirement forcing them to be complete and non ambiguous.

At the end, the time (and money) that is spent in the earlier phases of the development process is greater than in a normal development, but the time (and much money) that is spent in tests and rework is definitely less. In the case of the second example (Door system), even using the formal methodology only as a support tool, the resulting test cases were much more effective, and the period of tests was shortened by 2 months (from 6 months to 4 months).

Based on these experiences, some features that could be included in the supporting tools, mainly the RODIN platform are summarized in section 5.

5 Gaps or needs

In this section some expectations about the future of supporting tools (mainly RODIN) are summarized and some characteristics that are considered necessary are pointed out. Most of them are being prepared, but some key points should be enhanced.

– **Requirements**, It is a fact that requirement problems are responsible for more than 40% of the total problems in a project [4]. Then, this is the most important feature that should be integrated to RODIN platform. Some characteristics might be helpful:
  - the development of a "natural language dictionary", that would be used to rewrite the specification in a way it could be better understood.
  - the conversion of this redefined specification directly into the abstract model, avoiding with that the insertion of human errors
  - the creation of a tool based on the formal model that could write back a natural language specification. This is crucial when modeling the model manually and at the end there is the need to present it to the customer for approval.
  - the development, (better than a simple "natural language dictionary") of a methodology to annotate the requirement files allowing verifying the coverage of this requirement and helping traceability.
– **Traceability** Also related to requirements, RODIN platform should have the capability to:
  - to be able to track forwards, that is, when something is changed in the abstract model, it would be good if RODIN platform could point out the possible refinements that should be verified in order to meet the changes.
  - in the same way, it should be able to track backwards, and point where to verify if changes were made (intentionally or not) in the refinement machines.
  - still more crucial, it would be good if RODIN platform allowed to track back and forward all the requirements and any changes could be highlighted. Moreover, with this ability, it would be possible to verify if all requirements were fulfilled or not.
– **Intermediate languages** - This has already been done by UMLB plugin, but an interesting feature seems to be missing. Besides the ability to create state machines, for example, the ability to execute these models would be gratefully appreciated. With that, it would be possible to verify if the assumptions are correct, with no need to go inside the proof obligations.
– **Test case generation** This seems to be one of the biggest gaps in industry right now. All generated tests are based on specialist feelings, and usually, what is tested is not exactly what should be. As a result, after a long time testing the system, at the moment it is set to operate some failure occurs, and the test generation phase has to begin again in order to address that specific failure. This routine happens several times until the product can be finally released.

The Proof Obligations are strongly pointed (at least by the author fellings) as the basic source for generating test cases that are necessary and sufficient.
If those proofs are necessary and sufficient to validate the specification, why not use those proofs to generate the test case scenarios?

6 Conclusion

From the data presented in this paper the author concludes that: The application of formal methods in industry is growing, however most of the times as a result of some projects involving academia and industry, like DEPLOY project.

It is clear that outside Europe, formal methods usage is still incipient, and more effort in showing the benefits of that use is needed. In order to facilitate this approach we need tools that do not scare the customer in a first sight, otherwise the fear not to perform a good job will be always greater than the possibility of creating better products.

If these barriers could be broken, the use of formal methods would spread out really fast.

A great step could be done with the introduction of the features presented above.

If the managers are open minded, and admit waiting a bit more at the beginning of the development to see real results, (light or heavy) formal methods application could be more cost-effective and could, at the end, decrease the costs of the whole project by decreasing the costs in test and maintenance phases.
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1 Introduction

Refer to Figure 1(A) which outlines the current development process of automotive control systems. Design models are directly obtained from the feature requirements but in an \textit{ad hoc} manner. Simulink/Stateflow (SL/SF) is the primary modeling notation for the development of hybrid control systems; UML based modeling is used for discrete control applications. In industry, sometimes, C-code is directly developed from requirements. We focus here on the development of design models from feature requirements. We also assume the SL/SF modeling framework. The current process has limitations:

- The semantic gap between the requirements and the design models is high; therefore, obtaining SL/SF model directly from the requirements can be prone to errors.
- The process is primarily manual, a trial-and-error approach is used, and often it is based on experience.
- Requirements and intermediate steps are primarily mental models having no concrete representations.
- A lot of simulation and testing are performed \textit{a posteriori} to have a confidence in the design.

![Diagram](image)

\textbf{Fig. 1.} (A) Current Development Process, (B) Design models from VMs
The aim of this paper is to systematize and formalize the feature-to-design phase; the characteristics of this process are:

- Through a chain of incremental steps requirements are guided towards the design. Each step produces an abstract model which we term as a verification model (VM); the primary purpose behind VMs is formal verification.
- Each VM has a clear mathematical representation.
- From a VM, we obtain the next one in the chain by applying correctness preserving transformations.
- A VM may have non-determinism which allows multiple design choices.
- Incremental steps are manual, but rigorous verification is performed using tool support; the technique used is theorem proving.
- Once a VM is sufficiently detailed, a design model can be derived from it.
- Design models are correct-by-construction; so, no additional validation.

We use the Event-B method for the construction of automotive control systems; Event-B models will be our VMs. We obtain a SL/SF model from a detailed Event-B model. Many verification/validation (V/V) infrastructures like Hardware-in-loop (HIL) testing, Plant-in-loop (PIL) testing and FlexRay bench have been built around Mathwork’s SL/SF models. The SL/SF models that we generate can get the benefit of existing V/V infrastructure. Our main contributions are: (a) use of Event-B method in obtaining SL/SF models, and (b) the new notion of RRM diagrams play a key role in this development process (RRM stands for Requirement, Refinement and Modeling).

2 The Method

A variant of Cruise Controller is our running example. A vehicle can be in cruise mode only when an external switch called \texttt{cc\_switch} is on; however, during the cruise mode, the vehicle also need to satisfy other conditions (\texttt{cc\_cond}): (a) the throttle and the brake pedals are not disturbed, and (b) the vehicle speed is not less than the minimum cruise speed. When the vehicle is in cruise mode the driver can press the set button to bring the vehicle to cruise active state, and the current vehicle speed becomes the cruise speed. When in active state, the throttle angle for the cruise speed is computed by the controller; otherwise, it is determined by the driver. When in cruise active state, the cruise speed can be increased (by 1 KM/h) by tapping the \texttt{acc2} button once, or it can be decreased (by 1KM/h) by tapping the \texttt{decl} button once. These buttons can be tapped multiple times. When the \texttt{cc\_cond} becomes false, the cruise state becomes inactive. When \texttt{cc\_switch} is on and \texttt{cc\_cond} is true, tapping the resume button engages the vehicle again in cruise active state, and the last cruise speed becomes the current cruise speed.

2.1 Development using Verification Models

In Figure 2, \(M_0\) is the initial abstract model. \(\text{THETA}_d\) and \(\text{THETA}_c\) are respectively the throttle angles produced by the driver and the controller. When
the value of \textit{cc\_mode} (cruise control mode) is active, then \textit{THETA\_c} is produced as the output; otherwise \textit{THETA\_d} is the output. This model captures a requirement fragment. Model \textit{M\textsubscript{1}} is a refinement of \textit{M\textsubscript{0}} which considers additional requirements. When \textit{cc\_mode} is active, \textit{THETA\_c} computation depends on \textit{vspeed} (vehicle speed) and \textit{tspeed} (target cruise speed). We have assumed a proportional controller; therefore, increase in \textit{THETA\_c} is proportional to \((\textit{tspeed} - \textit{vspeed})\).

The next refinement focuses on the computation of the \textit{cc\_mode}. The inputs are \textit{cc\_switch}, \textit{cc\_cond}, \textit{vspeed} and \textit{tspeed}. When \textit{cc\_mode} is active, the value of \textit{tspeed} is also computed. The additional external inputs are the status of the \texttt{set} (S), \texttt{accl} (A), \texttt{dccl} (D) and the \texttt{resume} (R) buttons. In Figure 2, block \textit{C} of \textit{M\textsubscript{2}} depicts the computation of \textit{cc\_mode} and \textit{tspeed}. \textit{M\textsubscript{2}} is next refined to obtain \textit{M\textsubscript{3}} (Figure 3). In \textit{M\textsubscript{3}}, \textit{cc\_cond} is a free input but in reality, it is computed in terms of environment inputs like brake pedal (\textit{brP}), throttle pedal (\textit{thP}) and the \textit{vspeed}; \textit{M\textsubscript{3}} makes this computation explicit.

In model \textit{M\textsubscript{4}}, the plant is introduced which relates the throttle output \textit{THETA\_o} and the vehicle speed; refer to Figure 3. \textit{M\textsubscript{5}} is the final refinement in which plant input of \textit{M\textsubscript{4}} is replaced with sensed value of the speed (\textit{sensed\_speed}); \textit{THETA\_o} is the actuator input to the plant.

2.2 RRM Diagrams

We have explained the development process by using a chain of diagrams, which we term as \textit{RRM Diagrams}. Let us consider model \textit{M\textsubscript{1}} as a RRM diagram (Figure 2). Block \textit{A} captures and model the requirement that when CC mode is active, the throttle angle produced by the controller is the output; otherwise the throttle angle determined by the driver is the output. This requirement description could be attached to block \textit{A}. Block \textit{B} captures and model the requirement that when CC is active, \textit{THETA\_c} depends on \textit{vspeed} and \textit{tspeed}. In summary, requirement fragments can be partitioned across the blocks and the wires. An informal mapping can be established between the requirements in the require-
ment document and those in the RRM diagram and thus completeness issues can be checked. Requirement fragments when distributed across blocks presents the user with a clear understanding of the modeling activity going on. And thus the RRM diagrams can be a mechanism for keeping the user/requirement engineer in sync with the designer. This constitute the requirement viewpoint of the RRM diagrams.

A RRM diagram has a formal presentation as an Event-B model. The model is proved against invariant preservation and deadlock-freedom. Also, the diagram guides us as to what is the next possible refinement. For instance, in $M_1$, block B identifies that none of its inputs are environmental inputs, and therefore each input can be refined. In $M_1$, $cc\_mode$ is a free input but not an environmental input; so, block C is created in the next refinement which computes $cc\_mode$ in terms of other environmental or intermediate inputs. In summary, RRM diagram always can guide as to what would be the next possible refinement, and when to stop the refinement process. Refinement amounts to addition of new blocks and new links, or splitting a block into multiple blocks and links.

RRM diagrams have a modeling view point. A RRM diagram indicates to what extent the design has progressed. Note also that a RRM diagram resembles a SL/SF model; the logic and the meaning of blocks and links in a SL/SF model is evident from the structure of the corresponding RRM diagram.

3 SL/SF model generation

A detailed Event-B model can be used to derive a SL/SF model. Figure 1(B) shows the complete process. Our method considers both the Event-B model and
the corresponding RRM diagram together to derive the SL/SF model. We now present a set of guidelines.

- Inputs to the RRM diagram become the inputs to the SL/SF model. Input variables receive non-deterministic values through non-deterministic events in the Event-B model.
- There is an one-to-many mapping between the RRM diagram blocks and the events in the Event-B specification. If a block is mapped exactly to one event, then this event becomes a Simulink block; the internal details of the block are guided by the computation in the event.
- A block is associated with many events in the Event-B specification and each event is of the form $f(T_1, \ldots) \rightarrow (T_1, \ldots)$ meaning that one input and one output share a type. If $T_1$ is enumerated then the block is a candidate for a Stateflow block in the Simulink model. The enumerated type(s) determine the states and, the concerned events determine the transitions.
- A block in RRM diagram is mapped to multiple events but the event do not satisfy the criteria just discussed, then they become Simulink blocks. The Simulink block structures are determined by the event condition and action.

Figure 4 shows the SL/SF model which is obtained from the final refinement of the CC in Event-B. This model is structurally similar to the corresponding RRM diagram.

Consider the block D in $M_4$; this block corresponds to a single event in the Event-B model which computes $brP \land thP \land vspeed \geq 25$. This computation can be trivially translated to Simulink. Refer to block C of the RRM diagram in Figure 3. This block is mapped to 10 events in the Event-B model. Since the events satisfy the Stateflow criteria – each event takes an element of $\{set, active, inactive\}$ and outputs an element of same type and in addition there are other actions – we build a Stateflow model for these events.
4 Summary

1. In a SL/SF model, wires between blocks carry signals. It means that there is no complicated data sharing between the blocks, only atomic data. The events in the Event-B model are so refined that there is no complex data transfer between them. The RRM diagrams are also designed keeping this in mind.

2. The RRM diagrams play a major role in the development process. They determine the sequencing structure, what should be the next refinement, and furthermore, they are used in SL/SF model generation. The mapping between the RRM diagram blocks and the Event-B events determines the nature of the SL/SF block. We believe the Event-B method along with the notion of RRM diagrams can solve the problem of obtaining correct SL/SF models.

3. Up to the final refinement, the development process is correct-by-construction. Assuming that the translation step from the final refined model to the SL/SF model is correct, the latter model is correct with respect to the requirements.

4. The requirement capture/development steps remove any ambiguities or inconsistencies in the requirements. The RRM diagrams also help a user in addressing the issue of incompleteness.

5. The semantics of Stateflow in general unsafe and could be ambiguous. That is why restricted subsets are defined [4]. Since the events in an Event-B are unambiguous, in translating them to Stateflow, the translator is expected to use safe features.
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Abstract. Today we see an increasing demand for flash memory because it has certain advantages like resistance against kinetic shock. However, reliable data storage also requires a specialized file system that can handle the limitations of flash memory. This paper develops a formal, abstract model for the UBIFS flash file system. We develop formal specifications for the core components of the file system: the inode-based file store, the flash index, its cached copy in the RAM and the journal to save the differences. We give an abstract specification of the interface operations of UBIFS and prove some of the most important properties using the interactive verification system KIV.

1 Introduction

Flash memory has become popular in recent years as a robust medium to store data. It has significant advantages compared to traditional hard disks, in particular shock resistance. Therefore it is popular in digital audio players, digital cameras and mobile phones. Flash memory is also getting more and more important in embedded systems where space restrictions rule out magnetic drives, as well as in mass storage systems (solid state disk storage systems like the RamSan-5000 from Texas Memory Systems) since it has shorter access times than hard disks.

Flash memory has different characteristics when compared to a traditional hard disk. In brief, flash memory cannot be overwritten, but only erased in blocks whose size is typically around 64k. Erasing a block is slow and can only be done a limited number (typically $10^5$ to $10^7$) of times before memory wears out. Therefore it should be done evenly (“wear leveling”) and as seldom as possible. In particular if memory is filled to 90% with static data, it must be ensured that even the static data is moved around. Otherwise all writes would happen on the remaining 10%, reducing life time significantly. These characteristics imply that standard file systems cannot be used with flash memory directly.

Two solutions are possible: either a flash translation layer is implemented (typically in hardware) emulating a standard hard disk. This is the standard solution used e.g. in USB flash drives. It has the advantage that any file system can be used on top (e.g. NTFS or ext2). On the other hand, the characteristics
of file systems (e.g. partitioning of the data into the content of files, directory trees, or other meta data like journals etc.) cannot be effectively exploited using this solution.

Therefore a number of flash file systems (abbreviated FFS in the following) has been developed, that optimize the file system structure to be used with flash memory. Many of these FFS are proprietary (see [7] for an overview). A very recent development is UBIFS [10], which was added to the Linux kernel last year.

Increased use of flash memory in safety-critical applications has led Joshi and Holzmann [11] from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 2007 to propose the verification of a FFS as a new challenge in Hoare’s verification Grand Challenge [9]. Their goal was a verified FFS for use in future missions. NASA already uses flash memory in spacecraft, e.g. on the Mars Exploration Rovers. This already had nearly disastrous consequences as the Mars Rover Spirit was almost lost due to an anomaly in the software access to the flash store [15].

A roadmap to solving the challenge has been published in [6]. This paper presents our first steps towards solving this challenge. There has been other work on the formal specification in the context of the Grand Challenge. The papers [3], [5], [14] give top-level models of tree-structured file systems with POSIX-like operations. Butterfield and Woodcock [2] have started bottom-up with a formal specification of the ONFI standard [4] of flash memory. The most elaborate work we are aware of is the one by Kang and Jackson [12] using Alloy which gives a vertical prototype and discusses high-level recovery operations.

2 An Abstract Specification of UBIFS

Our approach described in detail in [16] is middle-out, since our main goal was to understand the critical requirements of an efficient, real implementation. Therefore we have analyzed the code of UBIFS (ca. 35,000 loc), and developed an abstract, formal model from it. Although the resulting model is still very abstract and leaves out a lot of relevant details, it already covers some of the important aspects of any FFS implementation. These are:

1. Updates on flash are out-of-place because overwriting is impossible.
2. Like most traditional file systems the FFS is structured as a graph of inodes.
3. For efficiency, the main index data structure is cached in RAM as well as stored on the flash drive.
4. Due to e.g. a system crash the RAM index can always get lost. The FFS stores a journal to recover from such a crash with a replay operation.
5. Care has been taken that the elementary assignments in the file system operations will map to atomic updates in the final implementation, to ensure that all intermediate states will be recoverable.

Our model is on the level of the Linux VFS (virtual file system switch) which is the abstract interface to the UBIFS implementation as well as to the implementation of other traditional file systems under Linux (like ext3 or reiserfs). It
therefore offers the standard operations of this interface: creating inodes for files and directories, reading and writing a page of a file, truncating and renaming files, creating and removing hardlinks. The operations are given in an abstract programming language using a notation similar to ASMs [8], [1].

We have verified three properties for the file system:

- **Functional Correctness of the Operations.** We proved that all specified operations terminate and fulfill postconditions about their results.
- **Consistency of the File System.** We proved that all operations preserve consistency of the file system. Consistency specifies several well-formedness properties, e.g. that every entry in the RAM index always points to an existing inode in the main store.
- **Correctness of the Replay Process.** We proved that the replay operation which is called after a crash is able to restore a consistent file system, losing as little data as possible.

The full specification and all proofs are available on the Web [13].

3 Conclusion and Outlook

The work of this paper defines a first abstract model of the essential data structures needed in a FFS. It defines the four central data structures: the file store which stores node-structured data, the flash index, its cached copy in the RAM and the journal. Based on these, we have specified the most relevant interface operations and verified some core properties.

Our model should be of general interest for the development of a correct flash file system, since variants of the data structures and operations we describe should be relevant for every realistic, efficient implementation.

In future work we intend to use the model as an intermediate layer in the development of a sequence of refinements, which starts with an abstract POSIX specification and ends with an implementation based on a specification of flash memory based on the ONFI-Standard. The development of such refinements will offer many challenges and we finish sketching some of the most important ones.

- **Concurrency.** In a real implementation operations on files are often executed concurrently. Therefore, as an example writing a file consists of several page writes which may be interleaved with other operations (even with another write operation to the same file!).
- **Caching** All real file systems use caching to gain efficiency. A page may still be written in the cache only, when the write operation has already finished.
- **Efficient implementation of index structures.** Our model abstracts the index structure to a simple map, while in reality a B+-tree is used. This representation allows to optimize updating the index stored on flash by only updating relevant branches (out of place), which makes it a “wandering tree”.
– **Quality of wear leveling.** Our model has abstracted from erase blocks, and therefore does not have code for wear leveling and garbage collection. Lower level models will include this code, and one of the import verification tasks is to show that wear leveling is effective. This looks possible for UBIFS, since its wear leveling strategy is based on counting erase cycles.
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Problem Description

The software development principle of stepwise refinement is popular in software engineering, and is also well supported by formal notations. When performing stepwise refinement, software is developed by creating intermediate levels of abstraction. Starting with the requirements, an abstract specification is constructed, which is refined by a more concrete implementation. Then, the implementation must be verified against the specification, and further refinement steps are accomplished until the desired level of abstraction is reached.

In this paper, we consider the refinement of confidentiality requirements. In contrast to, e.g., integrity requirements, which are functional requirements on the correctness of data and thus typically preserved under refinement, this is generally not true for confidentiality requirements (see [9] for details). According to ISO/IEC 13335-1:2004 [1], “confidentiality is the property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes”. These unauthorized subjects are considered as the malicious part of the environment, which threatens an ICT-system. The goal of the software to be built is to protect the ICT-system against attacks that stem from this malicious environment.

Confidentiality requirements can be enforced using different kinds of countermeasures such as security mechanisms (e.g., encryption algorithms), physical protection mechanisms (e.g., security guards that control access to server rooms), and organizational means (e.g., user instructions concerning password security). In general, the adequacy of a countermeasure to establish confidentiality requirements depends on the confidentiality requirement and the environment in which the ICT-system is embedded. For example, a password-based encryption mechanism might work properly if applied in a private environment, but it is rather not suited for a public environment.

From the software engineering point of view, we must analyze the adequacy of security mechanisms such as encryption and access control mechanisms at a very early stage of software development. The goal of this analysis is to find an answer to the question “Does the selected security mechanisms work properly in the intended operational environment so that the confidentiality requirement is established?”
Solution Approach

In earlier publications (cf. [2, 3]), we introduced a security engineering process named SEPP that focuses on the early phases of software development. The basic idea is to make use of special patterns defined for structuring, characterizing, and analyzing problems that occur frequently in security engineering. Similar patterns for functional requirements have been proposed by Jackson [5]. They are called problem frames. Accordingly, our patterns are named security problem frames (SPF). Furthermore, for each of these frames, we define a set of concretized security problem frames (CSPF) that take into account generic security mechanisms to prepare the ground for solving a given security problem. For example, we defined an SPF that describes the problem class of confidentially transmitting data over an insecure network, and we specified a CSPF that uses symmetric encryption to solve such problems.

According to [10], we consider the step from the instantiation of an SPF to the instantiation of a corresponding CSPF as a formal refinement step that not only preserves the functional correctness but also the confidentiality requirement. This confidentiality-preserving refinement step is supported on the level of patterns as described in Fig. 1. Since (C)SPFs are denoted rather informally as diagrams, we complement those (C)SPFs that deal with confidentiality requirements by model templates. They constitute formal CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) [4] models of the corresponding (C)SPFs. Each of these templates is deadlock- and livelock-free, which we proved using the model-checker FDR2 (Failure-Divergence Refinement) [6]. For each pair consisting of an SPF model template and a corresponding CSPF model template, we proved a failure-divergence refinement using FDR2.

Moreover, confidentiality-preserving refinement is supported on the level of instances as described in Fig. 2. The model templates are instantiated based on the instances of the corresponding (C)SPFs. We refer to instantiated SPF model templates as SPF model instances and to instantiated CSPF model templates as CSPF model instances. To prove that a CSPF model instance refines an SPF model instance in a confidentiality-preserving way, we must accomplish the following steps:

1. Prove that the CSPF model instance failure-divergence refines the SPF model instance.
2. Specify the confidentiality requirement based on the SPF model instance.
3. Prove that the SPF model instance fulfills the confidentiality requirement.
4. Prove that the CSPF model instance fulfills the confidentiality requirement initially defined for the SPF model instance.

Since the failure-divergence refinement is already proven on the pattern level, the effort for the proof on the instance level in the first step should be remarkably reduced. Moreover, this proof is tool-supported by FDR2.

In the second step, the SPF model instance is used to formally express the confidentiality requirement as an information flow property. Here, we use the framework for the specification of probabilistic and possibilistic confidentiality requirements by Santen [8]. Since confidentiality requirements are predicates on sets of traces, they cannot be modeled in CSP, and thus cannot be verified using FDR2. Nevertheless, we can mathematically specify a confidentiality requirement and prove in the third step that a given SPF model satisfies the requirement. Note that there does not exist the information flow property that allows us to express every informal confidentiality requirement. Instead, an adequate property depends on the confidentiality requirement that it formalizes. Mantel [7] gives a comprehensive overview of possibilistic information flow properties.

In step four, we must show that no leaks are introduced in the CSPF model instance that do not exist in the SPF model. For this proof, we re-abstract the CSPF model instance, i.e., we hide the characteristics of the used security mechanism. Then, we can prove that the confidentiality requirement holds following the same procedure as for the SPF model instance.

A comprehensive description of this pattern-based approach to confidentiality-preserving refinement can be found in [10].

Conclusions

Confidentiality requirements can be expressed based on communication defined by instances of our model templates. Given an SPF model instance and a corresponding CSPF model instance, we can formally prove a refinement that preserves the confidentiality requirement. The main benefits of this approach are:

– The model templates underlay the (C)SPFs with formal behavior descriptions to gain an unambiguous comprehension of the frames and to clarify their semantics.
Based on instances of model templates, confidentiality requirements are expressed as information flow properties in a well-defined way.

As a prerequisite for software development based on stepwise refinement, instances of the model templates enable us to prove that the step from SPF instances to corresponding CSPF instances is a functionally correct refinement, which preserves the confidentiality requirements. The two refinement proofs show if an instantiated CSPF indeed solves a security problem defined by an SPF instance in a given environment.

Following the divide & conquer concept, a software development problem is decomposed into subproblems that are solved independently. Afterwards, the sub-solutions must be composed to obtain a solution for the initial software development problem. As illustrated in Fig. 3, an important question in such a scenario is: Is confidentiality-preserving refinement compositional? In general, it is not compositional. But, we intend to find special software architectures that guarantee compositionality.
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1 Introduction

In the design of concurrent systems, fairness allows to abstract from scheduling policies of in multi-process systems and from processor speeds in multi-processor systems. In Event-B, like in action systems, the choice among events is nondeterministic [1, 2]. Fairness restricts this nondeterministic. In this paper we propose a way to express fairness in Event-B. Finitary fairness has been proposed as a way of further restricting standard fairness [3]. It is a “more realistic” notion of fairness, it allows some systems to be modelled for which standard fairness is not sufficient, and it is more easily used for proving properties in Event-B than standard fairness. We give a general transformation from an Event-B model, in which some events are marked as fair, into an equivalent plain Event-B model. A theoretical justification is given. A similar transformation was proposed in [3], but does not lead to “equivalent” computations. The contribution of this paper is this new transformation.

2 Motivation

Consider the event system in Fig. 1, which is taken from [3]. Both events $L$ and $R$ have no guards and are thus always enabled. Both events are specified to be fair. A schedule of an event system is a sequence of names of events that can occur in an execution (which is going to be made precise shortly). A schedule can be a finite or an infinite sequence; in the example all possible schedules are infinite. For example, a schedule could start with:

$$LRRLRLLRR\ldots$$

Fairness of $L$ implies that a schedule cannot contain an infinite sequence of $R$’s. A schedule is bounded if for some natural number $k$, no fair event is neglected more than $k$ times consecutively. Finitary fairness of an event system means that all schedules are bounded. For the example, a schedule in which the number of consecutive $R$’s continues to increase is not bounded:

$$LRLRRLRRRLRRRR\ldots$$

Suppose the events belong to different processes. A scheduler is an automaton with event names as the alphabet. For above schedule to be generated by an automaton, the automaton would need to count the number of $R$’s and would need an unboundedly large state. Conversely, if the schedule is bounded, only finite state is needed. Thus the
invariants
\[ x \in BOOL \]
\[ y \in \mathbb{N} \]
initialisation
\[ x, y := TRUE, 0 \]
fair event \( L \)
\[ x := NOT x \]
fair event \( R \)
\[ y := y + 1 \]

Fig. 1. Event system with two fair events.

bounded schedules are exactly the languages of finite state schedulers. Since any practical scheduler uses a fixed amount of memory, finitary fairness is not only an adequate, but a more precise abstraction from scheduling policies than standard fairness.

Suppose that the events are executed on different processors; the speeds of the processors may differ and may vary. Finitary fairness implies that the speeds of the processors may not drift apart unboundedly. Alur and Henzinger formalize this claim in terms of timed transition systems [3]. Again, finitary fairness allows a more precise abstraction of multiprocessor systems.

Since finitary fairness is more restrictive than standard fairness, one can expect more properties to hold under finitary fairness. For example, the event system of Fig. 1 will eventually reach a state in which \( x = TRUE \land \neg \text{powerOf}(2)(y) \) holds: if this property would always be false, then \( L \) must be scheduled only when \( \text{powerOf}(2)(y) \) holds, for increasing values of \( y \), but that is impossible in a bounded schedule.

The finitary restriction can be used for modelling unknown delays of timed systems. In a distributed consensus, processes have to agree on a common output value, but each process may fail and not deliver a value. This can be solved using finitary fairness, as shown in [3], but cannot be solved using standard fairness only [4].

Proof rules for the termination of events in presence of fairness can get involved: not all events must decrease the variant. It is sufficient if events that don’t decrease the variant keep those fair events that do decrease the variant enabled, as by fairness these will eventually be taken. The proof rule requires that an invariant is specified for each event, e.g. as used in [5] for the refinement of action systems. This would require the proof rules of Event-B to be significantly expanded.

The alternative that we follow is to transform an event system by replacing fair events with regular events and introducing an explicit scheduler [6, 2]. The standard proof rules of Event-B can then be applied. Figure 2 illustrates this. The event system of (a) is supposed to eventually terminate as \( x \) is set initially some natural number and fair event \( R \) decrements \( x \). In the transformed event system fairness is achieved by introducing a counter \( c \) that is decremented each time the (regular) event \( L \) is taken. This eventually forces \( R \) to be taken as \( L \) becomes disabled when \( c \) reaches zero. When \( R \) is taken, \( c \) is set again to a new positive value. In (b) the counter can does not have an upper bound, but still event \( R \) will eventually be taken; this ensures standard fairness. In
invariants
\( x \in \mathbb{N} \)
\( c \in \mathbb{N} \)
initialisation
\( x \in \mathbb{N} \)
\( c \in \mathbb{N}_{\mathbb{N}} \)
event \( L \)
when \( x > 0 \)
then
skip
end
when \( x > 0 \)
then
\( c \leftarrow c - 1 \)
end
fair event \( R \)
when \( x > 0 \)
then
\( x \leftarrow x - 1 \)
end
counter \( c \) is used to ensure finitary fairness of \( R \).

\begin{align*}
\text{(b)} & \quad \text{event } R \\
\text{(c)} & \quad \text{when } x > 0 \\
& \quad \text{then} \\
& \quad \text{end} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad \text{event } L \\
\text{(b)} & \quad \text{event } L \\
\text{(c)} & \quad \text{event } L \\
\end{align*}

Fig. 2. (a) Event system with fair event \( R \). (b) Counter \( c \) is used to ensure finitary fairness of \( R \).
(c) Counter \( c \) is used to ensure standard fairness of \( R \).

(c) this counter be at most \( B \), hence \( B \) gives an upper bound of how many times event \( R \)
can be ignored before it must be taken; this ensures finitary fairness.

A further reason for preferring finitary fairness is that it can simplify proofs of
termination. For a set of events to terminate, there must exist a variant, a function from
the state to a well-founded domain, and all events have to decrease the variant. For
proving the termination of the event system in Fig. 2 (c), following variant with natural
numbers as the well-founded domain is sufficient:

\[
\text{variant} \\
\begin{align*}
\quad & x \times (B + 1) + c \\
\end{align*}
\]

Event \( L \) decreases the variant by decreasing \( c \). Event \( R \) decreases the variant by decreasing \( x \); while \( c \) may increase, as \( c \) is at most \( B \), the variant is still decreased. A similar
variant cannot be given for the event system in (b). Natural numbers as the well-founded
domain are not sufficient with standard fairness.

3 Fair Event Systems

A fair event system \( P \) is a structure \((Q, E, T, I, F)\) where

- \( Q \) is a set of states,
- $E$ is a set of events,
- $T$ is a set of transitions, relations over $Q \times Q$ indexed by $E$,
- $I$ is the set of initial states, $I \subseteq Q$,
- $F$ is a set of fair events, $F \subseteq E$

We write $T(e)$ for the transition relation of event $e$. A computation $p$ of $P$ is a finite or infinite maximal sequence of states and events alternating, written

$$p = \sigma_0 \xrightarrow{e_0} \sigma_1 \xrightarrow{e_1} \sigma_2 \xrightarrow{e_2} \cdots$$

such that $\sigma_i \in Q$, $e_i \in E$, $\sigma_0 \in I$, and $\sigma_i \mapsto \sigma_{i+1} \in T(e_i)$. That is, states $\sigma_i$ and $\sigma_{i+1}$ must be in relation $T(e_i)$. A computation is a finite sequence, or is terminating, if it ends with a state $s_n$ that is not in the domain of any transition relation, $\forall e \in E \cdot s_n \notin \text{dom}(T(e))$. Otherwise it is an infinite sequence, or is nonterminating.

The schedule of a computation $p$ is the projection of the sequence $p$ to only the events; the trace of $p$ is the projection of $p$ to only the states, i.e. for $p$ as above:

$$\text{schedule}(p) = e_0 e_1 e_2 \cdots$$
$$\text{trace}(p) = \sigma_0 \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \cdots$$

We write $\text{schedule}_j(p)$ for $e_i$, the $i$-th event of computation $p$ and $\text{trace}_j(p)$ for $\sigma_i$, the $i$-th state of computation $p$. The guard of an event is the domain of its relation, $\text{grd}(e) = \text{dom}(T(e))$; an event is enabled in a state if the state is in its guard, otherwise disabled. A computation $p$ is bounded if it is finite or if for some $k \in \mathbb{N}$, for all fair events $e \in F$, event $e$ cannot be enabled for more than $k$ consecutive states without being taken, formally:

$$\forall i \in \mathbb{N} \cdot \exists j \in i \cdot i + k \cdot \text{schedule}_j(p) = e \lor \text{trace}_j(p) \notin \text{grd}(e)$$

When considering finitary fairness, we are interested only in the bounded computations. This definition of fair event systems generalizes that of transitions systems in [3] by indexing the transitions with the events and by allowing only some events to be fair.

An Event-B model defines the set of states through the variables and invariants, the transition relations through guards and generalized substitutions, and the initial states through the initialization. Thus fair event systems are an abstract representation of Event-B models, in which we additionally allow some events to be specified as fair.

### 4 The Finitary Weakly Fair Transformation

Let $P = (Q, E, T, I, F)$ be a fair event system. We assume that $E = \{e_1, \ldots, e_n\}$ and that $F$ is the subset $\{e_1, \ldots, e_m\}$ with $m \leq n$. The finitary weakly fair transformation $\text{FWF}(P)$ ensures finitary fairness by introducing counter variables $c_1, \ldots, c_m$, one for each fair event. The counters indicate the priority of events. Once the counter of an event reaches zero, that event must be tested: if it is enabled, it must be taken, otherwise it is skipped. The counters are kept distinct, therefore only one counter can be zero. The counters are initialized to values between 1 and $B$. On every transition, the guards of all fair events must be tested: if an event is enabled, its counter must be decreased, otherwise its counter is reset to a value between 1 and $B$. Formally, $\text{FWF}(P) = (Q', E, T', I', \emptyset)$ where for some $B \geq m$: 

\[ Q' = Q \times \mathbb{N}^m \]

For every event \( e_i \in E \), \((\sigma, c_1, \ldots, c_m) \mapsto (\sigma', c'_1, \ldots, c'_m) \in T'(e_i)\) if:

1. if \( e_i \) is a regular event, \( e_i \in E - F \), then
   \[ \sigma \mapsto \sigma' \in T(e_i) \land \\
   (\land j \in 1..m \cdot c_j > 0 \land ((\sigma \in \text{grd}(e_j) \land c'_j = c_j - 1) \lor (\sigma \notin \text{grd}(e_j) \land c'_j \in 1..B)) \]
2. if \( e_i \) is a fair event, \( e_i \in F \), then
   \[ \sigma \mapsto \sigma' \in T(e_i) \land \\
   (\land j \in 1..m-\{i\} \cdot c_j > 0 \land ((\sigma \in \text{grd}(e_j) \land c'_j = c_j - 1) \lor (\sigma \notin \text{grd}(e_j) \land c'_j \in 1..B)) \]
   \( \lor \)
   \( (c_i = 0 \land \sigma \notin \text{grd}(e_i) \land \sigma' = \sigma \land c'_i \in 1..B) \)
3. \( \text{distinct}(c'_1, \ldots, c'_m) \)
4. \( I' \) is such that \((\sigma, c_1, \ldots, c_m) \in I' \) if
   1. \( \sigma \in I \land (\land j \in 1..m \cdot c_j \in 1..B) \)
   2. \( \text{distinct}(c_1, \ldots, c_m) \)

All counters of the finitary fair transformation are between 0 and \( B \) and are distinct, i.e. for all computations \( p \) of \( \text{FWF}(P) \) and for all natural numbers \( i \) with \( 0 \leq i < |\text{trace}(p)| \):

\[ \text{trace}_i(p) = (\sigma, c_1, \ldots, c_n) \Rightarrow c_1 \in 0..B \land \ldots \land c_n \in 0..B \land \text{distinct}(c_1, \ldots, c_n) \]  \( (1) \)

This property follows by induction over \( i \): with \( \text{FWF}(P) = (Q', E, T', I', \emptyset) \) the initial states \( I' \) satisfy (1) and transitions \( T' \) preserve (1). In the transformation of fair events a case analysis is needed: when the counter of an event reaches zero, the event’s transition is take if enabled, otherwise not. This case analysis leads to splitting a fair event \( E \) into \( E \) and \( E' \) in the transformed system. For a fair event system \( P \), we call the schedules of the computations of \( P \) simply the schedules of \( P \) and the traces of computations of \( P \) simply the traces of \( P \). The schedules of \( P \) and \( \text{FWF}(P) \) are necessarily different, as \( \text{FWF}(P) \) contains the auxiliary primed events. The restriction of a sequence \( s \) onto a set \( S \) is the subsequence of \( s \) containing only elements of \( S \). Following theorem justifies the finitary fair transformation.

**Theorem 1.** For a fair event system \( P \), the schedules of \( \text{FWF}(P) \) restricted to the events of \( P \) are exactly the bounded schedules of \( P \).
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Abstract. We illustrate the use of UML-B to specify safety requirements in a railway interlocking system. Starting from a list of documented hazards, the example uses three refinement levels to concisely specify what is meant by a safe interlocking system. The refinements firstly introduce the basic domain concepts involved in an unsafe railway system, then document assumptions about the system that are relied upon to mitigate hazards, and finally specify the safety requirements that the proposed system must meet in order to avoid hazards. Hence, the model is progressively constrained from an unsafe one to a safe one.

Keywords: Safety Requirements, Refinement, UML-B, Event-B.

1 Introduction

Train Interlocking systems control railway signals and points so that trains travelling upon a rail network are controlled to reach their destinations without collision. The fact that the interlocking system has the responsibility for avoiding collisions means it is a safety-critical control component. It is usual for a hazard analysis to be performed when a safety-critical control component is about to be designed. The purpose of a hazard analysis is to examine all the possible kinds of accidents that could result in injury to humans, analyse the scenarios that could lead to those accidents and thereby identify hazards which must be avoided.

It is possible that some of the identified hazards may be outside the scope of the proposed control component. Others are hazards that the control component must avoid and lead to 'safety requirements'. In the first case it is important to precisely define the limitations, assumptions and scope of the control component and in the second it is important to identify the safety requirements.

In this paper we illustrate how a hazard analysis could be used to drive abstract formal modelling that segregates these two important goals. The model could then be

---

1 This work is derived from a deliverable of the EU framework 7 project, INESS (INegrated European Signalling System) [No: 218575]. It uses notations and tools developed in the EU framework 7 project, Deploy.
used via refinement to elaborate a specification and design of the control component that is proven to be safe according to the safety requirements.

The model uses the UML-B [1] notation which is a graphical front-end for the Event-B [2] language and tools. The Rodin tool set [2] includes a prover which automatically attempts to prove properties about a model whenever it is saved. The properties that are proved include invariant preservation (which may include the safety invariants we are interested in here as well as simple typing properties) and that a refinement behaves in a way that was permitted by the model it refines. Proofs might not succeed either because the model is incorrect or because the proof is too difficult for the automatic prover. The Rodin toolset includes an interactive prover where the user can attempt to guide the automatic prover.

2 Formal Model of a Safe System

In this section we introduce an example formal model to formalise the top level safety requirements for railway interlocking systems. The formalisation process starts from an existing hazard analysis [3] developed for an interlocking system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accident Identification</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-1</td>
<td>Train-vv train collision</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>either físico or non-físico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-2</td>
<td>Train-vv personal collision</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>e.g., a single person or a car on a track segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-3</td>
<td>Train-ww object collision</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>e.g., rocks on a track segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-4</td>
<td>Train derailment</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard Identification</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Way Cause</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-1</td>
<td>Two or more trains on the same track segment.</td>
<td>A-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-2</td>
<td>A point is moving under a train.</td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-3</td>
<td>Obstacle on a track segment.</td>
<td>A-2, A-3, A-4</td>
<td>Only trains can be detected on track segment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-4</td>
<td>Train speed too high</td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-5</td>
<td>Mechanical defect of track element</td>
<td>A-4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-6</td>
<td>A point leads a train to an incorrect track segment.</td>
<td>A-1, A-2, A-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model consists of the following 3 refinement steps:

- Introduce domain concepts required to describe the 6 hazards above. The idea of this first stage is to describe what would happen if the system was not made to behave safely. If we animated this model we would observe trains crashing and being derailed. The point of this stage is just to introduce the minimal ‘vocabulary’ that will be used in later models;
- Introduce assumptions relating to domain concepts not controlled by the interlocking systems and limitations of the interlocking system. The point of this stage is to explicitly describe the safety properties that won’t be dealt with by the interlocking system. This can include assumptions we make about things outside the control of the interlocking system, for example, the actions of a driver or hazards that the interlocking system cannot address and therefore have to be risked. By modelling these things explicitly we are forced to consider them and allow domain experts the chance to object to them;
Introduce safety requirements of the interlocking system. This final stage addresses the safety requirements that the interlocking system must satisfy. They are expressed as invariant properties that must always hold and a behavioural model that satisfies these invariants. This behavioural model could be further refined until an interlocking system is represented. The Rodin proof tools will ensure that this interlocking system is a safe system.

![Diagram of components in the model: three refinement steps and a context.](image)

This model is deliberately at a high level of abstraction. It does not describe the functionality of an interlocking system. The intention is to describe just enough detail in order to express the safety hazards that must be avoided. This is done using some abstract state variables and some events that alter those variables. These events are then given guards (conditions which are necessary before the event can occur). In this way, constraints on the behaviour are modelled in a way that is expected to satisfy the safety requirements. The safety requirements are expressed as invariants (properties of the state variables that should hold at all times). It is then automatically proven\(^2\), using the Rodin verification tools, that no sequence of events can reach a state that violates the invariants.

### 2.1 Domain Concepts

At the first level we model the domain in (only just) sufficient detail to be able to express the hazards. In this level we just introduce the domain concepts (state-space) and do not constrain the system to behave safely.

For H1, we need a set of trains, a set of track segments and a relationship occupies between them. Since implicitly, trains move about on the track, we allow trains to change their occupies value to the next track (next is introduced in H2 below).

For H2, we need the concept of changing points. We model this by giving track a ‘next’ relationship to another track and allowing it to change. I.e. all track segments are potentially points although, in reality, most never change.

For H3, we give track a Boolean attribute, ‘obstructed’ and allow this to be altered non-deterministically.

For H4, we give ‘train’ a Natural attribute, ‘speed’ and allow this to change non-deterministically. Although not made explicit in the hazard, the concept ‘safe speed’

---

\(^2\) One proof obligation of the feasibility of an initialisation required a small amount of interactive assistance.
depends on the occupied track segment, so we also introduced a constant attribute 'safeSpeed' for the track. This is done in the associated context.

Fig. 2. Specification for the event 'setOccupies'. The value of the parameter trackVal is nondeterministically chosen from its type (here 'track') but this choice is further constrained by the guards to be the 'next' track from the one the train currently occupies. [n.b. EventKind is discussed in a later example. Witness and Convergence concern refinement of parameters and new events, neither of which are used in this document].

For H5, we give track a Boolean attribute 'failed' and allow this to change nondeterministically.

For H6, we give track a Boolean attribute 'incorrect' and allow this to change nondeterministically. Note that we take a slightly different interpretation of 'incorrect' than in the hazard analysis. The hazard analysis seems to treat incorrect as a general term including track that is occupied, obstructed or is in use by people or cars. The first two meanings are already covered by H1 and H3 respectively. Since people or cars using the track are either treated as obstructions (H3) or are using a track device that is controlled by the interlocking system. Therefore, we reduce incorrect to mean track sections that have an associated device that is in a state where it cannot be safely occupied. This may be an incorrect interpretation but through discussion with domain
experts this could be clarified and fixed if necessary. An important outcome of formalising the safety requirements is that it forces us to confront these ambiguities and encourages them to be clarified.

Note that, for modelling convenience, we treat track as a fixed set of instances with a configuration whereas we treat trains as a variable set of instances so that the train’s attributes can be easily initialised to a valid and consistent state, which is refined in later steps.

For this domain model, seventeen proof obligations were generated by the Rodin tools. Of these sixteen were discharged automatically and one required some interactive assistance.

**Fig. 4.** Specification of the newTrain event which adds a train to the system. The EventKind is set to ‘constructor’ to represent this behaviour. A parameter trackVal picks any track segment (other than nullTrack) and this is used to initialise the train’s track position.

**Fig. 5.** The Domain model shows the main features needed to consider the given hazards. This consists of the two classes, train and track and their attributes, associations and events. Note that the instances of class track are linked to the set TRACK that was defined in the context.
2.2 Excluded from Scope of Interlocking System

In the next level we introduce assumptions about the things that are not covered by our interlocking system. This includes things that are outside of the scope of interlocking and cannot be influenced by it, as well as limitations of the interlocking system.

2.2.1 Assumptions

For H3, obstacles are not detected by the interlocking system. Therefore we assume that no obstacles will ever be present by introducing a guard into the ‘setObstructed’ event so that ‘obstructed’ is only ever set to FALSE. (In the previous level, boolVal was the non-deterministically selected Boolean parameter representing the new value of obstructed).

Fig. 6. Specification for the event setObstructed. The guards force the new boolean value of obstructed to always be false.

For H4, speed is outside of the scope of the interlocking system. There is nothing in the interlocking system that can influence the speed of the train and we therefore make the assumption that the driver only selects safe speeds. We implement this assumption by introducing a guard into the setSpeed event that restricts the new speed (natVal) to be less than the safe speed of the currently occupied track.

\[ \text{natVal} < \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{safeSpeed} \]

We also assume the driver will slow down before moving the train into a new track that has a safe speed limit that is lower than the current train speed. We implement this assumption by introducing a guard into the setOccupies event that prevents the new track segment being occupied unless the train’s current speed is lower than the new track segment’s safe speed.

\[ \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{speed} < \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{next} \cdot \text{safeSpeed} \]
2.2.1 Limitations
For H5, although the interlocking system can prevent a train from moving to a track section that is failed, it cannot prevent failures from occurring. Therefore, it is a limitation of the system that it cannot prevent a track from failing when it is already occupied. It is assumed that this is so unlikely that it can be assumed not to occur. (If necessary, it could be made more unlikely by providing redundant systems). To represent this assumption we introduce a guard into the setFailed event so that track sections cannot fail while they are occupied. Note that the guard only prevents occupied track from failing, it does not prevent failures from being fixed (boolVal = FALSE).3

\[ \text{thisTrack} \notin \text{ran(occupies)} \lor \text{boolVal} = \text{FALSE} \]

2.2.2 Invariants
We can now introduce the safety conditions for these hazards as invariants on the properties of a train. (Since they are placed within the class train, they apply to all instances of trains, i.e. universal quantification is implicit for all thisTrain belonging to train).

For H3, we introduce an invariant to say that an occupied track is never obstructed.

\[ \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{obstructed} = \text{FALSE} \]

For H4, we introduce an invariant to say that a train’s speed is always less than the safe speed of the track it occupies.

\[ \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{speed} < \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{safeSpeed} \]

Initially the Rodin tools generated twelve proof obligations for this stage of the model. At the first attempt, the automatic prover, failed to prove two proof obligations. Examining these two proof obligations (e.g. \( \text{obstructed(next(occupies(thisTrain))) = FALSE} \)) we observed that they both concern the invariant associated with H3. We are fairly confident that this invariant is satisfied since we added a guard to ensure that all track segments are always unobstructed. However, the prover doesn’t know this information. We could attempt to assist the prover interactively but in this case it is easier to add an invariant to the model to give the prover the additional information it needs so that it can break the proof in to smaller steps. The prover will first prove that this new invariant is true and then use it to prove H3. After adding this invariant fifteen proof obligations were generated by the Rodin tools but all were discharged automatically.

\[ \text{thisTrack} \cdot \text{obstructed} = \text{FALSE} \]

3 Range (ran) of a function is the set of all target instances that are currently mapped to by the function. Hence \( \text{ran(occupies)} \) is the set of track segments that are occupied by trains.
Fig. 7. The refined model consists of the two refined classes with all their previous attributes and associations inherited (i.e. retained) and some new invariants added.

By omission we assume that the remaining events are fully controlled by the interlocking system that is yet to be introduced. More explicitly, the interlocking system has full control over when trains can change their occupancy of track sections, when points can change (the value of next) and when a track section becomes ‘incorrect’.

2.3 Safety Requirements

In this level we introduce the safety requirements for the interlocking system as invariants and then constrain our model with additional guards needed to satisfy them.

For H1, we introduce an invariant to say that occupies is injective. (An injective function is one where at most one element of the domain maps to each element in the range. I.e. only one train occupies a particular track element).

\[
\text{occupies} \in \text{train} \rightarrow \text{track}
\]

For H2, we introduce an invariant to say that the track occupied by a train has the same value for next as it did when the train first occupied the track. Note that, since this is a temporal property, we need to introduce some extra history data, nextWhenOccupies in order to express this as an invariant.

\[
\text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{nextWhenOccupies} = \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{next}
\]

For H5, we introduce an invariant to say that the track occupied by a train is not failed.

\[
\text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{failed} = \text{FALSE}
\]

For H6, we introduce an invariant to say that the track occupied by a train is not incorrect.

\[
\text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{incorrect} = \text{FALSE}
\]
We now need to constrain the behaviour of our model so that it satisfies these invariants.

For H1, we introduce a guard to setOccupies that represents the requirement that the interlocking system will prevent a train from moving to a track section that is already occupied.

\[ \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{next} \notin \text{ran} \left( \text{occupies} \right) \]

For H2, we introduce a guard to setNext that represents the requirement that a point cannot change while it is occupied.

\[ \text{thisTrack} \notin \text{ran} \left( \text{occupies} \right) \]

For H5, we introduce a guard to setOccupies that represents the requirement that the interlocking system will prevent a train from moving to a track section that is failed.

\[ \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{next} \cdot \text{failed} = \text{FALSE} \]

For H6, we introduce a guard to setOccupies that represents the requirement that the interlocking system will prevent a train from moving to a track section that is "incorrect".

\[ \text{thisTrain} \cdot \text{occupies} \cdot \text{next} \cdot \text{incorrect} = \text{FALSE} \]

For H6, we also introduce a guard to setIncorrect that represents the requirement that the interlocking system will prevent a track section from becoming incorrect while it is occupied.

\[ \text{thisTrack} \notin \text{ran} \left( \text{occupies} \right) \lor \text{boolVal} = \text{FALSE} \]

For this stage of the model the Rodin tools generated twenty eight proof obligations, all of which were discharged automatically.

The hazards make no mention of trains failing to stop at the end of a line. Hence we assumed in our model that this is not a safety requirement. Of course, this could be an omission from the hazards but because our model faithfully recreates the given hazards in this respect, none of the verification tools detect that there is a problem. Although the verification tools can detect many internal consistency problems, they cannot decide whether the model is what the users want. Validation of the model could be addressed by animating the model in the presence of domain experts using the Rodin animation tools. (There are two animation plug-ins for Rodin, ProB and AnimB). If the animation reveals that trains are supposed to stop when there is no next track to go to, suitable guards and invariants could be added to prevent this hazard.
3 Summary

We briefly summarise what has been achieved with this model.

The model is intended as an illustration and may require revision to make it more realistic. For example the model does not consider the possibility of track being bi-directional. The model illustrates how some example hazards can be used to derive safety requirements. To derive safety requirements it was first necessary to introduce some concepts that are present in the domain. We also made explicit which hazards are not covered by an interlocking system. The four invariants given in Figure 8 are a formalisation of the relevant safety requirements in terms of these domain concepts.

In addition, we introduced some very abstract behaviour and proved that this behaviour satisfies the formalized safety requirements. By modelling the safety requirements and a behaviour that is safe, and proving this to be true, we gain confidence that the safety requirements are consistent. By keeping the model simple and abstract we gain confidence that the safety requirements are correct. We should also validate the model by animation.

Using refinement (according to the Rodin tools upon which UML-B is based) it would be possible to make this abstract model more detailed until it describes an interlocking system. The Rodin tools force us to prove that the more detailed model is a proper refinement of this abstract one and hence that the interlocking system also satisfies these safety requirements.

Acknowledgments. We would like to thank our colleagues in the INESS project who provided valuable feedback on the models and overall approach during its development.
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1 Introduction

Dependability is degree of reliance that can be justifiably placed on a computer-based system [1]. It is a multi-facet system characteristic that encompasses safety, reliability, availability, maintainability and security. Dependability is impaired by faults that might propagate to a system level and result in a system failure. If a failure occurs then the system might cease to provide its services or provide them incorrectly. A set of techniques known as means for dependability aims at mitigating consequences of fault occurrence as well as avoiding and removing faults during the system design. Means for dependability include fault avoidance, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting. We argue that by interfacing refinement process with these techniques we would significantly enhance system development process. Next we present several examples to support our argument.

2 Fault Avoidance and Fault Tolerance via Formal Modelling

Fault avoidance is achieved via an application of rigorous design and verification methods usually called formal methods. Formal methods provide us with powerful mathematical foundations for establishing functional correctness of complex systems. The advances in expressiveness, usability and automation of these techniques enable their use in the design of wide range of complex dependable systems. For instance, the B Method [2] and its extension Event-B [3] have proven their worth in several large industrial projects [4, 5].

Application of formal methods helps us to gain confidence in building correct systems. On the other hand, to guarantee dependability we need to build not only correct but also fault tolerant systems, i.e., systems that also are able to cope with faults of their components. Obviously, this goal is attainable only if fault tolerance mechanisms constitute an intrinsic part of system behaviour. In [6] we have proposed a refinement-based approach to development of fault tolerant control systems.

Essentially our approach allows us to express and prove two important facts about system behaviour. We ensure that controlling software, called a controller, 1) does not contribute to failure of the system by forcing it from a safe to an unsafe state and 2) prevents a critical system failure by forcing the system from
an unsafe to a safe (but probably non-operational) state. The first goal essentially means that the controller should ensure safety of a fault-free system and not introduce failures into it. The second goal states that the controller should be able to detect failures of other components and cope with them by returning the system to a safe state.

We demonstrated that the development of systems by stepwise refinement in B facilitates achieving these goals. Indeed, since the development starts at a high level of abstraction, the reasoning about safety at such an abstract level allows us to formulate safety properties in a clear and succinct way. The formal development by refinement ensures that the final implementation adheres to the initial abstract specification. This gives us means to guarantee that safety is also preserved at the implementation level. To ensure that safety is not jeopardised in the presence of faults we need to ensure correctness of fault tolerance mechanisms. Although fault tolerance mechanisms usually constitute a significant part of controller (sometimes up to 60% of program code), fault tolerance mechanisms are often introduced only at the implementation stage and in a rather ad-hoc fashion. However, ad-hoc approaches do not guarantee that the system would detect all possible errors and implement adequate error recovery. Hence behaviour in present of faults, error detection and recovery should be considered already at the abstract specification level.

In [7, 8] we demonstrated how to use safety analysis techniques to extract the requirements for error detection and recovery as well as to formulate safety invariant. We proposed an integral approach for incorporating results of Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) into the formal specification. In our approach statecharts facilitate construction of the control system and serve as a basis for structuring and integrating results of FTA and FMEA. The use of statecharts as a communication media between safety and software engineers assists the process of requirements discovery and supports requirements traceability.

Refinement can be seen as a formalized model-driven development approach that allows us to build systems correct and dependable by construction. It can be described as a process of model evolution as follows:

1. Abstract specification of entire system: the initial specification captures requirements for routine control, models failure occurrence and defines safety property as a part of its invariant
2. Specification with refined error detection mechanism: the abstract specification is augmented with the representation of failures of the components, more elaborated description of plant’s dynamics and detailed description of error detection.
3. Specification of the system supplemented with redundancy: the specification is refined to describe behaviour of redundant components and control over them. The error detection mechanism is enhanced to distinguish between criticality of failures.
4. Decomposition: the specification of overall system is split into specifications of the controller and the plant.
5. Implementation: executable code of controller is produced.

Every evolution step of our development is a refinement of the initial formal specification in B. We argue that the system developed by an application of the proposed approach have a high degree of dependability because of the underlying complete formal verification within a logically sound framework.

3 Reliability Assessment for Fault Forecasting

While developing system by refinement, we start from a specification that abstracts away from low-level design decisions yet defines the most essential behaviour and properties of the system. While refining the abstract specification, we gradually introduce the desired implementation decisions that initially were modelled non-deterministically. In general, there are might be several ways to resolve non-determinism, i.e., there are might be several possible implementation decisions that adhere to the abstract specification. These alternatives are equivalent from the correctness point of view, i.e., they faithfully implement functional requirements. Yet they might be different from the point of view of non-functional requirements, e.g., reliability, performance etc. Early quantitative assessment of various design alternatives is certainly useful and desirable. However, within the current refinement frameworks there are no scalable solutions for that [9].

In [10] we proposed to integrate probabilistic model checking [11] into step-wise development in Event-B to enable reliability assessment already at the development stage. Reliability is a probability of system to function correctly over a given period of time under a given set of operating conditions [12–14]. Obviously, to assess reliability of various design alternatives, we need to model their behaviour stochastically. We demonstrated how to augment (non-deterministic) Event-B models with probabilistic information and then convert them into the form amenable to probabilistic verification. Reliability is expressed as a property of converted specification that we verify by probabilistic model checking. For instance, reliability assessment can guides a refinement step that aims at introducing a fault tolerance mechanism into the system specification.

To demonstrate validity of our approach, we performed several experiments that aimed at comparing results obtained via model checking with the analytical solutions. Since the obtained results matched, we argue that the proposed approach to assessing reliability can be safely applied in practice.

Our approach can also be used to demonstrate that the system adheres to the desired dependability levels, for instance, by proving statistically that the probability of a catastrophic failure is acceptably low. This application is especially useful for certifying safety-critical systems. Furthermore, reliability assessment allows us to predict time when the system should be automatically or manually reconfigured to ensure that the predefined reliability level is maintained.

Essentially our approach to development and assessment of periodic dependable system can be described by the following guidelines:
1. Abstractly specify system behaviour. To achieve this create an abstract model of system behaviour during a single iteration and then define logical criterion that distinguishes correct system behaviour from incorrect one. Strengthen the guards of events to ensure that then criterion is not satisfied then system deadlocks

2. Refine system to introduce the required implementation details. If a refinement step introduces representation of unreliable component into the system specification then explicitly model fault-free behaviour as well as faults. At each refinement step reformulate criterion in terms of newly introduced variables and functionality. In the invariant explicitly define connection between more abstract and more concrete representation of criterion and prove refinement to ensure that refined system does not introduce additional deadlocks.

3. To evaluate various refinement alternatives or impact of unreliable components on the system reliability convert Event-B specification into its PRISM counterpart. Explicitly define synchronising events. Replace non-deterministic representation of behaviour of unreliable components by their probabilistic counterpart. Use component reliability to define the corresponding probability. Evaluate property

$$P_{=?}[G \leq T \text{ criterion}]$$

to evaluate reliability.

4. Continue refinement process until the desired implementation level is achieved.

4 Conclusions

We see the main benefit of integrating refinement process with the means for dependability in merging reasoning about functional correctness with the explicit reasoning about dependability. It is widely accepted that only dependability-explicit development process can ensure high degree of system dependability and its robustness. We believe that refinement constitutes a suitable basis for conducting system construction hand-in-hand with dependability analysis.
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1. Introduction

The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of a computing machine is the definition of the binary instructions, registers, and memory space visible to an executing program. MIDAS (Microprocessor Instruction and Data Abstraction System) is an example ISA, intended for formal construction using the Event-B method [4] through to a working Virtual Machine (VM) implemented in software [6,8].

Construction of an ISA capable of executing compiled C programs necessitates an ISA of sufficient size and complexity to provide a useful test article for the tools and techniques needed for formal construction of practical industrial applications. The MIDAS project can therefore inform future development of the Event-B notation and Rodin toolset [1].

2. Motivation and Objectives

The motivation for the use of Formal Methods for construction of the MIDAS ISA was a desire to systematically derive the exact behavior (i.e. modification of machine state) for all possible operations during program execution. As well as identification of state transitions during normal operation, identification of all possible error conditions is of particular importance, as these are rarely explicitly specified in conventional (i.e. informal) specification documents. Explicit specification of all conditions and their resulting behaviors is needed for deterministic behavior in safety-critical systems, defending against program errors introduced by causes such as coding errors, compiler bugs or corruption of hardware at run time.

The MIDAS ISA was developed specifically to be representative of typical microprocessor ISAs, but using a minimal number of defined instructions in order to make a complete refinement practical. Therefore, a goal of creating an ISA capable of executing C programs generated by a suitable compiler was established.

The ISA was also intended as a test article for a wider objective: the construction of a generic model capable of application to multiple ISAs, and its demonstration by the construction of two variants of MIDAS. A final objective was the refinement to a level capable of auto-generation to C source code, for compilation to a working Virtual Machine.
3. The MIDAS ISA

In order to achieve a simple but representative ISA capable of executing compiled programs, the MIDAS ISA has thirty-four instructions falling into eight categories. No-operation (one instruction) performs no function except incrementing the Program Counter (PC). Fetch (six instructions) moves data from the memory system to the register file. Store (four instructions) moves data from the register file to the memory system. Single-operand operations (two instructions) perform transformations of single data elements within the register file. Dual-operand operations (thirteen instructions) perform combinations of two data elements within the register file. Comparisons (five instructions) perform comparisons of two data elements within the register file. Jumps (two instructions) perform conditional modification of the PC. Halt (one instruction) stops machine execution without error.

ISAs with register files implemented as randomly accessible register array machines are now the most common form of hardware-implemented microprocessors, but stack machines are still used, particularly in the field of VMs not intended for hardware implementation. Therefore, in order to provide ISAs representative of both mechanisms and demonstrate the flexibility of the methodology, two variants of the MIDAS ISA exist. In order to simplify development of decoding mechanisms, both MIDAS variants employ the same instruction codes to identify comparable instructions.

4. The MIDAS Model

The Event-B model may be considered to consist of two parts: the generic description of properties common to most ISAs, and a further refinement to an example ISA. The generic part is incrementally constructed from an initial abstraction, sufficiently simple to be trivially understandable and capable of multiple refinements even at an abstract level. The second part constructs the example ISA from this. In order to demonstrate the principle of multiple refinements of a common abstraction within resource limits, the two variants of MIDAS are constructed within the specific part, rather than entirely different ISAs being constructed from the end of the generic path.

The final objective of automatic generation of VM source code was achieved by the specific development of an extension to the Rodin development environment, B2C [7]. All MIDAS source code is available for download at http://deploy.eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/84/. This includes Event-B model and refinements, C-coded prototypes, GCC compilers (and their source code) for both MIDAS variants. B2C source code and additional source code for execution of the VMs is also included, as well as installation and build instructions.

The scale of the MIDAS model is worthy of comment. As described, the MIDAS ISAs have thirty four instructions. The construction of the register variant uses 32 steps to construct 109 events in the final refinement, resulting in 4444 lines of automatically generated C. The stack variant uses 33 steps to construct 113 events in the final refinement, resulting in 4092 lines of C. Construction of the generic and variant-specific parts of the model involves the discharging of 4916 proof obligations, approximately half of which required some manual intervention by the developer.
5. The Development Process

Conventional programming techniques were found to provide greater development productivity at the cost of lower development rigor. Therefore, in order to achieve both rapid and robust development, ISAs and their accompanying compilers were prototyped and tested using conventional C programming techniques before formal construction was attempted. This introduced duplication of effort in the ISA implementation, but gave overall improvements to productivity, due to the greater speed of development and retest in the informal environment.

Host C compilation tools were used to compile three separate items: the target compilation tools, the conventionally coded VM prototype code, and the formally derived VM source code. The target compilation tools were then used to compile the VM test executables. The Rodin environment with the B2C translation extension is used to create the formal model and generate the VM source code. The Eclipse Java development environment was used to create the B2C translation extension.

6. Scaling Issues

Development of an Event-B model of this scale revealed scaling limitations within the Rodin tool, falling into three categories: platform, editing and proving. The Rodin tool is an Eclipse [2] based platform, ultimately relying on the Java Virtual Machine for it execution: this was found to have memory limitations when running on the Windows operating system. The form-based editing tool available within the Rodin version used (0.8.2) became unwieldy for large numbers of events, lacking features such as folding, cut-and-paste, and search-and-replace.

Finally, the automatic proving mechanisms were found to break down as the model became large, due to large numbers of hypotheses becoming visible in the proof context, leading to tool timeout during undirected searches for valid proofs. Some timeout failures can be avoided by crude extension of the tool timeout combined with execution of long batch-runs (i.e. approximately ten hours), although timeout extension also serves to further lengthen total batch time due to unsuccessful proof attempts taking longer to abort. Automatic proof is greatly improved by manual inclusion of appropriate hypotheses as theorems in the machine context.

Thus, towards the end of the development process, more time was spent editing and trivial proving than thinking about the model and the discharge of functionally useful proof obligations.

7. Relative Productivity

The simultaneous development of both conventionally coded and formal-derived VM source code suggests that (using available tools) development in a formal environment takes considerably more effort (approximately ten times). This is due to a combination of a superior product being developed by the inclusion of correctness proof, and the available tools for formal development being less mature. This is not to say that formal development is not cost effective, as a payoff realized when a whole production and deployment cycle considered, which includes costly rework and repair. Thus formal development is particularly suitable for safety-critical and high-value applications, in which the cost of these back-end issues is very high, and may be
regarded alongside other quantity assurance methods such as reusable libraries, configuration control, static analysis and test suite development.

8. Recommendations

Construction of Event-B models of the scale described can be greatly enhanced by a number of feasible additions to Event-B and Rodin, many of which have been proposed or are already in development.

Editing of models will be greatly enhanced by the Camille editor [3], which emulates the “look and feel” of a text editor, allowing the efficient manipulation of large models. Higher-level tools such as UML-B [5] will provide superior developer interaction with Event-B models, providing efficient visualization of constructs such as state machines. Development of other features is recommended, such as automated refinement, improved differential refinement techniques, syntactic sugar and decomposition of models.

Improvements to current proof discharge techniques will be needed for large models: possible enhancements being provision of programmable proving tactics and thus automatic tactic generation, and Event-B syntax allowing the inclusion of more proof assistance within models.

Finally, establishing good programming practices is relevant to Event-B as to conventional programming languages, such as planning of refinement structures before the construction of models, grouping of related events, and inclusion of meaningful comments and tags.

9. Conclusions

The formal construction of the MIDAS ISAs demonstrates that Event-B and Rodin can support the refinement of practically useful software, from a trivially simple high-level abstraction to automatically generated source code. However, the model developed probably represents the upper size limit achievable for current Rodin versions, the main issues being concerned with editing and discharge of proofs. However, the project uncovered no conceptual problems, and the flexible architecture of Event-B/Rodin should support a roadmap of solutions for addressing the construction of large formal models and their proofs.
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